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ABSTRACT
This study explored transformational adult learning and thru-hiker culture on the Appalachian
Trail, employing autoethnography as research methodology within the qualitative research
tradition (Creswell, 2007). The researcher explored thru-hiker culture by hiking the complete
Appalachian Trail for five months, involving a 2,185 mile journey experienced as a continuous
“flip-flop” hike. The researcher began hiking northbound from Mount Greylock, Massachusetts
on June 25, 2014. Mount Katahdin, Maine, the A.T. northern terminus was summited August
15, 2014. The southbound journey commenced August 20, 2014 from Mount Greylock and
ended at the summit of Springer, Mountain, Georgia, the southern terminus November 22, 2014.
Personal observations through daily blog posts and weekly newspaper articles were collected,
and used to critically reflect on the experience, a process integral to transformational adult
learning, and achieving an understanding of thru-hiker culture. Themes associated with the
transformational learning included compassion, community, and simplicity. Theories used to
analyze learning included Flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), Hierarchy of Needs theory
(Maslow, 1970), Ulysses Factor (Anderson, 1970), and Transformational Adult Learning theory
(Brookfield, 1987, Mezirow, 1991). A description of thru-hiker culture revealed a unique
hierarchy among participants, distinctive norms regarding social interaction, language, and
concepts of self and others. The study illustrated the intimate relationship between the self as an
independent actor and also member of a culture (Bruner, 1990). The study reveals A.T. thruhiker culture through a description of the experience, knowledge gained from critical reflection
on the experience, and the role of physical and psychological challenge on the emerging self.
Keywords: autoethnography, thru-hike, transformational learning, Appalachian Trail
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CHAPTER 1—INTRODUCTION
I have attempted and successfully completed many physical challenges over the years,
including marathons, half-marathons, triathlons, cross country bicycle trips, and hundred-plusmile hikes. My attraction to these challenges initially was superficial. However, I became part
of the culture associated with such challenges through continued participation in many events.
My interest has evolved into a desire to understand the connection between tangible physical
activity – hiking, biking, running – and the intangible, positive emotional change seemingly
associated with it – joy, happiness, sense of accomplishment, sense of wellbeing. The successful
completion of a grueling marathon, for example, provided me with greater self-knowledge, and
the resources to meet other challenges in my life. The focus of this study involves my 2014 thruhike of the Appalachian Trail (A.T.), a 2,185-mile continuous trek over rough terrain.
I document the experience and its effects on me and others, exploring how the experience
of thru-hiking creates opportunities for self-discovery and learning. The Appalachian Trail is the
most popular of America’s Triple Crown long distance hikes (Arnold, 2007). The other two are
the Pacific Crest Trail and the Continental Divide Trail. Roughly 2,000 hikers attempt to hike
the A.T. annually (Sylvester, 2013). While only an estimated 15% of those who begin a thruhike are successful (Setzer, 1997), the number of persons attempting the hike has increased
significantly in the past decade with bubble increases due to the influence of Bryson’s A Walk in
the Woods (1998) and a 2008 feature in National Geographic magazine (Sylvester, 2013). The
proliferation of thru-hikers in recent years coupled with their relatively low success rate suggests
that many hikers are a poor match for the challenge and effort required to complete the trail.
This study of the experience and meaning of hiking the A.T., including an assessment of
the benefits and perils of attempting the hike from a personal, narrative perspective, may prove
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valuable to future hikers. The experience provided an opportunity to reflect on how a longdistance hike relates to challenges posed by living a life in this time and place. Thru-hiking
requires physical conditioning and planning to avoid peril and achieve the benefits of a
successful hike.
Thru-hikers prepare physically to carry 30- to 50-pound packs for eight to 10 hours per
day (Mueser, 1998). They consume 4,000 to 6,000 calories per day and drink up to four gallons
of water, often retrieved from streams and other natural water sources. Hikers must purify water
through filter systems or iodine drops, which the hiker can carry. Some hikers mail renewal
supplies to post offices located in communities along the route. Reaching the post office may
require added walking or hitchhiking to communities off of the trail itself. The hiker needs maps
detailing the route across the 14 states it traverses to avoid becoming lost and to orient the hiker
to location and distance (see Appendix B). Trail guidebooks recommend carrying a compass
(Sylvester, 2013). Hikers typically allow four to six months to complete the hike so that they
have a reasonable chance of reaching Mount Katahdin, Maine (the northern terminus of the trail)
before Baxter State Park is closed on October 15, preventing access to Katahdin’s summit. Fall
weather in the high elevations of North Carolina and Tennessee similarly challenges southbound
hikers. Thru-hikers can expect to spend $3,000-$8,000, or $1 to $1.50 per mile, to cover
expenses en route depending on their access to off-trail accommodations along the route (Setzer,
1997).
One of the greatest benefits of thru-hiking is the opportunity for new learning. I
evaluated the challenge of any physical goal in terms of intensity, duration, and consistency. In
hiking, terrain, hours hiked daily, and days hiked respectively represent this trio. This focused,
rigorous routine over five to six months provided a unique opportunity for reflexivity, using
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experiences within a culture to more deeply examine the culture (Macfarlane, 2009). I
experienced epiphany moments, clarity of observation, and quality journaling time to record
insights – all opportunities for new learning.
I described my experience on the thru-hike within the larger story of living in our time. I
documented changes in my perspective on leading a meaningful life and in my views on the
larger and related issues in society. An isolating and challenging experience, a thru-hike often
provides insights with regard to the meaning of personal experience in the larger society,
including the pressure to conform to cultural expectations, consume resources, and lead a “good
life” as defined within the larger cultural narrative.
Problem Statement, Purpose, and Significance
The purpose of this study is to examine the meaning of thru-hikers’ experiences walking
the A.T. I describe the experience from a first person viewpoint. This self-narrative
autoethnographical form of research examines self and culture simultaneously.
Autoethnography is researcher friendly, enhances cultural understanding between self and others,
and has the potential to transform self and others (Chang, 2008). I attempt to clarify
relationships between the experience of thru-hiking and my perceived self-enrichment through a
reconnection with the land and nature; a simplified lifestyle; pursuit of adventure and
achievement; extended physical forward movement; self-awareness; and additional themes that
present new learning opportunities. More importantly, I add to the body of knowledge on this
subject by going beyond what current studies have already revealed through examination and
description of the thru-hiking experience from a first person point of view.
I completed the A.T. thru-hike myself, starting at Mount Greylock, Massachusetts on
June 25, 2014. I hiked northbound (nobo) to Mount Katahdin, Maine, the A.T.’s northern
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terminus. I then rode a bus back to Greylock and hiked southbound (sobo) to Springer
Mountain, Georgia, the A.T.’s southern terminus. I interacted with and observed other thruhikers while en route as part of self-discovery on the trail. I completed the 2,185-mile trip on
November 22nd, 2014. I was on the trail for four months and 28 days.
By starting in Massachusetts in late June, I hiked with the first wave of nobos who
departed Springer Mountain Georgia in March. Most thru-hikers hiking the A.T. begin from
Springer Mountain, Georgia in April or May and hike north to Mount Katahdin, Maine, arriving
in September or October (D. Tarasevich, personal communication, January 6, 2014). These first
nobos were seasoned when I joined them, having covered 1,500 miles of trail and capable of
finishing the hike. They were the group I most wanted to study since they had the qualities
necessary to finish. I was privileged to hike with them since I was a neophyte in June and July.
Hiking south, I interacted and shared my experiences with sobos traveling to Springer
Mountain, a direction considered even more rigorous. The mountains in Maine and New
Hampshire are the most rigorous on the route, and hikers have not had time to become
conditioned to the physical challenge. My interactions with sobos, day hikers, section hikers,
trail angels, and community members informed my experience on the trail, providing me with an
opportunity for greater self-knowledge and learning.
Part of the culture of thru-hiking consists of the phenomenon of assuming a trail-name.
Trail names are pseudonyms, fictitious monikers, either self-selected or imposed by a cohort of
hikers journeying in proximity to the individual hiker. The practice serves to ensure a
heightened level of anonymity for those attempting the thru-hike and may be an attempt to
separate from a former life. The trail-name phenomenon enhanced my observations since thruhikers were divorced from former life pretenses, enabling greater fidelity to trail life. There was
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little discussion of present or former careers, jobs, families, education level, or any of the
trappings of civilian lives. Furthermore, Mosey, the trail name I acquired, gave me a heightened
flexibility through anonymity.
I reveal epiphanies I experienced during the journey. Epiphanies are significant events
that can result in life changes, new perspectives, or insight (Denzin, 2014). I identify personal
meaning associated with many of the epiphanies. I clarify the culture of A.T. thru-hikers by
placing my autobiographical self in the research. In this way, I attempt to present my lived
experience of thru-hiking the A.T. in an evocative, authentic, vulnerable, and therapeutic
narrative. My study examines the detailed thoughts, emotions, and experiences I personally
underwent, including my encounters and interactions with thru-hikers as I met them en route
from Mount Katahdin, Maine to Springer Mountain, Georgia.
Of the 300,000,000 people living in the United States, 200,000,000 live within a day’s
drive of the Appalachian Trail (Tipton, 2015). It is estimated that less than five percent of that
200,000,000 spend any time, including any part of a day hike, on the 2,185-mile trail (Sylvester,
2013). My study may create added awareness for those contemplating hiking any part of the
A.T. as a recreational pursuit. In addition, drawing attention to the A.T. as one of America’s
unique natural assets may heighten public awareness of it and the need for environmental
sustainability. Humans’ reconnection with the land through walking upon it better ensures a
healthy society for both the citizenry and the land (Mueser, 1998). Most importantly, my study
expands the understanding of A.T. thru-hiker culture and describes opportunities for
transformational adult learning.
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Research Question and Significance
I adopted the following question to frame my study: How does the experience of
attempting and pursuing a difficult goal – completing a 2,185-mile continuous hike over a sixmonth period – create new opportunities for learning? I examined how the culture unique among
thru-hikers develops and is maintained by those associated with it; how adventure and
achievement motivate thru-hikers; how the psychological challenge inherent in the thru-hiker’s
commitment to completing the hike creates impetus for personal change; and how extended
periods of solitude and simplicity of lifestyle affect thru-hikers.
Overview of the Chapters
I present findings from my review of literature in chapter two. I discuss previously
completed studies that use varied methodological perspectives to analyze the A.T. thru-hiking
experience. I mention findings from books published by former thru-hikers. Finally, I discuss
information garnered from the Appalachian Trail Conservancy, the entity responsible for
maintaining the Appalachian Trail.
I discuss why I used a qualitative inquiry for the study in chapter three. I explain the
benefit of autoethnography as the most appropriate qualitative research methodology to use for a
study of self and culture. In addition, I provide rationale for using scholarly personal narrative
such as autoethnography as accepted subjective research compared with conventional objective
forms.
In chapter four I describe my thru-hiker experience in first person prose characteristic of
autoethnography. I add to the body of knowledge by composing a descriptive narrative
reflecting the A.T. thru-hiking experience reflexively.
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Thru-hikers frequently journal about their en route experience, offering insight into the
unique experiences of the day. I analyze those experiences reflexively, asking how they
incorporate me into the thru-hiking culture; how they challenge my physical and psychological
assets; and whether the extended periods of solitude cause me to pursue a more simplified life.
Chapter five is a discussion of philosophical assumptions in an examination of the thruhiking culture, and it explores the culture through the lens of four established theories. The
philosophical assumptions include: ontology, epistemology, axiology, and rhetoric. Theories
include: Flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), Hierarchy of Needs theory (Maslow, 1970), the
Ulysses Factor (Anderson, 1970), and Transformational Adult Learning theory (Brookfield, 1987
and Mezirow, 1991).
The study concludes with chapter six: summary, implications, and recommendations.
The summary provides a profile of thru-hiker culture from my experience hiking the entire trail.
I express several implications including thoughts on the introvert/extrovert dichotomy,
leadership insights gleaned from the experience, and transformational adult learning paradigms
established through critical reflection. Finally, I advance recommendations regarding
egalitarianism, affiliated cultural members, and sustained transformational change.
I adopt the following assumptions, after which I define key terms and complete a review
of literature.
Researcher Assumptions
1. The desire for adventure and achievement manifests in thru-hiker culture and
influences self.
2. The love of the outdoors manifests in thru-hiker culture and influences self.
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3. The need for solitude and simplicity manifests in thru-hiker culture and influences
self.
Definition of Terms
Appalachian Trail (A.T.): the 2,185-mile National Scenic Trail extending from the
summit of Katahdin Mountain, Maine to Springer Mountain, Georgia. It is a walking trail that
traverses parts of 14 states.
Autoethnography: writing about the personal and its relationship to culture. It combines
the autobiographical experiences of the researcher with the culture under study (Ellis, 2004).
Thru-hikers: backpackers who hike the entire Appalachian Trail in one continuous
journey lasting less than a year (typically four to six months).
Purist: an A.T. thru-hiker who follows all of the traditional, white two-by-six-inch blazes
marking the A.T.
Blue blazer: a hiker who takes an alternate route to the A.T., often shorter and marked by
blue blazes.
Yellow blazer: a hiker who hitchhikes to avoid walking a stretch of the A.T.
Aqua blazer: a hiker who floats a river to avoid walking a stretch of the A.T.
Slack packer: a thru-hiker who hikes a stretch of trail carrying only enough supplies for
the day.
Nobo: an acronym for northbound thru-hiker.
Sobo: an acronym for southbound thru-hiker.
Flip flopper: a thru-hiker who starts at a trail location between the A.T. end points and
hikes to either Springer Mountain, Georgia or Mount Katahdin, Maine and then returns to his or
her starting point in order to hike in the other direction.
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Trail name: a pseudonym assumed by a thru-hiker while hiking the A.T.
Trail angels: people along the A.T. who support thru-hikers by giving away free food,
transportation, shelter, and other necessary services.
Trail magic: free food and services along the A.T. meant as support for thru-hikers.
Appalachian Trail Conservancy: organization responsible for preserving and managing
the Appalachian Trail.
Zeroing: spending a day not hiking.
Nearoing: spending part of a day not hiking.
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CHAPTER 2—REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
My review of literature provided an informational base to analyze the research question,
how does the experience of attempting and pursuing a difficult goal in the form of completing a
2,185-mile continuous hike over a six-month period create new opportunities for learning? The
research generally described a unique opportunity for individual hikers to evolve into an eclectic
cultural group known as thru-hikers. It is in this transformational process the individual hiker is
privy to the influences that create a culture. Witnessing these processes creates new individual
educational opportunities which I describe in my study.
I found limited studies on the A.T. I searched multiple databases to find scholarly books
and studies on the thru-hiking experience. The term Appalachian Trail was most helpful in
searching databases, including ERIC, Google Scholar, ProQuest, Psych INFO, Sociological
Abstracts, and ProQuest Dissertations and Theses. I also used the term thru-hiker in advanced
searches, but it was of little benefit. I found six studies with information pertinent to my topic.
Several books written by past thru-hikers provided great insights. I accessed the Appalachian
Trail Conservancy, a not-for-profit volunteer organization committed to sustaining the
Appalachian Trail for its users, for relevant statistics. Finally, a few salient websites offered
great insight into the rigors of the experience of thru-hiking the A.T.
I categorized the major themes reflected in the scholarly studies as culture development;
adventure and achievement; psychological challenge and change; and reflection on solitude and
simplicity. I describe scholarly studies regarding these themes next.
Culture Development
Hiking the A.T. appeals to individuals who share similar attitudes and behaviors,
including an appreciation for the solitude of nature, physical activity, achievement, and
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adventure (Mueser, 1998). Groups of aspiring thru-hikers arrive annually at A.T. trailheads in
Springer Mountain, Georgia or Baxter Park, Maine and participate in a unique culture. Most
A.T. thru-hikers begin the hike alone (Setzer, 1997). Roughly 30% of aspiring thru-hikers drop
out in the first 30 miles (Setzer, 1997). Those who continue find one another along the trail and
proceed along the journey loosely connected, separating and reconnecting as they hike
(Luxenberg, 1994). Estimates suggest 85% to 90% of those beginning the hike do not
successfully thru-hike the A.T. in any given year (Setzer, 1997).
The thru-hiking cohort becomes homogenized, eschewing prior social, economic, age,
education, or sexual status and forming an egalitarian community of pedestrians (Mueser, 1998).
Long distance hikers feel free to become the people they want to be and to act as they want to
act, disregarding all prior social statuses (MacLennan, 2005). Bonds become stronger between
remaining hikers as attrition depletes the ranks of thru-hikers (Setzer, 1997). Thru-hikers build
interdependent friendships necessary for successful completion of the hike (Setzer, 1997). They
share experiences, help one another with occasional financial needs, treat physical and emotional
injury, and assist with other stressors (Letcher & Letcher, 2009).
Huler, a journalist for Appalachian Adventure, described the society as, “a culture of
modern-day hoboes who have their own language, clothing, rituals, and diet” (as cited in Arnold,
2007, p. 5). Fondren (2009) elaborated on the formation of a subculture:
[A] subculture develops in which long distance hikers adjust to new forms of belonging
identified by a newly formed hiking family; personal and immediate relationship
formation among hikers; acceptance of trail names; and the hiking community being in a
constant state of flux. (p. 78)
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Since thru-hiking the A.T. “shapes both behavior and identity by encompassing and regulating
every aspect of members’ lives and daily routines, the experience has been identified as an
example of sociologist Goffman’s total institution” (as cited in Arnold, 2007, p. 5). Moreover,
Setzer (1997) suggested that as a group, “hikers are not able to indulge in the things that separate
people such as cars, television, or walls, and as a consequence, they rediscover themselves and
others” (p. 70).
Mueser (1998) found the main reasons thru-hikers hike include: challenge and
adventure; love of the outdoors; and escape and simplicity. These motivators collectively create
a cultural identity. Each of these reasons is grounded in hierarchy of needs theory, i.e. an
attempt by the thru-hiker to self-actualize (Maslow, 1970). Also, thru-hikers must meet the
physiological needs that four primary daily challenges represent: obtaining water; having enough
food; finding shelter for the night; and planning the route ahead (Mueser, 1998).
Many hikers seek the thrill of doing something different, and the hike serves this need,
representing a novel, challenging, and/or new sporting event (Luxenberg, 1994). A particularly
acute love of nature appears to motivate other hikers (Mueser, 1998). Thru-hikers love to exist
in the outdoor environment of the woods and fields. Finally, a significant group attempt to evade
the stress of contemporary society and their frustration with the complexity of their current lives
(Setzer, 1997). They look at a four- to six-month hike as an escape. Indeed, escape from the rat
race of contemporary society was a major factor in MacKaye’s 1921 proposal to build the A.T.
(as cited in Setzer, 1997).
Thru-hikers drop out en route for many reasons. The physical challenge, psychological
adjustment, extended periods of solitude, or trail injury interfere, and they abort the trip,
precluding cultural inclusion (Setzer, 1997). The A.T. provides a unique physical challenge to
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the stalwart minority who endure. Some view them as heroes. There develops an understanding
among the corps. Few successful thru-hikers start their hike desiring to become a hero, yet that
is exactly what happens in the eyes of fellow hikers who share in having accomplished the fiveto six-month physical and psychological challenge (Setzer, 1997).
Physical Challenge and Adventure
Eighty percent of thru-hikers are male with the largest group in the 18- to 29-year-old age
range (Mueser, 1998). The A.T. is the longest continuous marked footpath in the world (Garvey,
1971). These statistics attest to the rigors of the challenge. Mueser’s (1998) study of thru-hikers
found that 20% had little to no backpacking experience before starting the A.T., 40% reported
being out of shape or of average fitness, and 40% did no special physical training or preparation
to get ready for the hike. Thru-hikers are able to hike themselves into shape if necessary.
Despite their aversion to deadlines and commitments, weather parameters constrain thruhikers (Bryson, 1998). Mount Katahdin, the A.T.’s northern terminus, is located in Baxter State
Park, Maine which closes annually on October 15 and is off limits to hikers. Similarly,
southbound hikers attempt to avoid winter weather at the higher elevations of North Carolina and
Tennessee by finishing at Springer Mountain, Georgia in November or early December. Thruhikers must therefore commit to a consistent daily hiking routine.
Aspiring thru-hikers spend months and years preparing for the quest. Guidebooks and
nonfiction accounts by past thru-hikers are helpful. Hikers are encouraged by former hikers to
begin the thru-hike by hiking a relatively conservative eight to 14 miles per day for the first few
weeks (Davis, 2012). The trail is a continuous up and down hike with roughly 350 peaks over
5,000 feet to ascend and descend along the route (Sylvester, 2013). Purist thru-hikers, those who
walk by each of the two-by-six-inch white blazes marking the A.T., wade though rivers, swamps,
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and streams intersecting the trail (Miller, 2011). Mountain peaks are frequently subject to high
winds, rain, fog, and snow. Bugs, poison ivy, and vermin such as mice, snakes, and skunks are
common hazards. Hikers average 15 to 20 miles per week as they become accustomed to
carrying their 30- to 50-pound backpacks. Some hikers complete days in excess of 20 miles, but
consistent 20-mile-plus days are uncommon. Though hikers become accustomed to the physical
demands of the trail, they still experience a general wearing down, and attrition continues even
after 1,000 miles of trail. Most hikers will do “zero” days periodically (every week to 10 days)
to recover (Letcher & Letcher, 2009). Zero days are days away from the trail in some form of
respite, usually eating, sleeping, and convalescing in a town or hostel along the route.
Hiker’s caloric intake increases dramatically during the hike. The typical adult’s
requirement of 2,000 to 2,400 calories per day is doubled or tripled to around 4,000 to 6,000
calories per day (Mueser, 1998). Thru-hikers are continually hungry and perpetually
contemplating food with other hikers. One of the challenges of the hike is to carry enough food
(calorie load) to last between resupply points, towns, or mail drops along the route.
Consequently, many thru-hikers lose weight during the trip. Mueser’s (1998) study of 136 thruhikers found they had an average weight loss of 16 pounds by the end of the trip. Hikers covet
the infrequent eateries along the trail, consuming copious amounts of generally high-fat foods
prior to resuming their journey. Thru-hikers arrange mail drops, enabling them to pick up supply
packages at local post offices in communities along the route (Luxenberg, 1994). Mail drops
allow the hiker to carry less food – and therefore weight – in their packs. A pack weight of
around 30 pounds is optimal (Setzer, 1997).
Thru-hikers must also concern themselves with what to wear, most importantly with their
footwear. Blisters are endemic, and foot pain is constant. The trail is rough and variously rocky,
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muddy, and root exposed. Pennsylvania, where the trail surface is comprised of particularly
sharp rocks, is known as “Rocksylvania” (Setzer, 1997). With the added pack weight, hiker’s
hips, knees, ankles, and feet suffer. Hikers wear types of shoes from Chacos (a type of sandal) to
various styles of boots depending on personal preference. Some hikers do well with running
shoes (J. Davis, 2010), while others hike large sections of the trail barefoot (Letcher & Letcher,
2009). Hikers typically suffer from blisters because of moisture buildup from sweat and the
constant ups and downs of the trail.
Hikers exchange clothes and items which are no longer necessary. They exchange winter
clothes for summer wear, for example. It is not uncommon for hikers to experience in a single
mountain ascent the need for spring to winter apparel. Hikers sometimes hike naked to avoid
chaffing from sweat-soaked shorts and t-shirts. Indeed, it is traditional to hike naked during
some portion of the thru-hike (Setzer, 1997).
Hikers remain hydrated by drinking water found in streams, lakes, and ponds located
along the route. The Appalachian Trail Data Book (Chazin, 2012) and the Appalachian Trail
Thru-Hiker’s Companion (Sylvester, 2013), published and updated annually by the Appalachian
Trail Conservancy, give listings and directions for water sources along the A.T. Hikers generally
purify naturally occurring water using filtration systems, which the hiker carries (Letcher &
Letcher, 2009). Hikers sometimes experience sickness from consumption of waterborne
pathogens, such as giardia. They must seek medical treatment in such cases.
Distances traveled increase as hikers become accustomed to the rigors of the trail and
heighten their fitness level (Davis, 2012). Hikers typically lighten their pack load, discarding
unnecessary items within the first 30 days. Moreover, hikers become accustomed to their
selected footwear, overcoming blisters which are often the result of breaking in new boots or
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shoes. However, hikers describe a break-even point somewhere near the midpoint of the trip,
roughly 1,100 miles, where their physical conditioning flattens out, and the physical aches and
pains of the experience are continually present. However, hikers also describe a psychological
resurgence of drive to complete the quest at the midpoint. This adventure-seeking drive is
associated with the “Ulysses Factor” described by Anderson (1970) and is perhaps related to
genetic attributes valuable for the survival of the species, including courage, imagination, selfdiscipline, and endurance. Hikers are often unclear about what motivates them to thru-hike.
Tennyson (1842) expressed this undefined restlessness, writing in the voice of Ulysses, one-time
adventurer but now idle king: “How dull it is to pause, to make an end / To rust unburnish’d, not
to shine in use.”
The A.T. is often more of an obstacle course than a trail. Hikers use rebar drilled into
mountainsides on some climbs. Miller (2010) says, “The amount of elevation gain and loss on
the AT is equivalent to climbing up and down Mount Everest sixteen times” (p. 314).
Challenging climatic conditions, including cyclonic winds of 70 miles per hour, hurricane
influenced rainstorms, flooding, heat, and snow exist in the thru-hiker’s quest for adventure. On
the other hand, nature in much of its splendor becomes part of the experience. Mountain views,
vistas, and other naturally occurring phenomena are the thru-hiker’s reward. However, Bill
Irwin, a blind man using a seeing-eye dog, completed a thru-hike, falling down an estimated
5,000 times in the process (Irwin, 1996). His reward, the opportunity for Christian witness,
lacked any of the spectacular views. Clearly, the A.T. is a demanding physical challenge
whatever the personal objectives.
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Psychological Challenge and Change
Notwithstanding the physical challenge, 80% of successful thru-hikers admit the
psychological challenge is most daunting (Mueser, 1998). The thru-hiker’s adaptability, resolve,
and commitment to the physical challenge become mostly a psychological challenge, even after
the hiker has covered half the journey’s miles.
Subtle and varied motivations for hiking exist within the three major categories of
challenge and adventure, love of the outdoors, and escape and simplicity. Many hikers have
experienced, and are motivated by, some life-altering episode, such as a divorce, the loss of a
job, the death of a spouse or family member, completion of college, or dropping out of college
(Rubin, 2009). According to Setzer (1997), women explained their reasons for hiking as “I’ve
been someone’s daughter and I’ve been someone’s wife and I’ve been someone’s employee, but
I’m not sure who I am” (p. 27). Others view the hike as a religious pilgrimage of sorts. Davis
(2010) describes being met by a higher power Who guided her along the path. Less apparent is
perhaps the simple, inexplicable desire of man to take up the challenge, experience the journey,
and indulge in the conquest – however intangible it may prove to be. According to Luxenberg
(1994), “almost everyone is there for a little soul searching” (p. 51).
Serendipitous experiences occur along the route. Friendships form, identities transform,
trail angels show up, and fears creep in and out of the minds of travelers along the route. The
Appalachian Trail Conservancy encourages hikers to sign in at trail registers located along the
route, which are the main reference point for activity on a given section of the trail. Indeed, the
Appalachian Trail Conservancy uses data from trail registries to estimate annual thru-hiking
attempts and success rates (Sylvester, 2013). Hikers, of course, sign registers under their trail
names. Swamp Mule by his name gives witness to experiences along the trail. Fellow travelers
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often assign and understand these nicknames in a display of intimacy exemplifying the
development of friendships along the A.T.
Indeed, the trail register reflects many of the emotions thru-hikers feel as they traverse
the A.T. (Letcher & Letcher, 2009). They write brief messages alongside the trail names of
those hikers who have gone before. Some hikers write mini-novels across the A.T.’s fourteen
states (Siudzinski, 2007). Often, these messages offer encouragement and support to a fraternity
of hikers who share the trail in a common struggle. The physical halfway point, just south of
Pine Grove Furnace State Park in Pennsylvania, holds such a register; hikers leave messages
behind to celebrate and psychologically perk up those hikers who follow (Setzer, 1997).
Studies suggest the majority of thru-hikers – as many as 75% – are introverted
individuals who prefer a life of ideas and concepts rather than extroverts who are oriented
towards an outer life of people and action (Mueser, 1998). The trail name phenomenon among
hikers suggests introverts might be stretching their identity beyond the self-imposed parameters
of former life (Arnold, 2007). The A.T. experience moves them to act out of character. The
anonymity of the experience may be appealing to the introvert. It may be easier to talk to an
unknown person along the trail than to someone known in civilian life (Luxenberg, 1994).
The A.T. was first thru-hiked by Earl Shaffer in 1948 when the trail was just 10 years old
(Garvey, 1971). However, the route remains fluid and has changed due to land acquisitions,
population encroachment, and environmental impact. Thru-hikers share the route with other
recreational day, weekend, and section hikers. These individuals occasionally provide a
serendipitous caloric augmentation for thru-hikers in a process known as “yogiing” (Mueser,
1998). For example, a thru-hiker, queried by a day hiker, might be offered a candy bar or a beer
by the day hiker. If the thru-hiker’s conversation with the day hiker results in an unsolicited
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offer of something to eat, the thru-hiker will have successfully yogied the day-hiker. The name
derives from the cartoon character Yogi the Bear who consumes goodies from the fortuitous
picnic basket.
More often, thru-hikers will need to hitchhike to locales off-route to re-provision. There
exist numerous anecdotes of trail angels, i.e. persons who provide transportation and other
amenities in gratuitous service to hikers (Letcher & Letcher, 2009). Indeed, trail angels
sometimes house, feed, provided showers, and return hikers to the trailhead. Hitchhiking does
pose some danger as an unsafe driver may pick the hiker up. As a result, thru-hikers will
sometimes buddy up when hitching a ride into a local town.
A status hierarchy develops among the different types of A.T. trail users wherein thruhikers are most highly revered (Setzer, 1997). Section hikers, weekenders, day hikers, and group
hikers respectively follow in order of status. There exists a further differentiation of status
between thru-hikers. Purists, i.e. those who do not deviate from the trail’s white directional
patches, have a higher status than blue blazers, i.e. those thru-hikers who occasionally
circumvent areas of the trail following blue patches, and slack packers, i.e. those who have their
main pack shuttled to the days end trail shelter, using a lighter day pack for the day’s hike
(Setzer, 1997). Thru-hikers who hitchhike past sections of trail are yellow blazers, named for the
centerline road markings. Finally, aqua blazers are those thru-hikers who float a section of river
to circumvent hiking a portion of trail (Hanson, 2013).
Hikers do experience some fear and trepidation along the trail. Several murders have
occurred since the A.T.’s inception (Setzer, 1997). Thru-hikers are predominantly men, though
the number of women thru-hiking the trail has continued to grow to approximately 20% (Mueser,
1998). Both men and women have been subject to assault, but the number of incidents of
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physical crime is small. The trail accommodates day hikers, section hikers, weekenders, and
groups. The frequency of violent crime along the A.T. is less than two incidents per 10 years
(Sylvester, 2013). Therefore, the potential for nefarious acts perpetrated on thru-hikers is
relatively small.
Thru-hikers frequently travel along mountain ridges and experience exposure to
lightning, snow, and high winds with rain and hail. These are challenging physical and
psychological experiences unfamiliar to many hikers. Thru-hikers describe the experience as
life-changing in terms of acquired self-confidence, respect for the environment, and appreciation
for the simplicity of life (Luxenberg, 1994). Ketterer (2010), in his phenomenological analysis
Psychological Change Among AT Thru-Hikers, wrote about the thru-hiking experience on the
A.T.:
[Thru-hiking] is a transformative adventure that is difficult to quantify, and none of the
personal accounts of thru-hikers he studied sufficiently described the types of
psychological change the hikers imagined they would experience during or after their
hike. (p. 58)
Most aspiring thru-hikers arrive at the Springer Mountain or Mount Katahdin trailheads
alone. Expecting to meet fellow travelers but primarily hiking alone, veteran thru-hikers advise
“hiking your own hike” (Davis, 2012). Solitude is clearly part of the experience. Veteran thruhiker DiMiceli stated, “What sends most people off the trail is their inability to deal with
themselves” (as cited in Luxenberg, 1994, p. 204).
Solitude and Simplicity
MacKaye first promoted the Appalachian Trail in 1921 against the backdrop of World
War I and what he perceived as societal stress created by continued American industrialization
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(Setzer, 1997). In the Journal of the American Institute of Architects, MacKaye suggested
“playgrounds for the people” were needed and the mountains would serve as a retreat for urban
people caught up in the frenetic pace of daily life (as cited in Luxenberg, 1994). Mueser’s
(1998) study of 136 thru-hikers found that 17% primarily sought a change in their environment,
simplifying their lives (Mueser, 1998).
The 2,185-mile journey frequently involves hiking with a partner. However, throughout
the daily activity of hiking, individuals walk their own pace. The ensuing separation leaves
hikers alone much of the time. Solitude is common and necessary for successful completion of
the thru-hike. Hikers generally cover daily distances of 10-14 miles (Mueser, 1998), but time in
conversation impedes the individual pace and progress of hikers.
Sensitivity to nature, ecology, and the environment increases among hikers (Mueser,
1998). Setzer (1997) described the spiritual pull of the trail on a thru-hiker:
There are feelings I experience out here; call them primal, dream-like, spiritual, whatever.
They are difficult to explain on society’s terms. I do not know if the catalyst is walking,
proximity, solitude, weather, friendship or deprivation. I just know I feel I’m a part of
the earth and the earth is a part of me. (p. 51)
Simplicity becomes paramount to most hikers: “Many of them begin to dread the end of their
hikes because they’re just not sure how they will integrate this new knowledge into their lives.
Returning to the chaos of contemporary life is a harsh memory after days spent walking in
solitude. Too much that matters has changed” (Setzer, 1997, p. 154). Even so, other hikers
develop greater appreciation for life after the trail and renewed faith in humankind (Mueser,
1998).
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The A.T. is America’s most renowned long distance hiking trail. Miller (2010) said,
“The top of Mount Katahdin is the first piece of land in the United States touched by the morning
sun” (p. 313). Located within a day’s driving distance of 75% of the nation’s population, access
is simple. The trail ambles along remote mountain ridges and otherwise unused backwoods,
offering solitude to sojourners. Its purpose and appeal are well-chronicled from visionary
Benton MacKayne to Jennifer Pharr Davis, current thru-hiking speed record holder (Davis,
2010). However, the thru-hiker experience remains enigmatic, a clarion call to new and repeat
hikers.
Each year, a few thousand hopefuls attempt to thru-hike the A.T. (Appalachian Trail
Conservancy, 2012). Their motivation is mixed and often vague, yet their determination and
commitment to the effort is profound. Myron Avery, an early proponent of the A.T., viewed the
trail and the opportunity to travel it day after day without interruption as a distinct aspect of our
American life (as cited in Luxenberg, 1994). The trail teaches natural social lessons, and hikers
who cultivate an interest in the A.T. seem better able to complete the daily objectives necessary
for a successful thru-hike (Setzer, 1997).
What drives the need to assume the challenge that, even in failure, hikers describe as
“worth it?” In some sense, the solitude of hiking provides is an escape different from the easy
alternatives contemporary society offers. The thru-hiker may be in retreat, looking for patience
to deal with stressors back home. Nothing short of a four- to six-month experience in the
solitude of nature offers an antidote. Kull (2008) deduced in Solitude Seeking Wisdom in
Extremes that “the individual is released from the immediate tangle of the social world and has
the opportunity to experience self as a part of the rhythm of nature” (p. 80). The answer is
qualified, and researchers therefore may best study solitude through a qualified methodology.
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In summary, the A.T.’s existence as a culture or subculture is well-documented
(Luxenberg, 1994). Thru-hikers are primarily introverted, younger men who assume new
identities by taking on trail names. They develop new relationships with a cohort of hikers
moving north or south along the A.T., and they share a common goal of completing a physicallyand psychologically-challenging 2,185-mile, five- to six-month, self-supported hike.
Most thru-hikers are soul searching and in retreat from contemporary society, seeking
solitude to complete a period of self-examination (Luxenberg, 1994). The completion of their
quest is overwhelmingly described in the literature as positive, often life changing, and
frequently associated with a desire to live more simply afterwards.
Summary and Gap in the Literature
Continuing the research on this topic is worthwhile. Two-thirds of Americans live within
a day’s drive of the A.T., a natural resource rich in the potential to change peoples’ lives.
Setzer’s (1997) study of 367 A.T. hikers states that “not one thru-hiker is motivated by a search
for an education, yet the very act of walking 2000 miles forced one upon them” (p. 171).
Describing the thru-hiking experience in a truthful, vulnerable, evocative, and therapeutic style
characteristic of autoethnography, a qualitative research methodology, will broaden the scope of
the A.T.’s appeal to include a greater number of Americans, offering them unseen educational
opportunities.
A gap in the literature exists on this subject. A first person narrative of daily
observations along the route analyzed reflexively will augment description of the thru-hiking
experience, and an autobiographical account describing trail culture is best accomplished by an
autoethnographical approach. I kept a daily journal detailing my experience hiking the A.T.
Journal notes comprise data for this study. In addition, I wrote weekly newspaper articles
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describing my adventure. These articles are valuable field notes for discovering emergent
themes. I analyzed the data according to several themes including culture; adventure and
achievement; psychological challenge and change; and solitude and simplicity. I attempted to
discover connections between trail experience and theories related to human development,
meaning, and experience using Csikszentmihalyi’s (1990) Flow theory, Maslow’s (1970)
Hierarchy of Needs theory, Anderson’s (1970) Ulysses Factor, and Mezirow’s (1991)
Transformational Learning theory. I describe these theories, and then explain how they apply to
my review findings, and also my experiences on the A.T.
Analytical Theory
Analytical theory serves to interpret findings, allowing me to initially analyze and
interpret literature review findings, and later data collected to address my research question. I
selected Flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) because of its usefulness in examining
experiences associated with its unique time element. The hike was a daily activity lasting five
months yet the time flew by. When an individual applies his or her unique personal assets in a
focused activity, time seems to evaporate. Joy ensues when the period of focused attention is
completed. I experienced “flow” after climbing individual mountains; fording streams;
hitchhiking, or simply cooking on a camp stove. The theory is easily understood and applied to
explain many thru-hiking experiences.
I also selected Maslow’s (1970) Hierarchy of Needs theory because it allowed me to
examine not only the pursuit of learning on the A.T. as a “needs satisfying” event, but also the
recognition of needs throughout the journey, such as hunger or self-esteem. Meeting basic
needs on the trail requires attention and strategy. Thru-hikers address these concern daily, and
make decisions, such as how far to hike, what to eat and drink, and where to sleep at night.
These three motivations are explained by Maslow’s physiological and safety needs, all
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deficiency needs on the low end of the Hierarchy. Yet the hiker is also concerned with
assimilating into the thru-hiker culture; connecting with other hikers and the affiliated trail
culture. These needs are addressed by Maslow’s esteem needs found at the top levels of the
needs pyramid.
Ulysses theory (Anderson, 1970) was selected to make sense of the study for its
anthropological aspects. The Ulysses factor is a type figure developed by Anderson and
identified by characteristics such as courage, powerful imagination, self-discipline and cunning
to explain why persons with these characteristics are driven to seemingly purposeless pursuits. I
used the Ulysses factor to examine the question: Why complete a five-month thru-hike when
reasons such as adventure and achievement, love of the outdoors, and solitude and simplicity are
not primary motivators? Anderson (1970) wrote, “there is some factor in man, some form of
special adaptation, which prompts a few individuals to exploits which, however purposeless they
may seem, are of value to the survival of the race” (p. 17). For example, perhaps there is
something hardwired in some humans to explore open spaces because of urban overcrowding.
Clearly escape from urban stress was why visionary Benton MacKaye initially proposed building
the A.T. (Mueser, 1998).
Transformational Learning theory (Mezirow, 1991) is appropriate to this study because
its advocacy of new life frameworks and perspectives is tantamount to examining new
opportunities for learning. Reflexivity and critical reflection helped me make meaning of this
experience by examining my perspectives and values; the hike served as the setting and process
for conducting research on the “self.” The hike itself served as a disorienting experience,
providing opportunities for learning.
I first begin with Flow theory Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) as this relates to intense challenge
and all-consuming nature of a hike on the A.T.
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Flow Theory
Flow theory came into vogue in the early 1990s (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). It is a
psychological methodology for analyzing optimal human experience. An individual achieves
flow when he or she is absorbed in an activity requiring absolute focus and application of his or
her personal skill set. What the individual feels, wishes for, and thinks about is in harmony for
the duration of the activity (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Time seems to pass quickly since there are
no distracting thoughts beyond focus on the singular activity he or she is pursuing, and the
individual experiences happiness after the flow experience. Premature feelings of joy would be
distracting and inimical to the harmony necessary for flow to occur. Looking at the flow
experience retroactively creates a sense of gratitude and happiness, joy, or euphoria.
The activity must challenge the individual’s skill set, yet is most often a favorite activity.
The happiness that results from the flow experience “leads to increasing complexity and growth
in consciousness” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997, p. 32). This growth in consciousness fosters
learning. Csikszentmihalyi asserted that when people reflect on how the flow experience feels,
they mention at least one of the following eight components of enjoyment:
First, the experience usually occurs when individuals confront tasks they have a chance
of completing. Second, they must be able to concentrate on what we are doing. Third
and fourth, the concentration is usually possible because the task undertaken has clear
goals and provides immediate feedback. Fifth, one acts with a deep but effortless
involvement that removes from awareness the worries and frustrations of everyday life.
Sixth, enjoyable experiences allow people to exercise a sense of control over their
actions. Seventh, concern for the self disappears, yet paradoxically the sense of self
emerges stronger after the flow experience is over. Finally, the sense of the duration of
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time is altered; hours pass by in minutes, and minutes can stretch out to seem like hours.
The combination of all these elements causes a sense of deep enjoyment that is so
rewarding people feel that expending a great deal of energy is worthwhile simply to be
able to feel it. (p. 49)
Thru-hiking the A.T. clearly is an activity demanding extended focus and skill in order to
accomplish the challenge. Csikszentmihalyi’s eight components of enjoyment exemplify the
end-of-trail sentiments successful thru-hikers experience. The opportunity for a growth in
consciousness fostering learning is an added benefit. Hikers describe improved self-confidence,
inner peace, and restored faith in the magnanimity of man as results of the A.T. thru-hiking
experience (Mueser, 1998).
One can apply the psychology of flow to the thru-hiking experience. The thru-hiker must
focus all of his or her physical assets on accomplishing the hiking distance set for the day. Days
fly by, an example of Csikzentmihalyi’s (1990) flow experience. When the day’s objective has
been met, the thru-hiker can indulge in a degree of the joy that follows flow. For the thru-hiker,
though, that flow experience must repeat itself approximately 180 times, and it is not always
present. The challenge is distinct and the necessary skill set, physical endurance, and mental
commitment have been chronicled in the literature. Successful thru-hikers aptly describe the
happiness and sense of well-being of flow. The new opportunities for learning it provides still
need discovery, and I explore this aspect in my 2014 thru-hike.

Hierarchy of Needs Theory
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Maslow’s (1970) Hierarchy of Needs theory is also applicable in studying the A.T. thruhiking experience. The interplay of each need, though not necessarily in hierarchical form, is
visibly at work in thru-hiking the A.T. As in any culture, participants must satisfy basic needs –
both physiological and safety-oriented – at some level before they become driven to satisfy
higher-order needs such as belongingness, esteem, and self-actualization.
Physiological needs – food, water, exercise, sleep, for example – are referenced
anecdotally in most accounts of thru-hiking the A.T. The four primary daily concerns of the 186
thru-hikers profiled in Mueser’s (1998) study included physiological needs: obtaining water,
ensuring enough food, finding shelter for the night, and planning the route (exercise) ahead.
The thru-hiker will look to satisfy safety needs once physiological needs are relatively
well satisfied (Maslow, 1970). Safety needs typically include security; protection; freedom from
fear, anxiety, and chaos; and the need for structure and order (Maslow, 1970). Thru-hikers
meticulously plan their travel distances to assure access to trail shelters along the A.T. Many
hikers carry tents, but even so will set up camp around a cohort of fellow hikers near a trail
shelter since there are strength and safety in numbers, and water and a privy are usually
available. The draw of the trail for thru-hikers lies in a desire to escape the anxiety and chaos of
their lifestyles back home; in the inherent order and uncomplicated nature of the challenge; and
in the desire to reconnect with the earth (Mueser, 1998). Salopek (2013) described the reasons
for embarking on a 21,000-mile hike around the globe following ancient human migration routes
saying, “I hope to repair certain important connections burned through by artificial speed, by
inattentiveness” (p. 37).
What Maslow (1970) identified as a need for belongingness, a higher-level need, is
manifest in the unique culture that inevitably develops among thru-hikers. Hikers find one
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another, create relationships, encourage one another, often establish lifelong friendships, and
sometimes marry – despite the fact that the majority of hikers are introverts by nature. Many
remain connected to the trail, thru-hiking the A.T. multiple times. Others, living in proximity to
the trail, volunteer to maintain sections. Trail volunteers maintain the entire trail, except sections
running through state and national parks (Sylvester, 2013). The A.T. becomes part of the selfimage some thru-hikers work to maintain.
The need for esteem is evident in a risk/reward relationship. Some hikers admit telling
friends and associates of their hiking plan to reinforce their commitment to finish. Finishing the
thru-hike is ego-stroking, and hikers describe a sense of accomplishment. Mueser (1998)
reported on a study, which recognized self-esteem as a motivator for 32% of long-distance hikers
studied. However, not finishing may be emotionally defeating, especially for an introvert.
Self-actualization is the higher-order need that most thru-hikers are in search of (Maslow,
1970). Further, many successful thru-hikers describe a feeling of achievement unparalleled in
their lives (Luxenberg, 1994). Yet the feeling is transitory. Some veteran thru-hikers reflect
upon the experience during periods of duress in life after the trail to reestablish a state of selfactualization. Many continue to hike to find the fix, perhaps that sense of self-actualization.
Ulysses Factor
The Ulysses Factor argues for an anthropological approach rationalizing people’s
motivation to thru-hike: “There is some factor in man, some form of special adaptation, which
prompts a few individuals to exploits which, however purposeless they may seem, are of value to
the survival of the race” (Anderson, 1970, p. 17). Anderson (1970) described attributes valuable
for survival, such as courage, imagination, self-discipline, and endurance. Clearly humans have
been migrating for centuries, often on foot. Salopek (2013), in his current study beginning in
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Africa, asserts, “We are living through the greatest mass migration our species has ever known”
(p. 37). People seem to be more at ease in motion.
The Ulysses Factor analysis considers the extroverted hiker, one whose temperament is
about collecting experiences (Laney, 2002). Psychoanalyst Carl Jung developed the theory of
individual temperament and first proposed the introvert/extrovert continuum (Laney, 2002).
Jung proposed that psychic energy introverts hold flows inward, while for extroverts, energy
flows outward (Dembling, 2012). In other words, introverts lose energy when exposed to
external stimulation while extroverts gain energy (Laney, 2002). Ulysses, the adventurer,
possesses many extroverted characteristics. He likes to be in the thick of things, is easily bored,
needs stimulation, doesn’t need a purpose to support his quest (Anderson, 1970). According to
Lacy’s study as referenced in Mueser (1998), 25% of thru-hikers are extroverted. The Ulysses
Factor provides a theoretical lens to analyze the influence extroverts have on thru-hiking culture
and how the A.T. experience influences them. Thru-hiking may be a transformational adult
learning experience described by Mezirow (1991) for some extroverted A.T. thru-hikers.
Transformational Adult Learning Theory
Thru-hikers are by and large adults taking a hiatus from contemporary society, immersing
themselves in an intermittent, primordial environment – the A.T. – to soul search (Luxenberg
1994). Mezirow (1991) might characterize this as an attempt to adjust one’s frame of reference
and the structures of assumptions through which we understand our experiences. Further, he
suggested “habits of mind” and “point of view” establishes individuals’ frames of reference,
forming a perspective.
Transformative adult learning suggests that the individual challenge his or her
preconceived assumptions, established habits, and points of view, which he or she formerly
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accepted uncritically (Mezirow, 1991). Personal reflection is necessary to change frames of
reference. An adult learner must accomplish this autonomously, self-reflectively, and
collaboratively. The individual must not accept the ideas of society uncritically, yet he or she
must be in discourse: “Becoming critically reflective of one’s own assumptions is the key to
transforming one’s taken-for-granted frame of reference” (Mezirow, 1991).
This type of transformation of perspective happens infrequently and often is the result of
a disorienting dilemma (Mezirow, 1991). I used the A.T. thru-hiking experience as a
disorienting dilemma to establish new frames of reference. For example, the type of learning
experienced on the trail is communicative, i.e. that which involves understanding purpose,
values, beliefs, and feelings, as opposed to instrumental, i.e. that which is established commonly
through empirical testing and often employed with younger learners (Habermas, 1981).
Moreover, one can view autoethnography as a new frame of reference for qualitative research. It
represents a new paradigm methodology requiring high levels of reflexivity characteristic of
transformational learning.
Transformational adult learning is a complex effort. It requires critical thinking beyond
journaling, for example. The use of reflexive thinking is especially helpful in adult learning.
Macfarlane (2009) explained, “Being reflexive is about more than being honest or open. It
involves analyzing and articulating thoughts and practices which we may well take for granted or
are not particularly aware of” (p. 124). Reflexivity helps in the discovery and examination of
transformational adult learning opportunities. Individuals practice transformational adult
learning in the context of others who are part of their own cultures, however broadly or narrowly
defined.
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These four theories, Flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), Hierarchy of Needs theory
(Maslow, 1970), the Ulysses factor (Anderson, 1970), and Transformational Learning theory
(Mezirow, 1991) help frame my study and contributed to the analysis of my experience. In
contrast to other approaches, I take a more micro-analytic approach to discovering opportunities
for learning while hiking the trail. Others have reflected on personal observations, experiences,
and phenomenon associated with their long-distance hikes. I analyze introspectively. This type
of study is best conducted through a qualitative design and specifically an autoethnographic
methodology.

CHAPTER 3—METHODOLOGY
Qualitative Research
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The following question framed my study. To restate: How does the experience of
attempting and pursuing a difficult goal—completing a 2,185 mile continuous hike over a sixmonth period—create new opportunities for learning? My goal was reflected in Nardi’s (2006)
suggested reason for the appropriate use of qualitative methods in research: “If the goal is to
understand human behavior in its natural setting, and from the viewpoint of those involved, then
the appropriate method is often a qualitative one,” (p.15). I observed the A.T. thru-hiking culture
by hiking the trail myself. I connected, disconnected, and reconnected with other hikers
throughout the journey. I was able therefore to gain an anthropological type insight into the A.T.
thru-hiking culture.
Often, anthropologists use qualitative methods in their research (Nardi, 2006). My study
attempted to discover how A.T. thru-hikers made meaning of their thru-hikes. My search for that
insight involved analyzing the unique thru-hiking culture, how I fit within it, and what new
opportunities for learning might be suggested by the subjective data retrieved. The
anthropological nature of this research suggested a qualitative research design. Qualitative
research is used when investigators try to understand “the meaning individuals or groups ascribe
to a social or human problem” (Creswell, 2012, p. 4). Data is collected in a specific setting and
researchers attempt to draw general themes and interpretations from the data.
A researcher’s philosophical worldview is important in selecting a research design.
Adopting a social constructivist worldview for example, involves researchers in understanding of
the world in which the researcher lives, and typically involves qualitative research (Creswell,
2012). Researchers develop subjective meanings of the data they discover and report
interpretations, implications and research summaries based on the data and their social
constructivist worldview. Subjectively generated meanings involve interaction with research
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participants as well as an understanding of historical data. Researchers are sensitive to their own
values when interpreting cultures and cultural settings, so that studies are authentically reported.
Creswell (2012) termed this self-awareness, “reflexivity.”
The nature of my study and my social constructivist worldview influenced my decision to
employ a qualitative design for my research. I personally gathered data from the setting of the
research, the Appalachian Trail, by observing thru-hikers and others affiliated with the thruhiking culture. I implemented an inside out philosophical orientation to data retrieval. I
continuously observed and participated in thru-hiking culture while embedded in the culture. I
used a process of critical reflection or reflexivity to make meaning of what I experienced.
The qualitative research tradition provides an opportunity for the researcher to establish a
holistic picture of the phenomenon under study, in this case the A.T. thru-hiking experience. It is
a tradition which allows researchers to interpret what they see, hear, and understand (Creswell,
2012). I worked for a holistic account of the culture to reveal its nature and complexity by
becoming embedded within the thru-hiking culture. I conducted a qualitative inquiry in the
context of Creswell’s (2012) philosophical assumptions: epistemology, ontology, axiology,
rhetoric, and my personal, social constructivist worldview.
Exercising the epistemological assumption, I collected data as a member of the culture
during my 2014 thru-hike. I gleaned information from trail registers, observe behavior of thruhikers, and chronicle personal, emotive behavior over the six-month, 2,185-mile hike. My
assumptive lens was that of an “insider” (Cresswell, 2012, p. 17). This type of personal data
retrieval along the natural setting of the A.T. lends itself to the tradition of qualitative study.
I recognized reality is subjective, and ontologically, thru-hikers presented evidence of
their unique experience thru-hiking the A.T. differently from me. Moreover, former thru-hikers’
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accounts, which are now a part of the literature, may have unique or collaborative views, which
were important for me to consider. The qualitative research tradition is interpretive in design,
and multiple viewpoints enhance the study.
I considered axiologically my value biases in conjunction with the interpretation of
others’ values. I entered the study as a 60-year-old introverted, White male. The average age of
thru-hikers is around 30 years (Mueser, 1998). The number of female hikers is increasing
(Sylvester, 2013). Other demographic considerations and how I fit into them are part of my
analysis. Qualitative research tradition recognizes the importance of multiple values exhibited
by study participants.
I wrote rhetorically in the literary, first person style characteristic of autoethnography,
which is “a contemporary qualitative research methodology, demanding unusually rigorous,
multi-layered levels of researcher reflexivity, given that the researcher/s and the researched are
normally the same person” (Short, Turner, & Grant, 2013, p. 1). I grew accustomed to the trail
vernacular, becoming cognizant of its meaning, and value to the culture.
I organized my data according to themes, and analyzed emergent themes for adult
educational opportunities, the crux of my study. The expanded understanding of thru-hiker
culture is an educational objective. I expanded my personal understanding of compassion,
community, and simplicity as well and describe these themes in my findings. This personal,
reflexive type of analysis lends itself to the qualitative research tradition. The self-focused
nature of the study coupled with analysis of the unique thru-hiking culture suggested
autoethnography as an appropriate qualitative research methodology to employ in my study.
Autoethnography Methodology
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Autoethnography is the unique blend of autobiography intersecting ethnography. It is a
methodology practiced at the confluence of personal experience and its relationship with a
unique culture. The research data evolves from the researcher’s personal perspective on the
culture to which he or she is exposed, making it “part auto or self and part ethno or culture”
(Ellis, 2004, p. 31).
Ethnography, a unique methodology itself, is writing (“graphy”) about culture
(“ethno”). Ethnography evolved from work done in sociology and anthropology (Ellis, 2004). It
gained greater acceptance by the academic community during the late 1970s and through the
1980s (Ellis, 2004). Researchers at that time studied culture by personally collecting and
analyzing their objective observations. They held field notes to be devoid of subjectivity.
Autoethnography evolved from ethnography by the 1990s and appeared in limited work
as early as the 1970s (Ellis, 1990). It transcends the earlier academic attitude that data collection
need be purely objective. Autoethnography means writing about the researcher’s
autobiographical experience and its relationship to the culture under study (Ellis, 2004). It
injects personal experience into the research and becomes part of the study analysis.
Autoethnography often consists of writing about epiphanies in researchers’ lives and learning
opportunities emanating from the context of the culture under study.
Autoethnography is:
research, writing, story, and method that connects the autobiographical and personal to
the cultural, social, and political. Autoethnographic forms feature concrete action,
emotion, embodiment, self-consciousness, and introspection portrayed in dialogue,
scenes, characterization, and plot. Thus, autoethnography claims the conventions of
literary writing. (Ellis, 2004, p. xix).
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Autoethnography attempts to report personal perspective in an accurate, evocative,
therapeutic, and vulnerable way (Ellis, 2004). This research approach first became popular in
the early 1990s, when researchers began to see the merit in reflexivity as a research technique
(Short, Turner, & Grant, 2013). Reflexivity in research admits the researcher’s personal biases
in some measure generally skew the analysis. Recognizing that, researchers may then present
their analysis in a more readable format, such as an anecdotal short story or novel. An ability to
write good narrative prose is necessary for the efficacy of this research methodology.
Autoethnographic writing is often rooted in some personally experienced dilemma. An
autoethnographer may have been diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease, for example, and is writing
about self as a member of the Parkinsonian culture. Writing about self in this case exposes the
autoethnographer’s vulnerability. Yet, this exposure has a more substantive purpose culturally
by expanding the understanding of the disease and what life is like for patients.
Ultimately, the autoethnographer hopes to make a connection with readers by writing
evocatively and authentically (Ellis, 2004). An emotive response from readers that compels
further research or commitment to the cause described by the autoethnographer generates a
reciprocal relationship.
Epiphanies are an important part of autoethnography. They are storied events that have
different degrees of meaning (Denzin, 2014). Epiphanies provide a medium for reflexivity, a
process of critically reflecting and analyzing experiences that we may otherwise have taken for
granted (Macfarlane, 2009). Epiphanies as an integral part of autoethnography are ultimately
meant to provoke dialogical self-reflection by the reader (Denzin, 2014). The reader is prompted
to reflexively consider a personal truth prompted by the autoethnographer’s epiphany.
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Autoethnography as a research methodology fit my research question and goal of
exploring thru-hiker culture through direct, personal experience; I wish to understand the culture
and my experience of transformational learning on the A.T.
Institutional Review Board
Appendix A lists my Institutional Review Board approval. My study was exempted by
the IRB because I conducted no formal interviews. My field study consisted of personal
observations only. I took photos, recalled events, read trail registers located in trail shelters, and
reflected on these experiences in a daily blog and a weekly newspaper article. I used
pseudonyms different from trail names to reference any character in my study. Moreover, a
hiker’s trail name created an initial level of anonymity from his or her off-trail name. Therefore
anonymity was assured. I also altered description of some settings when I felt an identity might
be compromised, and I could still maintain fidelity to my point.
Preparations for the A.T. Hike
I began preparing for my hike, the data collection portion of the study, in November
2013. I read numerous books by former A.T. thru-hikers. Based on these accounts, I purchased
the hiking gear necessary to make the trip and determined a starting date and location. I arranged
to blog using my iPhone and a wireless keypad. I carried a battery recharger that worked well to
keep the iPhone charged. I flew from Sioux Falls, South Dakota to Hartford, Connecticut on
June 24, 2014. I took ground transportation to Mount Greylock, Massachusetts and started the
northbound section of my flip-flop thru-hike on July 25, 2014 (see trail map, Appendix B). I
carried about 30 pounds of gear on the hike. I summited Mount Katahdin, the northern terminus,
on August 15, 2014. I returned to Mount Greylock, Massachusetts by bus. I began the
southbound part of the journey on August 19, 2014. Finally, I finished the hike on November
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22, 2014 by summiting Springer Mountain, Georgia. I travelled by car to the Atlanta Airport and
flew home to Sioux Falls to complete the trip. I next describe a variety of methods used in the
data collection process.
Data Collection
My role as researcher began on June 25, 2014 at the summit of Mount Greylock,
Massachusetts. I started researching the A.T. thru-hike experience by heading northward from
Mount Greylock. I was a flip-flopper, a thru-hiker starting between A.T. terminus sites, hiking
to one end point and then returning to the start point and finishing hiking the opposite direction.
The five-month hike was intense and sustained, ending at Springer Mountain, Georgia on
November 22, 2014.
I interacted with thru-hikers along the route. Indeed, I became enveloped in the thruhiking culture. I assumed a pseudonym characteristic of the culture. I noted type-figure
qualities: courage, selfishness, practical competence, physical strength, powerful imagination,
ability to lead, self-discipline, endurance, self-sufficiency, cunning, and unscrupulousness in
others and in myself that might reflect the Ulysses Factor suggested by Anderson (1970). I
observed how a 60-year-old White male holds up physically and emotionally under the rigors of
a 2,185-mile thru-hike.
Though I did not conduct interviews as a part of data collection, I did consider personal
recollection of conversations held with fellow travelers who remain anonymous. I use different
trail names and some location names in the anecdotes presented in chapter four to further insure
anonymity to those thru-hikers and others I observed.
I took photographs en route to clarify and document the experience. In addition, I
observed trail register entries, the main source of interpersonal communication among thru-
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hikers on the trail. I maintained blog postings as useful data collection describing my A.T. lived
experience. I posted 152 times at sodaktrailjournal.blogspot.com. I summarized weekly
reflections in a newspaper article submitted for publication to my hometown Lennox
Independent. I also composed 23 newspaper articles of roughly 500 words each. The articles
were published in a local newspaper in the rural community where I teach. I took myriad photos
to support and augment my data. I used these documents as field notes for my research.
After my return from the hike, I organized the data, and started the analysis. I describe
how I identified major themes and wrote in scholarly personal narrative style next.
Data Analysis
The narrator/researcher reflects his or her lived experience temporally and according to
social and historical context (Maynes, Pierce, Laslett, 2008). This level of reflection may offer
richer complexity than traditional analytic social research, for example. Individuals relate
experiences from their point of view, offering expanded data potentially enhancing the research.
The analysis progresses from the inside out, spanning the information void between the
individual and society (Maynes, Pierce, Laslett, 2008).
I entered the study with a social constructivist worldview “seeking understanding of the
world in which I live and work” (Creswell, 2012, p. 20). My study relies on my perceptions of
the A.T. thru-hiking experience. My social constructionist view is richer as it became more
complex. Complexity develops through observation of meanings from multiple angles: thruhiker values, biases, demographics, character, purpose, and other subjective meanings. I
attempted to corroborate emerging meanings with some established theory, while recognizing
how my worldview, shaped by my personal, cultural, and historical experience, affected
interpretation of observations.
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I conducted my observations in the natural setting of the A.T. by hiking the trail. My
analysis is inductive and unobtrusive. I established themes from my collective observations. I
observed and later reviewed data influencing me (culture, for instance). I used my observations
of thru-hikers and also section hikers, day hikers, hostel owners, and trail angels (all of whom
influence the thru-hiking culture) to write a detailed description of thru-hiker culture.
I examined and reflected on A.T. thru-hiking culture from my inside view as a thru-hiker.
This subjectivity and understanding of self are unique attributes to personal narrative analysis
fostering an understanding of human agency (Maynes, Pierce, Laslett, 2008), and supporting the
role of personal narrative and autoethnography in social research. Personal narrative (PN), such
as autoethnography, serves the larger research goal through story telling. Personal narrative has
veracity in research because the methodology considers the whole person as part of the research
subject.
Every blog created a reflective memory for me. Some memories were more poignant
than others but each of them had value. Some reflected more substantively on self, others on
culture. The experience became richer in complexity as I considered them ontologically. Some
of these recollections spawned raw emotion: I laughed and became tearful. I needed, then, to
carefully consider which experiences would speak to my readers. They may not play the same
tune to readers with different perspectives, values, and understanding. I think some writers
resort to sensationalism to bridge these types of hurdles. I tried to avoid that crutch.
I analyzed my blog posts, newspaper articles, and photos to expose common themes.
Themes included adventure, achievement, environmentalism, altruism, patriotism, compassion,
relationship building, solitude, and simplicity. I reflexively analyzed these themes through
several lens. I used philosophical assumptions—ontology, epistemology, axiology, and rhetoric.
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In addition, I applied four established theories—Flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990),
Hierarchy of Needs theory (Maslow, 1970), Ulysses Factor (Anderson, 1970), and
Transformational Adult Learning theory (Brookfield, 1987; Mezirow, 1991). Finally, I analyzed
the data in terms of Jung’s introvert/extrovert continuum as described in Laney’s The Introvert
Advantage (2002).
I looked for my writing voice as I analyzed data and then developed the autoethnography.
Voice is integral to composing autoethnography, a form of scholarly personal narrative (SPN;
Nash & Bradley, 2011). Voice adds drama, passion, and resonance to stories. A story well told
captures the reader’s attention and has potential to stimulate reader response. Storytelling is an
effective way to reach contemporary researchers (Nash & Bradley, 2011).
Nigel, Short, and Turner (2013) introduced a key point about autoethnography as a
research method and art form:
[A]utoethnography is an approach as close to the arts and humanities as it is to the social
and human sciences, celebrates and prizes subjectivity rather than viewing it as an
irritant, and can be distinguished from biography or memoir by its commitment to
rigorous cultural interrogation and analysis. (p. 3).
Denzin (2014) developed a collaborative explanation of autoethnography compiled from
a number of important autoethnographers. He wrote, “Autoethnography is the use of personal
experience and personal writing to (1) purposefully comment on/critique cultural practices; (2)
make contributions to existing research; (3) embrace vulnerability with purpose; and (4) create
reciprocal relationship with audiences in order to compel a response” (p. 20).
My study followed this framework. I personally experienced a thru-hike by completing
the A.T., but then analyzed the data by writing of the experiences anecdotally in a first person
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prose style. I wrote reflexively, “isolating that space where memory, history, performance, and
meaning intersect” (Denzin, 2014, p. 22). I describe the time, place and events according to my
memory, but then I consider the experience critically/reflexively and offer meaning,
documenting epiphanies discovered on my journey. In this way I purposefully comment on and
critique cultural practices where self and culture intersect.
Culture is always in flux, influenced by changing “self” (Bruner, 1990). My personal
look at the A.T. thru-hiking culture expands the understanding of it because I am a contemporary
of the culture. Autoethnography is writing that describes the interplay between self and culture
and, in so doing, contributes to existing research.
The autoethnographer needs to be concerned with authenticity, however. Nash and
Bradley (2011) caution autoethnographers to “avoid being excessively preoccupied with the self,
as well as overdoing the telling of personal stories and drawing on memories that might be selfserving and contrived” (p. 16). I blogged each evening about my journey and reviewed these
brief compositions in the data analysis stage of my research to focus on narrative themes and
changes in my understanding.
Limitations
There are limitations to this study as well. Culture is always in flux. While the thruhiking culture is currently relatively homogenous, this will likely change, especially since a
couple of feature-length films on thru-hiking are scheduled for release. The trail itself is a
delicate environmental “petri dish” that molds its ingredients, including thru-hikers. Trail
communities currently embrace thru-hikers, and veteran thru-hikers give back to the trail in
money and time. It’s an intimate relationship. Whether the culture will evolve and still maintain
trail angels, trail magic, trail names, and a 1960s persona is questionable. After all, the culture
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changes, and in fact did not include some of the practices described when Grandma Gatewood,
Earl Shaffer, Gene Espy, and other notables first started the thru-hiking phenomenon.
Research Quality and Ethical Considerations
Critics argue autoethnographies lack reliability, validity, and generalizability as research
methodology (Denzin, 2014). Are the events accurately remembered and portrayed in the prose;
is the work authentic, not contrived to evoke response; and can the writer identify with the
experience portrayed? Denzin (2014) offered a solid rebuttal: “Autoethnography cannot be
judged by traditional positivist criteria. The goal is not to produce a standard social science
article. The goal is to write performance texts in a way that moves others to ethical action” (p.
70). Ellis (2004) suggested,
autoethnography overlaps art and science; it is part auto or self and part ethno or culture.
It also is something different from both of them, greater than its parts […] Similar to
ethnography, autoethnography refers to the process as well as what is produced from the
process.” (pp. 31-32).
I am the subject under review in this autoethnography. I attempt to present reflections on
becoming a member of the thru-hiking culture with integrity and transparency. I recognize
others were mentioned in my data. I reported my findings with as minimal risk of harm to others
I met on the trail as possible. I avoided becoming maleficent in my reflections of any individuals
described in the data analysis. All individuals described and some settings were kept anonymous
to eliminate any potential risk adversely affecting them. Furthermore, any risk they may have
incurred is not greater than the gains they might otherwise derive. I believe this study will
accrue some benefit to society by expanding the level of knowledge about the A.T.
Summary
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I chronicled my observations on thru-hiking the A.T. by hiking my own thru-hike, and I
become a source of data as I participated in the thru-hike. I documented my emotions as I hiked
daily, categorizing these emotions according to general themes they seemed to suggest. I then
attempted to interpret those themes and the meaning of the data in terms of new opportunities for
learning they may suggest. This inductive approach to research is qualitative in nature. The data
comes from the culture of the A.T, but it is filtered through the lens of my personal set of
emotions, biases, values, and understanding of recognized theories. I interpreted the data
through the lens of Flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990); Hierarchy of Needs theory (Maslow,
1970); Transformational Learning theory (Brookfield, 1995; Mezirow, 1991); and the Ulysses
Factor (Anderson, 1970). A theoretical view of the data may offer veracity to an emergent
theme. This is acceptable, common practice for the qualitative research tradition. The specific
strategy of inquiry appropriate to the unique nature of the study is autoethnography.
I used my memory and field notes to reconstruct A.T. thru-hiking stories in chapter four.
The stories are subjective research constructed from a specific social context involving
interpersonal relationships with other thru-hikers. The stories help create for the reader an
understanding of the researcher and the thru-hiking culture. I attempted to be transparent in my
depictions due to my desire to be authentic in the tradition of personal narrative research.
I chronicled cognitive, emotional, and spiritual experiences to form a data set. I
translated the complexities of these concrete, lived experiences in a narrative prose style,
developing themes and reflecting on learning opportunities to form the body of my dissertation.
In the next chapter, I tell the story of my hike with reflections on the experience, providing a tour
of the states along the A.T. and my learning.
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CHAPTER 4—DATA ANALYSIS
Starting the Journey: The Particulars
Mileage
My A.T. journey began March 25, 2014 at the top of Mount Greylock Massachusetts.
Greylock is the highest point in Massachusetts. It is roughly ten miles from the top of Greylock
to the Vermont state border heading northbound (nobo). I would reach Mount Katahdin, the
A.T. northern terminus, in 602.9 miles. I was pumped! All my planning was on stage and the
hike ready to be executed. Various authors of books on the A.T. cautioned hikers to hike only
about 10 miles per day for the first few weeks. This was supposed to prevent burnout associated
with fatigue, blisters, and joint injuries. I followed the advice, but it wasn’t easy. I usually
exceeded the 10-mile quota in the first three weeks. After that, I averaged 17- to 20-mile days. I
hiked eight to 10 hours each day, taking breaks along the way. I settled into a routine for taking
breaks. I hiked three hours in the morning, and then took a break. I hiked for another two hours
and took a break, eating nuts or trail mix and a candy bar. I hiked beyond those five hours,
breaking every hour and a half.
Equipment
My equipment was new and lightweight. I carried about 30 pounds including food and
water. My gear consisted of a tent, 25-degree down sleeping bag, stove and fuel, one titanium
cook pot and spork, two changes of wool clothing (shorts, tee shirts), three pair of wool socks,
fleece, rain gear (jacket and pants), sleeping pad, pack cover (used in the rain), three liter
Camelback water bladder, head lamp, water purification drops, electronics (iPhone, wireless
keypad, recharger), a mini Leatherman camp tool, thirty feet of light weight cord for hanging
food at night, ibuprofen, migraine medicine (I never used it), Neosporin, toothbrush and paste,
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four waterproof stuff sacks, notebook and pen, small roll of duct tape, and a guide book
(AWOL’s A.T. Guide).
In addition to the above, I wore a hat and used hiking poles. I used two pairs of shoes
daily, a hiking shoe, and a camp shoe. I started hiking in Merrells. They are more like a running
shoe than a traditional hiking boot. The first pair of Merrells lasted for about 400 miles before
the toe of the shoe broke out. I wore out three pairs of Merrells before switching to Oboz, a
different brand of hiking shoe but still like a running shoe. Merrells are very comfortable and
lasted about 500 miles on average. Shoes are $125-$150 per pair, so they cost about $0.25-$0.30
per mile on a trip that can range from $2-$4 per mile in total expense. The Oboz are heavier but
have better waterproofing and durability. I finished the hike in Oboz, my fourth pair of hiking
shoes. I couldn’t wait to get out of my hiking shoes and into more comfortable camp shoes at the
end of each day. I wore a pair of rubber crocks around camp. The comfort of crocks made them
well worth the carrying weight, and most hikers use them.
Camping
There are three basic places to camp along the A.T. The most popular is at a trail shelter.
Shelters are located helter-skelter along the trail. They may be right on the trail or a half-mile
hike off trail. The A.T. is rerouted from time to time because of environmental impact or land
purchases, for example, and shelters that were once on the trail end up some distance from the
trail.
Shelters are generally a three-sided lean-to structure, but include many configurations.
Six to 10 hikers can sleep in a shelter depending on size of floor space. Shelters provide
protection from rain, obviate the need to set up a tent, usually have a water source nearby, and
have a privy. They also afford a social setting where hikers can meet at the end of the day. A
trail register is located in every shelter. Hikers will often sign in and offer some bit of prose
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regarding their trail experience. Registers are the main source of communication among hikers
along the trail and the primary source of data retrieval for the Appalachian Trail Conservancy
(A.T.C.).
A second camping option is to stealth camp. In stealth camping, sometimes called
cowboy camping, a hiker finds a suitable site along the trail and sets up a tent or hammock for
the night. Stealth camping allows the hiker more flexibility regarding mileage. He or she simply
camp when he or she is ready rather than stopping early at a shelter or risking stretching their
daily mileage only to find a shelter full. Stealth camping is discouraged in some sections of the
A.T., usually where it goes through State and National parks. It feels a bit lonely. Some hikers
are uncomfortable with the risk of being isolated while others prefer it.
A hostel, bed and breakfast, or motel is the third sleeping arrangement available along the
A.T. Hikers frequently use these accommodations on zero days (when no miles are hiked) or
nearo days (when only part of a normal day is hiked). Zero and nearo days generally mean the
hiker is resupplying in a trail town. Hostels and B&Bs are often located outside of towns and
proximate to the trail. In fact, they have developed in many cases to take advantage of the
entrepreneurial opportunity afforded by hikers on the A.T. Hostels typically provide a bunk,
shower, and laundry for around $25. They often provide a shuttle service to the trailhead and/or
to town for resupply. B&Bs are generally more affluent accommodations. They provide a
couple of meals in addition to hostel amenities. Hostels and B&Bs offer a degree of local culture
which is probably the best reason for staying in them. Motels are private and the
accommodation of choice in some circumstances. They are relatively expensive, but when
multiple hikers can share the cost, motels are a nice option.
Food
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I carried about two and a half pounds of food for each day I projected to be on the trail
before resupply. I started out carrying about 15 to 20 pounds of food. I learned, after about four
weeks, to resupply more often and carry less food and water. I carried instant oatmeal for
breakfast and Knorr pasta sides (Chicken Alfredo became my favorite) for suppers. I augmented
these dishes with pop tarts, power bars, trail mix, lots of cashews, tuna and chicken packets, and
numerous candy bars (Snickers and Baby Ruthes are my favorites). I sometimes carried tortillas
and spread them with peanut butter. Tortillas are cheaper than candy bars, but heavier. I made
breakfasts and lunches in the beginning, but after about six weeks, I dispensed with cooking
oatmeal in the morning and ate pop tarts and/or power bars instead. I ate candy bars on the move
for lunch and only used my stove for the evening meal. The hiker must pack out empty
packaging under the A.T. “leave no trace” mandate. Consequently, hikers rarely carry food
packaged in tin or glass in order to avoid the weight.
“Leave no trace” is the mandate the A.T.C. endorses to avoid some of the environmental
impact made by hikers along the A.T. Hikers are supposed to bury human waste and carry out
anything carried into the forest excursion. The trail is surprisingly litter-free, but trail volunteers
do much to haul out trash left behind.
Hiker Direction
The majority of thru-hikers, some 2,000-3,000 annually – start as north bounders (nobos)
from Springer Mountain, Georgia. They hike the 2,185 miles of A.T. to Mount Katahdin, Maine,
the northern terminus. Less than 1,000 will hike as south bounders (sobos) in the opposite
direction from Katahdin to Springer. I designed my hike as a flip/flop, starting at a mid-point –
Mount Greylock, Massachusetts in my case – and hiking north to Mount Katahdin, Maine. I
returned to Greylock by bus and hiked the opposite direction to the southern terminus: Springer
Mountain, Georgia. Fewer than 500 thru-hikers complete an A.T. flip/flop thru-hike annually.
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A flip/flop worked well for the purposes of my study. I would have been late starting from
Springer Mountain because of work commitments and would have missed the big bubble of
nobos beginning in late March/early April. I caught this bubble of hikers by starting at the end
of June in Massachusetts. I then hiked with sobos for the last 1,500 miles southbound from
Greylock, Massachusetts.
Nobos cite the psychological advantage of hiking northbound with a continual focus on
reaching Katahdin, the final prize. The sobo option means tackling the toughest section of trail
first: the Hundred-Mile Wilderness of Maine and the White Mountains of New Hampshire. The
southbound route is particularly challenging until late June. Heavy streams from spring snow
melt, making fording difficult. Black flies and mosquitoes are challenging to withstand in spring
and early summer as well. The southbound hike is not as logistically difficult as a flip/flop
however.
Purpose
Regardless of what direction thru-hikers choose to hike the A.T., the question remains,
why hike the trail in the first place? The visionaries Benton MacKaye and Myron Avery
suggested urbanites needed a place to escape the chaos of contemporary society. They did not
envision the annual thousands who attempt a thru-hike, however. Earl Shaffer in 1948 was the
first to succeed at that effort; he was trying to shake off some posttraumatic stress from World
War II (Mueser, 1998).
I first heard of the A.T. thru-hiking phenomenon 10 years ago from a friend who had
attempted the hike and become an early casualty. She was not well suited to the rigors of such a
physical challenge. I thought I might like to try the trail sometime as I was pretty good at
physical endurance challenges. What I wasn’t successful at was academic pursuits. I have
multiple postgraduate degrees, including a Masters degree in Health Care Administration, a JD
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in the law, and an Ed Specialist degree, but I never do anything with them. My mother was a
teacher, and I think perhaps I assumed her philosophy of “education equals success” in and of
itself. On another level, however, I think I may have always just wanted to please her and never
have quite gotten it done. Like her, I have always been interested in pursuing new opportunities
for learning.

Examining the meaning of thru-hikers’ experiences walking the A.T. is the

current challenge.
Mom was my hero. She loved adventure, knew how to water ski and snow ski, went
backpacking in the Big Horn Mountains, and loved to travel. She was a schoolteacher and had a
Master’s degree in an era before it was common. We boys were proud to tell people that. Not
only was she a career woman, but she also had three sons: Twins and an older brother born
eleven months apart! I am one of the twins.
Mom was indomitable. She wanted to ascend above her blue-collar roots, and she was
willing to work and save to make that happen – sort of an old-school approach to wealth
acquisition. She and my Dad bought a farm but paid for it by working in town.
Mom helped during haying; she threw bales just like we boys, and on weekends, which
began on Saturday night in the summer, she packed the car so we could go to the lake to swim.
She was one of those people who had tremendous enthusiasm with energy and good humor to
spare, but in her 58th year, subtle changes began to appear.
I was married and living in Oregon then. On a trip home to South Dakota, Mom picked
me up at the airport. As she drove me to our house, I noticed her thumb tapping the steering
wheel. It was a familiar movement, but I was shocked. My maternal grandmother had struggled
with Parkinson’s disease. Their movements were the same. My grandmother spent several years
suffering with this degenerative neurological disease, in the end becoming wheelchair bound and
unable to care for herself.
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Mom got progressively worse over the next 12 or so years. Her once-radiant smile
morphed into an expressionless mask, and her voice became more whisper-like. Eventually, she
was wheelchair bound and could no longer drive.
I was driving her to an appointment one day, and she was sitting beside me, quiet. Then
she slowly turned toward me and in a soft steady voice asked, “Bahn, will I ever walk again?”
That was a searing moment for me. I can remember exactly where we were even years later. I
fumbled and said, “I’m not sure Mom.” She slowly turned back in her seat and was quiet. She
died in 2010.
I’m not sure whether that indelible memory was the impetus for wanting to hike the A.T.,
but it played a part. I want to keep walking as long as possible. When I heard about the A.T., I
thought it might be a fun adventure to attempt sometime. Indeed, some studies suggest 60% of
A.T. thru-hikers are motivated by a desire for challenge and adventure and perhaps recognition
for the achievement (Mueser, 1998). But the recognition I was after had to do with my Mom;
even at age 60, years after her death, I still wanted to make her proud.
I had no doubt whatsoever I could manage the physical rigors necessary to complete a
thru-hike of the A.T. I could “walk on” in the vernacular commonly used by A.T. thru-hikers to
encourage each other on tough climbs. What scared me was giving up psychologically, and for
me the psychological challenge included not just the solitude associated with the five-month
journey, but writing and defending this dissertation after returning home. From Mom’s
perspective, nothing else would suffice. I have always had a more “comme ci comme ça”
approach to life. I didn’t trust myself or my resolve. It would have to be “one step at a time.”
There is plenty of time for reflection hiking the A.T. I have a recurring memory of
competing in a swim meet as an 11-year-old. My Mom had volunteered as a timer in an
adjoining lane. Although I had little talent, I signed up for the butterfly. Midrace, I inhaled a
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lung full of water. Because I touched the pool bottom, coughing and gagging for a saving breath,
I was disqualified with five yards to go. Mom rushed over. I guess I expected condolences, but
what I got was, “Wha’d ya quit for!” The comment has plagued me since.
I have quit on other occasions. Quitting doesn’t always mean failing, but there is the
fear of being labeled a quitter and perhaps one day falling into the ignoble “habitual quitter’s
abyss.” Mom instilled in my two brothers and me the fear of “quitting.” She was an only child,
the product of blue-collar parents, and spent the summers of her youth living with the families of
her more affluent aunts and uncles. She appears to have been determined to ascend above her
humble beginnings to the socioeconomic level of her relatives, and her strategy for
accomplishing this was to become college-educated. She accomplished her goal through
perseverance, never quitting. Mom then foisted her methodology for success on her sons. I was
a bit chagrined by this methodology as a youth, probably because I was being raised in the
affluence she had created. I wasn’t “hungry” for socioeconomic advancement as she had been.
Why would I make an affluent lifestyle my goal when I was already there? I think my
relationship with Mom during my middle class childhood is one that plays out often in our
society. Perhaps child-rearing practices like hers are why adults often find themselves atop false
summits.
Though quitting can be good or bad, finishing seems incontrovertibly noble. And
finishing Herculean type challenges may compensate for past perceived failures that I tend to
interpret as inimical quitting. Of course, there are other motivations for attempting an A.T. thruhike, but paramount to me is achievement, the opportunity to finish a worthy challenge.
But hiker motivations are varied: opportunity to choose a new persona; age milestones;
divorce; death of a loved one; graduation; loss of a job (Setzer, 1997) –“Almost everybody on
the A.T. is there for a little bit of soul searching”(Luxenberg, 1994, p. 51). I began this doctoral
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program as a strategy to advance into educational administration from my position as a sixth
grade language arts and reading teacher. Admittedly, at age 55 when I started, I was a bit “past
prime,” and I had only recently begun a second career as a public school teacher. But I figured,
what the hell. I enjoyed the cohort arrangement and the intellectual challenge even if they didn’t
eventually result in an administrative job. However, as I discovered when I applied for an inhouse principalship, that cavalier attitude was not truly in synch with my ego.
The opening was the middle school principal position at the school where I was finishing
my eighth year of teaching. I was encouraged to apply by colleagues and felt the interview went
well. At 59, I was fortified with myriad life experiences and credentialed with advanced degrees
up the whazoo (MS, JD, Ed Spec). But Mr. Superintendent was brief and ironic in his
comments: “We decided to go with more experience.”
Those are tough words to hear. Was I passed over for lack of experience or was I just
too old? Perhaps the Superintendent didn’t believe he could work with my personality. That
would have been easier to understand. Age has more experience inherently, I reasoned. I taught
one more year before applying for a sabbatical to hike the trail and complete my dissertation. I
became another aspiring thru-hiker grappling with one of life’s unsettling events by hiking the
trail. I reflected on that feedback, “decided to go with more experience,” several times during
my hiatus along the A.T. Right or wrong, I kept coming up with “too old” instead of “lacking
experience.”
I want to be relevant no matter how old I am or what opportunities I am pursuing. Do I
know something of what discrimination feels like? If it feels like frustration, humiliation, and
hopelessness, I think I may. At what age are we no longer part of an egalitarian society? Some
would answer, not at any age, but is there, in reality, only a window of opportunity? These
questions are suspended on the A.T. If you are moving forward, you’re succeeding; you’re
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contributing to a culture and being molded by it. I was excited for those opportunities. I looked
forward to experiencing a new culture as I began moving northbound on the A.T. on March 25,
2014.
Every seeming self-initiative is really compelled by multiple factors. Respect for
Mom’s memory turned me in the direction of thru-hiking the A.T., but I was incited to act by one
of life’s unsettling events: being passed over for a job. And finally, had I not been allowed to
use the journey as a dissertation topic, my wife might not have agreed to spend six months alone.
I made my decision to start the journey. I collated all the pros and cons for making the hike into
one positive – I needed to mark up a worthy achievement. It was time for a win.
The Journey through Vermont
In the beginning, it was sunny. However, the rain started four miles into the hike. It
was now an ankle deep slog along an eroded trail. Our spirits were high nonetheless. The plan
was for Jim, a 60-year-old friend of my sister-in-law, to accompany me the first four days, which
would get us down Massachusetts’ Mount Greylock and along the first 30 miles or so of
Vermont.
Jim was the reason for flip-flopping from Massachusetts instead of following my
original plan beginning at Maine’s Mount Katahdin and simply heading southbound to Springer
Mountain Georgia, thru-hiking the A.T. Jim had always wanted to hike the AT. Some
undefined urge precipitated his phone call as I was planning the hike last January 2014. I had
never met or talked to the guy. He lived in Massachusetts and suggested flying there from South
Dakota, my home, so my sister-in-law could provide free ground transportation to the A.T.
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trailhead. I agreed, and it proved to be a wonderful change of plans. It allowed me the
opportunity to connect with the front wave of 2014 nobos, a group who had completed nearly
1,500 miles of trail, were committed, and likely going to finish the hike.
Figure 1. Massachusetts
After finishing the northern leg, I returned to Greylock and journeyed southbound for the
balance of the trip with aspiring sobo thru-hikers, those who had begun at Mount Katahdin, the
A.T. northern terminus in central Maine.
Flip-flopping is not in the true tradition of thru-hiking. One must either be a nobo (north
bound from Springer Mountain, Georgia) or a sobo (southbound from Mount Katahdin, Maine).

Even sobos are viewed as somewhat of an anomaly in the hierarchy of A.T. thru-hikers since
80% of aspiring thru-hikers begin at Springer (Tipton, 2015).
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I did not have the credibility of a nobo until I made it through New Hampshire. I was a flipflopper until Maine, and a sobo from Massachusetts south. Unconditional acceptance by the
pack is mentally therapeutic, and I felt myself early on guarding that acceptance.
I was unfamiliar to the nobos I met. Those who had hiked over 1,500 miles should have
already connected and disconnected with me multiple times over that distance. To them, I might
be a day hiker, section hiker, or worse, a disreputable poser. Posers are conspicuous for their
lack of beards, body grim, or stench, and their clothes are not threadbare. I deferentially
explained that I was a flip-flopper from Massachusetts to insure against the perception that I
might be a poser.
My ego had adjusted to nobo status by the time I returned to Greylock and was headed
south. I felt a slight air of superiority to nobos I met at that point in the journey. Those nobos
were late leaving Springer. They had travelled over two thirds of the journey, but had not
conquered New Hampshire and Maine as I had. I could edify them about the trials ahead, and I
was mildly proud to do so.
What is it about human nature that compels that egotistical mien among contemporaries?
It wasn’t a big thing; it was more amusing for me to sense my attitude than anything else.
However, I think the feeling of slight superiority helped explain the overall hierarchy that does
exist among groups of hikers – day, section, flip-floppers, sobos and nobos respectively. Hikers
don’t seem to consciously cultivate a hierarchy; rather, it just establishes itself, all parties
contributing to its existence. Paradoxically, cultivation of hierarchy seems to result in cultural
cohesion. As Bruner (1990) suggests, “Folk psychology is an essential base not only for
personal meaning but of cultural cohesion”(p. 137). My egotistical mien was probably derived
from some earlier cultural experience. I may have recognized the same attitude in purist thruhikers in the present culture for example and mirrored their behavior since it was familiar to me.
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Those non-purist thru-hikers – blue blazers and yellow blazers for example – may not possess
the same sense of superiority or even value it. The combination of perceived value creates a fit
for all players in the thru-hiking culture. Again, as Bruner (1990) suggests, “Selves do not arise
rootlessly in response only to the present; they take meaning as well from the historical
circumstances that gave shape to the culture of which they are and expression” (p. 137).
The making of a thru-hiker is evolutionary. Two thousand to 3,000 hikers start the hike
each year. Estimates vary on how many complete the full journey in one hiking season.
Something less than 25% is typical (Tipton, 2015).
I was glad to test my mettle and observe the culture of bona fide thru-hikers, a group
distinct from day or section hikers. I felt the bona fides likely would have an extra degree of
courage, practical competence, physical strength, self-discipline, endurance, self-sufficiency, and
in some cases cunning and unscrupulousness necessary to complete the A.T. These are,
according to Anderson’s (1970) “Ulysses factor,” the traits some adventurers who pursue
seemingly purposeless quests possess.
The quest Jim and I pursued seemed purposeless early on, and we also seemed to lack
some of the Ulysses traits like practical competence and cunning. For instance, night comes
early in the forest and even more quickly when it is raining. I felt like a complete neophyte with
my headlamp on hiking in the dark through torrents of rain trying to locate a shelter that,
according to Miller’s (2014) AWOL’s A.T. Guide, was just ahead. Jim, who was in the lead,
found a trail marker. “Quarter mile ahead,” he sang out. “Nice!” We hoped to escape the rain
and dry out in our first trail shelter.
Forty-five minutes later, with no shelter to be found, it occurred to us that the trail sign
was directional, and we should have walked a quarter mile off trail in the direction of the arrow
to find it. Instead, and although exhausted, wet, and I a little nauseous, we attempted to set up
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our tents for the first time on a side hill in ground cover of wet, waist-high ferns. The rain
continued all night and into the next morning, and when we packed up and headed out,
determined not to quit, our hearts were still in it for the finish.
It seems likely that becoming a “Ulysses-type” hero (Anderson, 1970) is not so much
about completing amazing and extraordinary feats but rather accomplishing small details
competently. If I had checked the weather, practiced setting up my tent in the dark, and been
familiar with the guidebook, I might have felt good about myself on that first night in the forest.
I might have been a hero to my buddy Jim. Sometimes we need to slog up a trail flooded in
rainwater to master the details. Adversity builds character similarly to the way culture builds
“self.” We take a little learning from each past experience and apply it to challenges presented in
a new experience. In time, we establish a coping ritual to diminish the impact of similar
adversity in the future.
The Appalachian Trail Conservancy (A.T.C.) is the coordinating entity responsible for
recognizing finishers. They serve as the keeper of trail records and document annually the
number of hikers finishing 2,000 miles. The 2014 A.T. is 2,185 miles long, but the distance
varies from year to year with trail re-routing due to such variables as erosion, windfall, other
naturally occurring dangers, and land acquisitions.
When I submitted my name to the A.T.C. as having thru-hiked the A.T., I became an
honorary member of the 2014 list of 2,000-milers. The honor system applies whether you hike
25 or 2,500 miles. So long as you inform the A.T.C. you thru-hiked the trail, they will honor
your declaration with all the traditional fanfare. A guy called Fifteen made the list as well. I met
Fifteen in Vermont on day three of my journey. I recall powering up a tough ascent. This old
guy came into view. He was poking along, too slow for me. I admired his early start though. It
was about 6:30 a.m., and he was half way up the mountain!
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It’s proper trail etiquette to visit with those you meet, so I greeted this septuagenarian.
Fifteen was so called because he had size 15 feet. He had returned to the trail from his home in
Idaho. Last year, he suspended his thru-hike attempt when he fell off of a New Hampshire
mountain and broke his collarbone. When we met, he had 20 miles left to become a 2,000-miler.
It was important for him to finish, so he was back. His euphoria was pronounced. I was jazzed
by his example and hiked on. Jim came upon Fifteen a few minutes after I had moved on, and
the story was repeated with equal fervor. Fifteen might have been Tennyson’s (1842) voice of
Ulysses: “How dull it is to pause, to make an end/ To rust unburnish’d, not to shine in use.”
I am chagrined to view a hiker like Fifteen as extraordinary for climbing a mountain in
his 70s all alone, an “old guy.” Is it not patronizing and disingenuous to view him in this way? I
am his contemporary in age but don’t stereotype myself similarly. I don’t want to be thought of
as extraordinary for thru-hiking at 60 or 70. I want to be extraordinary for thru-hiking, period.
The age factor needs a new, much higher paradigmatic standard.
Jim left after day four. He is a talker while I am much more reticent and introverted. I
enjoy associating with talkers because they are willing to expend emotional capital, which keeps
me protected and able to conserve emotional energy. Jim was hale and hearty with all hikers we
met. His gregarious nature was an example to me. I adopted his initial forwardness when
interacting with strangers on the trail, the difference being that such interaction was energy
building for Jim but not for me. Interpersonal communication saps my energy, and research
suggests that many introverts are wired this way (Laney, 2002). I tried to make the effort at
conversation primarily because I think it’s unfair not to reciprocate and secondarily because the
effort is necessary to build positive relationships. I wished at times those priorities were reversed
as they are for Jim. But, as Cain (2013) suggests, extroverts “are comfortable with conflict but
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not with solitude”(p. 11). Jim and other extroverted thru-hikers have their own challenges hiking
the trail. My priority is functional but misses the potential joy of relationship.
Jim’s legacy was to endow me with Mosey for a trail name. We had great conversations
“moseying” up and down the trail. Jim enjoyed the albeit brief experience. I really enjoyed the
moniker. In fact, it was a huge relief not to have to explain my given name, Bahne, which I
invariably have to repeat. I usually explain: “It’s pronounced like the girl’s name but is spelled
differently.” I then proceed to spell it. Not once did I need to clarify or spell Mosey while on
the A.T.
When Jim left, solitude and a touch of loneliness ensued. Many seek solitude on the trail.
Indeed, visionaries Benton MacKaye and Myron Avery proposed and executed their plan for a
long-distance Appalachian Trail to provide respite for urbanites they accurately concluded
needed to escape the calamities of contemporary life (Setzer, 1997).
Jim was an escapist (if just for a few days), and perhaps I was, too. We both had “a lot of
water under the bridge” and were not quite satisfied with the side eddies we found ourselves.
Sometimes adults need a “time out.” Hiking the A.T. seemed an attempt to reach a “neutral
corner,” a place to reconsider where you’ve been and forecast where you’re going. A long
distance hike is a self-imposed disorienting dilemma that has the potential to spark the critical
thinking requisite to transformational learning (Brookfield, 1987). Many thru-hikers come to the
trail having experienced trauma in their lives – divorce, loss of job, or death of a loved one
(Luxenberg, 1994). These individuals are soul searching. Others are the antithesis; Either way,
thru-hikers are interested in transformational change.
I thought the forests would be noisier, filled with songbirds, varmint yowls, grunts, and
other such noises, but they weren’t. Actually, it seems noisier at night with the cicadas’
incessant rasp or bullfrogs’ croaking when camping near water – a frequent occurrence in
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Vermont. Often, I could hear or sense the presence of a stream before coming to it, and I always
felt relief and simple pleasure.
Figure 2. Vermont
The sound of water holds maternal comfort. There are many water sources along the
A.T. in the New England states, and I looked forward to sitting in streams to wash up and cool
down. The sound of the cascades was steady, calming, and rhythmic – like a heartbeat. The
lakes and streams also provided sustaining drinking water which hydrated and which was also
necessary for cooking. These – washing, feeding, hydrating – are all things mothers enjoy doing
for their children it seems to me. I was willing to play the child, subject to water’s ubiquitous
omnipotence. I remember floating face down one time in a Maine lake, holding my breath. The
quiet was so uniquely peaceful. Hiking was quiet, too, but suspension in the water was another
plane of quiet. It was the connected quiet of amniotic fluid, of generation.
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I met Hydro (trail name given for excessive perspiring) at a shelter next to a Vermont
lake from which I had just emerged after a cleansing swim. Hydro was in his mid-20s, an
average-aged sobo. He said he left a desk/tech job so he could hike the A.T. He felt he could
pick up another job anytime, anywhere. He said his bad back had ironically disappeared after
carrying a 50-pound backpack. He told me he had lost 50 pounds since leaving Mount Katahdin.
I told him I had lost 18. We moved on, headed in different directions.
I met many thru-hikers with Hydro’s life profile: relatively young and already
disillusioned with their careers. They seem ambivalent about job tenure with little mind to stick
with an employer for the long term. Yet they are confident in their ability to find work. I am
headed in a different direction career wise. I still want to try new things, but my confidence is
weak. I don’t want to find myself out of a job or feel too confident about competing effectively
for career advancement because of age and some degree of technological incompetence. Is that
as it should be? I had opportunities early. How old can late bloomers be? The Ulysses factor is
not age dependent (Anderson, 1970). The issues seem to be about viability and the need for
personal growth. Regardless of age, growth is difficult in a static environment. That’s why
Hydro and I intersected on the trail. His environment was static because of boredom while mine
was static presumably because I had reached a level of incompetence.
Dogs are an interesting feature of the trail. Most dogs are the companions of couples.
Invariably, an owner will attempt to dispel “dog paranoia” using comments like, “He’s friendly”
or “He’s never done that before,” all the while their monster is straining on his leash, teeth
barred. One memorable line was, “Settle down Max. It’s just a beard.” As if Max needed
comfort, not me.
Dogs may serve to bridge the gap between forest solitude and the hiker’s former urban
existence, a sort of paradoxical return to the primeval. People often seem to yearn for solitude
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but are afraid of it at the same time. Of course, nature provides the perfect source for solitude,
but the general public is put on its guard by stories of bears and forest assaults of one sort or
another. Dogs represent a kind of “wet nurse,” allowing folks to more comfortably reconnect
with forest solitude. It seems to me a rather suspect approach. Yet, one may account for the
“wet nurse” dog in part through Maslow’s hierarchical safety need. People need to feel safe
before they can normally ascend to social and esteem needs in which the need for solitude exists
(Maslow, 1948). The trail dog provides that missing safety need.
Several areas, including 60 miles of The Great Smoky Mountains National Park, do not
allow dogs. Owners must find a way to shuttle their pet to a pick-up point outside the park. But
the majority of thru-hikers, hostel owners, shuttle drivers, and other supporters of the trail are
tolerant of dogs and their owners in the same manner in which most hiker proclivities are
accepted. For example, hiker guidebooks list veterinary clinics along with urgent care centers on
town maps. Thru-hiking the A.T. with a dog, however, is not simple.
Bill Irwin, the first blind person to thru-hike the trail could not have accomplished the
challenge without his guide dog, Orient (Irwin, 1996). Bill fell an estimated 5,000 times thruhiking the A.T. (Hanson, 2013, p. 31). Orient even ran away a couple times complicating Bill’s
amazing accomplishment.
I finished a most interesting conversation with a couple fellow thru-hikers while sharing
a trail shelter one night out of the rain. One participant from North Carolina passed out shot
bottles of Johnny Walker to each of us. The conversation was predictable and unsophisticated,
but stimulating because it blended three seldom-boring topics: how far to hike, where to camp,
and what to eat. Simplicity made manifest.
Additional conversation related to what and how much to pack often follows. Optimal
pack weight runs 25-30 pounds including food and water. Neophytes may start the journey with
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upwards of 85 pounds. Survivors figure it out: simplicity reigns. I took great pleasure,
bordering on self-admiration, mailing items home even as late as North Carolina with only 200
or so miles left to hike. Thru-hikers relish getting along with less.
Consumerism is an insidious force, however. Thru-hikers, like most of society, are
compelled to own the latest equipment. Ultra-light packs, tents, stoves, and shoes for example
are de rigueur. A few hikers use external frame packs that are ancient and heavier but functional
and adequate. Interestingly, I always viewed hikers with old style equipment as being a bit
unprepared. But then Grandma Gatewood carried a duffle bag in her thru-hikes of 1954, 1957,
and 1964 (Mueser, 1998, p. 23), which worked well. It is a somewhat spurious observation to
say that thru-hikers find simplicity on the trail. It seems to take a lot of money to find simplicity.
Although the trail is hiked predominately by White males, women comprise about 25%
of the annual flow. I met a delightful group of four women thru-hikers in Vermont. These
women were impressive in their self-assuredness and hiker savvy. Hitchhiking with them to a
trail hostel off of the A.T. itself was a riot. We all jumped in the back of a pick-up loaded with
lawn mowers, gas cans, and repair parts to get to our destination.
At “lights out” on the floor of a Vermont syrup refinery building, one of the four, whose
trail name was Mother Goose, ritually read another chapter of The Poisonwood Bible to the other
three. I and another male hiker were compelled to listen in. No typically male raconteur
bravado (“f--k this; f--k that!”) surfaced. Extraordinary 21st century Mother Goose read prose at
bedtime. I encountered a broad range of experiences on that day of trail life including my first
trail magic that afternoon, finding a cooler full of sodas and cookies left by an anonymous trail
angel along the side of the trail. I walked through forests of maple trees tapped by literally miles
of plastic lines, all eventually leading to the syrup refinery where I slept. The day wonderfully
concluded with Mother Goose’s bedtime story. This range of experiences became magically
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characteristic of my thru-hike, encountering a diversity of hiker personalities on the trail as well
as local residents supporting hiker culture.
On July 4, Independence Day, I hiked to a motel in Killington, Vermont. Estranged from
family, I was a bit lonely after ten days on the trail. I thought a motel in this quaint trail town
might lift my spirits. I checked in, cleaned up, and walked to a convenience store for a beer and
staples. When I returned to the motel, the desk clerk jumped from his chair behind the counter
and, with a winning smile, said, “Welcome home!” I was nonplussed and speechless. I choked
up. In the myriad of motels I’ve stayed in over the years, I have never been treated so intimately.
Trail magic manifests in multiple ways.
Many veteran thru-hikers return annually to the trail and set up lawn chairs and coolers at
trailheads to treat hikers as they migrate up the trail. Churches are big on trail magic as well.
Congregants shuttle hikers to their churches, providing potluck and a place to stay inside. Where
water is scarce, coolers and gallon jugs of water magnanimously appear at trailside. Why such a
ubiquitous phenomenon? I think it’s a classic example of how “pay it forward” works. Many of
these caches of goods will have a trail name and the year thru-hiked taped to the cooler. Hikers
give back to the trail because it was so rewarding to them. The adventure can continue
vicariously ad infinitum through trail magic.
New Hampshire
I arrived at Norwich, Vermont, a town along the Connecticut River across from
Hanover, New Hampshire on day 13. I had hiked about 150 miles and completed my first full
state, Vermont. I was “warmed up” and ready to tackle New Hampshire reputed by many to be
the toughest state. But first, it was about noon, and I wanted to stop at Dan & Whits general
store in Norwich for lunch.
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General stores are common throughout New England. They’re a bit like a convenience
store, but more indigenous, earthy. Most have a simple inventory including groceries and a deli,
which fits the trail well. Dan & Whits has been in existence for decades. I sat on a bench
outside, enjoyed an ice cream cone, and took in some local color. I felt at home.
Towns the size of Norwich and Hanover have an energy you connect with especially if
you walk the streets. Conversely, if the town is economically depressed, you catch that as well.
Norwich and Hanover bustled. They were good feeling towns, and it was a pleasure to sift
through them. They were reminiscent of rural South Dakota towns before many family owned
businesses dried up.
I entered Hanover, New Hampshire after crossing a bridge that spanned the beautiful
Connecticut River. Hanover is small but active as the home of Dartmouth College, one of the
Ivys. It had a more elitist feel than Norwich but is friendly toward thru-hikers who are largely
college age. I continued through town, eyes wide open. Tourists engulfed the streets. It was
summer and the crowds were jovial. The college is plopped in the middle of town. I was a bit
uncomfortable with the aroma I presumed I was exuding, so I didn’t stay long. It began to rain
as I left town.
After five miles, the rain ended, and it was time to find a place to stealth camp. I crossed
an oil road and considered spots to set up my tent. I felt completely at ease even though I
remembered reading of a couple of women thru-hikers, camping next to a road, were murdered
in the ‘80s. I was unaffected.
I suppose it is good that the lessons of tragedy leave us unaffected after the passage of
time. Otherwise, the bad guys or ill fate ultimately win. The longer we go without being robbed,
the less likely we are to lock our doors. Once we’ve ostensibly met safety and lower-level
physiological needs, the human focus is naturally directed at higher-level social needs (Maslow,
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1970). In my situation outside Etna, my physiological hunger needs trumped safety needs for the
time being.
I consulted “AWOL’s” A.T. Guidebook (Miller, 2014) and discovered Etna, New
Hampshire was less than a mile down the road. It had a general store. I dropped my pack behind
a boulder to conceal it and headed to Etna. Point eight miles is a long way at the end of a day’s
hiking, but I made it. The store was attended by one clerk and lots of “stuff.” I ordered a deli
sandwich and grabbed a 32-ounce Fosters from the cooler. I was the store’s only customer
before an older gentleman entered carrying an armload of egg cartons. The clerk greeted the
man in a familiar way: “I’ll get you the scrap pail in a moment,” he said. The guy stood back.
He peered at me through bushy, elderly eyebrows. I stared back through bushy elderly
eyebrows. We were contemporaries.
“Thru-hiker?” he asked. “Trying to be,” I answered. “Need a ride back to the
trailhead?” he asked. “Sure!” I responded. “Car’s outside,” he said.
A benevolent man of few words, I reasoned. I settled up with the clerk and went outside,
surprised to find a Prius parked in front. I got in and waited for the old guy.
On the drive back, I learned Eyebrows stopped in regularly to drop off fresh eggs for sale
and to pick up empty egg cartons returned by customers. He also took food scraps from the deli
to feed his chickens. The scraps then were naturally processed by the poultry into eggs for sale.
An ecological circle that also provided a livelihood for my new acquaintance. Sustainability!
We had an interesting conversation about raising bees, another of his occupations, in that
mile ride. He told me he had just lost his second queen bee. I mentioned the colony collapse
phenomenon occurring across the country, trying to find some common ground for conversation.
“Nothing to it,” he said. “Every hive has it. Mites have gotten stronger. The answer is to
develop stronger bees!”
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I enjoyed that deli sandwich piled high and sucked that Fosters dry. Later, I reflected on what
had been quite a day: finishing Vermont, my first state on the A.T. followed by walking Norwich
and its sister town Hanover, New Hampshire, and finishing with Eyebrows. Sheltered in my
tent, comfortable in my bag, I felt warm, patriotic.
Individual feelings of patriotism are probably culturally induced by symbols and ritual,
but I think there is some connection to the land too. Rural cultures seem more overt in their
display of patriotism. The symbols are more conspicuous – American flag, state flag, war
monuments, and so on – perhaps more readily reinforcing the patriotic feeling. But land is
integral to patriotic emotion. It seems that when individual and community are more closely
connected to the land, a stronger patriotic emotion is fostered. Those connections don’t seem to
be as strong in metro areas. Patriotism requires more media intervention in larger communities
while it occurs more naturally in rural settings. Television commercials more often show pickup
trucks being driven down muddy back roads than urban six lane thoroughfares, for example.
People generally aren’t as patriotic anymore, dulled by too many wars in recent times perhaps.
However, they never lose a love of the land, and because of that, though dormant, patriotism will
never die. These thoughts may have simply been influenced by New Hampshire’s “live free or
die” state motto.

New Hampshire in July is warm. It was particularly warm on day 14 of my thru-hike. I
was delighted, therefore, to read a sign poking out of the grass directing me to The Ice Cream
Man’s place. I hesitated, anxious to cover miles; I wasn’t comfortable taking the time at 10:00
a.m., nor did I feel like socializing with “unknowns.” But I risked the short aside, won over by
the comical, hand-painted sign, including the words “Free,” “Cold,” and “Twenty yards.”
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Bill Ackerly, an octogenarian, is The Ice Cream Man, a legend on the A.T. He invited
me to a chair on his front porch and hastily retrieved an ice cream bar from inside his modest,
farmhouse-style home. Then he sat and asked questions of me and others sharing the porch. His
outside water hydrant was available to fill water bottles, and Bill extended an open invitation to
those of us on the porch to a game of croquet. No one was inclined.
Those on the porch sat in the shade trading banter. Bill laughed along. I filled my
water bladder after a time and angled to leave. Bill heartily wished me well, looking through his
heavy spectacles, and continued in conversation with those who remained.
The Bill Ackerly experience offered food for thought as I continued my hike. I admired
his effort at being social and his benevolence. I wish I felt more comfortable in those areas. I
assume Bill is extroverted, becoming energized by contact with people (Cain, 2013). He is an
icon on the trail, dispensing ice cream and conversation every day of the hiking season. One day
in his shoes would wear me out. The pace of interpersonal communication on the A.T. was
perfect for me. Northbound, it averaged perhaps one fellow hiker per hour. One-on-one
conversation is close to optimal for an introvert (Cain, 2013). In this manner, introverts can be
benevolent. They are interested in the thoughts, feelings, and experiences of others. I take
pleasure in connecting with others empathetically on an individual basis, and I would, for
example, enjoy a half hour to personally thank Bill Ackerly for entertaining the masses.
It turns out The Ice Cream Man had a renowned career as a child and adolescent
psychiatrist. He was a doctor who taught at famous universities!
I wondered whether he was still doing research, perhaps on hikers. Or had he become an
escapist? I suspect he had simply assumed a preferable identity in the manner of his visitors.
The Ice Cream Man sounds more like a purveyor of sundries and goodwill, a thread in the fabric
of thru-hiker culture. It was an experience that felt good because I successfully counseled
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myself, an introvert, to be social among a group of strangers. I am better for it and grateful for
the opportunity Bill provided.
Hikers generally feel New Hampshire is the toughest state along the A.T. because of its
difficult topography. All the challenging mountains are part of The White Mountain National
Forest. Many of the peaks are over 4,000 feet. This is not particularly high for mountains, but
the elevation gain and loss is exhausting. I anticipated the challenge, thinking that if I completed
New Hampshire, I could handle the rest of the trip. I repeated this mental strategy several times
during the five-month journey.
Nobos were excited to be in New Hampshire. They had hiked over 1,700 miles from
Georgia through the mid Atlantic states, areas that did not offer the panoramic vistas equal to the
Whites. They wanted their reward: the views.
I was afraid of heights. Shortly after leaving Bill Ackerly’s, I steeled myself for
climbing the “ledges” around Smarts Mountain and Mount Cube. It wasn’t pretty on the ledges,
but the views of the Connecticut River below were spectacular. I climbed to the top of these
rock outcroppings and slid, white knuckled, along the innermost inches of the shelves.
The well known A.T. hiker adage is “Hike your own hike.” This means don’t be
influenced by how others are hiking, their rate, where they break, camp, hitch to, and so on. I
subscribed whole-heartedly to this adage, regardless of whatever ignoble position I found myself
in. Often I wondered for what purpose I had placed myself in such an uncomfortable position. I
generally resort to nervous cursing in such situations. A rich monologue ensued as I edged along
the ledges. I was an embarrassment even to myself. Perseverance overcame fear in the end, and
fortunately, I was the only witness.
I met Teapot 20 minutes after leaving the ridge. She is a stout young woman from
Australia who had been hiking the trail since early April. I attempted to find comfort through
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commiseration and asked, “What’d you think of the ledges?” “Stunning!” she beamed. My fear
of drop-offs got better by Georgia, but not much.
Moosilauke is the first of New Hampshire’s four-thousand-plus foot mountains
encountered by nobos. It’s a warm-up for peaks to come. The name is of Native American
derivation: “moosi” means “bald,” “auke” means “place.” Moosilauke is characteristic of the
Whites. It has a treeless, 360-degree summit. The views are extraordinary, but the risk of wind
and associated weather without the protection of trees is acute.
My description of New Hampshire mountains became limited to three words: at the base
looking up, it was “Oh Sh-t!” but viewing the descent once at the summit, the description
intensified: Oh “F--k!”
Most thru-hikers would rather climb than descend, the latter being more physically
traumatic on the feet. I was just plain more scared and couldn’t seem to get my adrenaline
working in an adaptive direction.
Many of the White Mountains have false summits. I would hike for an hour emerging
onto a granite slab that appeared to crest at a point 30 or so feet higher up. Pushing on to that
crest would often reveal a level boulder field and the trail leading upward again. Painful.
I felt I was in excellent physical shape to handle the rigors of the trail even now in the
Whites and at age 60. I was amazed, however, when I occasionally met 70- and even 80-yearolds poking along in spots fit for neither man nor beast. Many of the nobo “20-somethings,” the
mean-age for A.T. thru-hikers, used to hiking 20-plus-mile days, were reduced to half that in the
Whites.
The Whites are a complicated area to camp in as well due to their open exposure above
tree line. Tourists are numerous and inhibiting. They arrive via automobile on a roads
constructed in the area. Also, many environmentally sensitive areas are off limits for camping.
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The Appalachian Mountain Club (A.M.C.), an historical club, maintains a system of huts
scattered throughout the Whites offering convenient locations for members to seek food and
shelter. Most A.T. thru-hikers are not A.M.C. members, however, and do not have hut
privileges. Thru-hikers must plan their daily mileage to arrive at a suitable camping area below
tree line, away from A.M.C. huts, and without encroaching on environmentally sensitive areas.
It’s a challenge, and the A.M.C. factor creates an undercurrent of ill will between thru-hikers and
A.M.C. members who are generally either section hikers or day hikers.
The Appalachian Trail Conservancy (A.T.C.), the entity with fidelity to thru-hikers, has
an arrangement with the A.M.C. allowing a few work-for-stay spots per night for thru-hikers at
each of their eight huts scattered throughout the Whites. I was fortunate to snag two nights at
huts. I washed dishes one evening and swept the floor another time. In exchange, I got to sleep
on the kitchen floor out of the weather and eat a scrumptious meal after the patrons were fed and
off to bed. I was so thankful to be out of the 30-50 mile per hour winds and frequent rain of the
Whites that I was nearly obsequious with my tasks.
Vying for a work-for-stay position feels, I imagine, like serfdom. Often there is more
demand than availability, and hut staff must turn thru-hikers away. The best strategy is to make
an inquiry at the hut between 4:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. An earlier attempt would garner a
suggestion to move on – drawbridge down, castle closed. Most thru-hikers know the drill, and it
can become a “storming of the Bastille” examination of character. The authority is the hut staff;
they have limited A.T. “work-for-stay” positions available, and typically more A.T. thru-hikers
looking for elite shelter than there is space available. I always tried to camp within an early
morning walk of a hut if I didn’t do a work-for-stay. Arriving at a hut around 9:00 a.m. would
likely get me free leftovers from breakfast or the prior evening’s meal. In the manner of
dumpster diving, you might say. A.M.C. staff subscribes to the “leave no trace” environmental
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mandate and is charged with carrying out all trash and unused food, so they are happy to have a
hiker consume as much as possible.
The A.M.C. hut system passes muster among thru-hikers as an institution along the A.T.
despite its slightly elitist overtones because it gives them an option for shelter above the tree line
in an area with some of the worst weather in America. Lakes of the Clouds is the A.M.C. hut on
Mount Washington, the White’s most prestigious mountain. A mile ascent to the summit of
Mount Washington remains after you leave Lakes of the Clouds Hut. All is above the tree line.
Figure 3. New Hampshire
A sign posted at the beginning of the last mile reads: “Stop! The area ahead has the worst
weather in America. Many have died of exposure, even in summer. Turn back now if the
weather is bad.” The highest land wind speed ever measured, 232 miles per hour, was recorded
here. I snapped a picture on my iPhone and trekked past the sign on a 50-degree day; 30 mph
winds, fair weather. Ahead of me was a steady stream of hikers walking over a rocky “trail.”
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Not unlike lemmings dropping into the sea, thru-hikers march up Washington not knowing if the
weather will hold to allow ascent and descent without exposure to hypothermia.
I felt like a lemming, too – not bold or adventuresome in the least. I just wanted to get up
and down as efficiently as possible. Mount Washington is not particularly challenging. A road
leads cars to the top; tourists swarm viewpoints at the summit. For years, a cog train has
chugged up one side of the mountain as well. The commercialization at the top is at odds with
surrounding natural beauty. In fact, it’s slightly depressing like vice associated with a carnival.
You want to appreciate the wonder of it, but there is this feeling of being over-sold. Thru-hikers
used to moon the train derisively as part of several traditions for hiking the trail. Authorities put
an end to the tradition by prosecuting one recalcitrant for indecent exposure. The train was
cogging up as I was coming down that day, and my heart was warmed by the thought of so many
wild-ass moons. I remembered once running across a college campus with nothing covering me
but a bag on my head and a pair of tennis shoes, but now my butt stayed modestly covered,
content as a could-a, would-a, should-a.
It is a half-day rock scramble from Washington to the base of Mount Madison where I
hoped to get a work-for-stay at an AMC hut. The terrain is moonscape-rare and beautiful. I was
able to see for long distances, and I stayed warm despite strong winds as long as I kept moving.
Plenty of trails and hikers intersected my path. The Whites around Mount Washington are a
popular area for hiking in July.
My fears were realized at Madison hut. I was denied work-for-stay. Two other section
hikers got the spots. That was irritating. The coveted spots are meant for thru-hikers under the
arrangement between the A.M.C. and A.T.C. The section hikers were posers. I needed to move
on, but it was 40 degrees, windy, getting dark, and starting to spit rain. I decided to buy a cup of
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coffee and enjoy the warm and dry before tackling the elements. I kept my eye on the posers,
one table over. They were having too much fun.
After 15 minutes, I was gearing up, ready to leave; one of the posers sidled up. “We’ve
decided to give up our work-for-stay,” he said. “No sh-t,” I said incredulously. “I’ll take it.” I
mumbled thanks a couple more times. They left and I sat back down, a lump in my throat; I felt
like such a bastard for thinking ill of them. I know what I look like when I’m irritated. I berated
myself: “F--k! Why can’t I be a better person?” I guess trail magic happens on the A.T. in spite
of oneself.
Madison the next morning was tough: three hours straight up in 50 mile per hour winds,
all rock. “Trail” is a gross misnomer for Appalachian Trail. It’s an obstacle course. The most
daunting obstacles are in New Hampshire and Maine. Weather and elevation pose significant
challenges in North Carolina and Tennessee, but in terms of tough, challenging terrain, New
Hampshire and Maine are unparalleled – a thru-hiker proving ground. Fortunately, I was
catching a rhythm.
Trail crews, all volunteers, get creative constructing climbing assists. Rock walls will
have built-in ladders, some of wood post construction, some of steel rebar drilled directly into
the granite face of the mountain. Sometimes an aluminum extension ladder is tied to trees
towering along a twenty-foot drop. Huge, several-hundred-pound rocks are repositioned to
improve a trail descent, volunteers using steel bars, ropes, and nylon webbing to reposition them.
Trail volunteers are part of the culture. They’re often former thru-hikers giving back to the trail.
Trail shelter maintenance falls under the purview of trail volunteers as well. Shelters are
built of varying design but traditionally are a three-sided lean-to affair. They accommodate six
to 12 hikers for sleeping.
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They are invariably filled with mice. The mice are attracted by the food hikers
unwittingly leave. Hikers must hang packs and food sacks from ceiling cords to prevent mouse
damage. I put a bag of trail mix under what I was using for a pillow one night, too crammed in
by other sleepers to store it properly. The mice had it eaten by morning.
I avoided sleeping in shelters after a while, but camping near them has advantages.
Shelters are most often built by a water source. Water is precious. In addition, shelters usually
have a privy. Privies are holy.
Taking a shit in the woods is awkward, a bumbling exercise at best, but necessary. “Grab
a branch and point it downhill,” I was told. I crawled out of my tent early one morning,
stretching to a view of a squatting female hiker taking care of business. I was immediately
certain I didn’t want to provide a similar example. Use of a privy is so much more
biomechanically correct.
A.T. trail crews get their competitive juices flowing in the construction of privies. Some
are quite elaborate with two holes, windows with curtains, artwork. But then the practical nature
takes over. All trail privies are of the compost variety. Detailed signage (reading is part of doing
your business) instructs the user to drop a couple handfuls of compost on top of each deposit.
Bags of leaves and mulch are provided. And one must avoid urinating after defecating. It’s
better for the bugs, the sign says. One accomplishes this sequence only through extraordinary
concentration. Yet thru-hikers are an environmentally committed lot. Purists pack out used
toilet paper. I’m not there yet.
The concern about properly disposing of human waste and food waste is a part of the
“leave no trace” philosophy endorsed by the A.T.C. Compost toilets are built above ground and
replace traditional pit toilets. They have a projected 25-year lifespan, which far surpasses the
traditional pit toilets. When air can get at the fecal matter, it decomposes much more easily.
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Absent a toilet, hikers are told to bury human waste 200 feet from the trail in six-inch-deep
holes. Eighty to 90% of all microbes necessary for the decomposition process are located in that
top portion of soil. Hikers are cautioned not to throw human food in the toilets since that attracts
shelter mice that could then carry fecal matter back to the shelter (A.T.C., 2015).
Up and over Madison got me out of the wind of the Whites. I descended to Pinkham
Notch. “Notch” is synonymous with “gap” in southern states or “pass” or “gulch” in western
mountain states. It refers to an opening between mountains permitting travel. Hikers are either
going down into a notch, or climbing out of a notch – a mixed blessing.
A highway leads to Gorham, New Hampshire from Pinkham Notch. I had a hitch to
Gorham within five minutes of intersecting the highway at Pinkham Notch. I needed to
resupply. Locals are tuned in to A.T. thru-hikers. Their “look” is characteristic: Hippie-like,
Rastafarian, Hobo. Most trail towns are economically depressed. A cottage industry has
evolved supporting the needs of hikers, so a ride is mutually beneficial for hiker and community.
I stayed at Docs, a hostel in Gorham. Doc is a medical doctor of about 70, but more
focused on outside interests. He fits the thru-hiker culture: educated, unorthodox, earthy,
inauspicious, and “self-actualized” – for nearly three decades. Skiing was a passion, and Bode
Miller, an Olympian who grew up in the area, is a personal friend. Doc converted a barn on his
place into a hostel some 29 years ago to accommodate hikers and skiers.
I washed clothes, took a shower, and slept on a floor mattress at Doc’s, paying $25 cash
for all accommodations.
I nearoed at Gorham, purchasing a new pair of shoes and resupplying. My first pair of
shoes was shot after only 350 miles, and I wanted to be prepared for Maine. I carried a six-day
food supply out of Gorham – way too much. Resupply is only a hitch away, but I hadn’t learned
that yet.
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I caught a ride back to Pinkham Notch from Gorham to begin heading north again. It’s
a straight up climb out of Pinkham Notch, and it’s scary.
Ninety-five percent of thru-hikers use poles to hike. Poles assist on both ascents and
descents and help prevent falls. Fall prevention was why I used them climbing out of Pinkham
Notch.
A woman hiker about my age coming down the boulder field I was carefully trying to
climb up offered a suggestion: “You better put those poles away, honey. You’ll be needing all
fours to get to the top of this one!” Some individuals are so startlingly plain spoken. Back to
feeling like a neophyte, but no use faking it. I inched upward, poles in the pack.
For the rest of the trip, when the conversation drifted to challenging trail spots, I
referenced the Wildcat Range running from Pinkham Notch to Maine, the last 20 miles of New
Hampshire. The terrain was hell, and it rained.
Thru-hikers are continually connecting, disconnecting, and reconnecting as they flow
along the trail. You don’t necessarily hike with each other during the day, but you shelter in the
same spots and occasionally take rest stops together. A hiker mate might decide to go off trail to
see something in the area or meet friends/relatives, reconnecting days or weeks later. I hooked
up with Teapot again in the Wildcat Range.
Teapot is a free spirit. She’s all tattooed and seems to be into artwork generally. She
drew smiley faces in the trail to encourage hikers who followed. I started to see smiley faces in
my struggle through Wildcat, and indeed I smiled, reminded of her.
Some trail campsites have wooden tent platforms. I was setting up on a platform one
evening during a steady chilling rain. Frustrated after a long day on the Wildcat, I was hungry
and laboring, using a rock to pound tent stakes. My gaze had become focused by the hood on
my raincoat. Magically, an orange slice dripping juices appeared before my eyes! Looking up I
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found Teapot smiling back, offering supplication in my consternation. I will never forget the
moment. I lost Teapot after that, but I learned to draw smiley faces in the trail too. And so trail
magic goes.
Gentian shelter is the last trail shelter before nobos reach Maine. Some thru-hiker’s
family donated money to build it. It is a contemporary shelter with two levels. Two young
women were occupying the top level when I arrived, and ants occupied the bottom level, so I set
my tent up far enough away not to disturb either party.
Half an hour later, Old Hickory boomed into camp. A Falstaffian character, Hickory is a
retiree from one of the nation’s major metropolitan police departments. He is a born-again
Christian and first time hiker (except for the last 1,900 miles). We talked while filtering water at
a pond below the shelter. I liked this guy. He didn’t need to do the macho cursing practiced by
so many hikers. If I bump into Hickory again on the trail, I might try to hike with him, I thought.
Common shelter stays create a topic for future conversation. That’s sort of how you find a
hiking partner.
Maine
Maine is beautiful from stem to stern! It’s tough, though, starting off with Mahoosuc
Notch, a mile stretch of house-sized boulders to crawl over, under, around, and eventually
through. I had read about this mile multiple times since deciding to do the A.T. Another
psychological barrier: “if I can just complete it, the rest will be easy.”
I was nauseous starting out, but settled in, focusing on the challenge. The climbs under
are fun because there is ice in the tunnels. Mist rises from the openings as it meets the warmer
air.
Turkeyman, a 70-ish thru-hiker with two artificial knees, explained to me at our
following stay in Stratton, Maine that he fell into an ice tunnel landing on his pack. He couldn’t
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move, so after a time, he just lay there enjoying the cool until someone came along to help him
wiggle out of his pack. Some of the souls out here are so casual but intrepid; I don’t seem to fit.
I calculate every footstep and handhold. Hikers like Turkeyman float over rocks and boulder
fields like butterflies. It’s a pleasure to watch them. All in all, the Notch was an unmitigated
blast! I was so focused that it was almost over too soon. I remember it as a flow experience
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), smiling each time I think of it.
Mahoosuc Arm, next up, was the real deal. It far surpassed Mahoosuc Notch for pure
scary! A climb must be made to get out of any notch. Mahoosuc Arm is the ascent rising from
Mahoosuc Notch. It’s a 1,500-foot straight up gasser!
The approach to the summit is a granite slab that has you looking for any crack or
indentation that will keep you from sliding down the part of the mountain you just scaled. I’m
not sure it is even possible in rainy weather. It was sunny on my attempt. The top is a beautiful
panorama of Maine lakes and waterways, gorgeous.
By the time I reached the top, I was drenched, but whom should I find there in repose but
Old Hickory, Pepsi in hand. He offered me half and I gulped her down, friends for life. I’m
always impressed by the beneficence that’s possible. I tried to replicate Hickory’s good deed
another time when I was southbound. It’s not easy for me; It was for him.
Hickory and I hiked down the north side of Mahoosuc Arm, he disappearing ahead, the
faster hiker. We met up where the trail crossed a road. It was raining hard. The plan was to
catch a 25-mile shuttle to a hostel at Andover, Maine, but there was no cell service to call for a
ride. Several hikers were huddled under the awning of a trail sign. Hickory, with understated,
sage delivery said, “Called on top of the Arm. They’re coming.’” Cool times two.
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We were talking moose with the shuttle driver, on our way to Andover, inside 15
minutes. Pine Ellis hostel is in Andover. Hickory and I shared the cost of the one remaining
room. Other hikers shared the bunkhouse in back.
Ilene has operated Pine Ellis for 30 years. Thru-hikers have the run of her house for the
entire hiker season. All areas are at their convenience except no beer in the living room where
the TV is located. A fresh watermelon was split open in the kitchen, and all were partakers.
Business was also conducted at the kitchen table: rides arranged, bills paid, directions given.
Ilene is a saintly woman, 60-ish. I took a seat next to her on the porch that evening. She
likes to read on the porch. Curious, since the porch is filled with thru-hiker raconteurs. A
documentary filmmaker showed up. He was interested in anecdotal information on the culture of
thru-hikers as I was.
A couple volunteered their experience-hiking nude on the summer solstice – another
thru-hiker tradition. That titillating bit of information brought on the lights and camera. The
film guy left, seemingly satisfied that he had found a pure vein of insight.
I watched Ilene during the hubbub. She raised a seasoned eye to the excitement, shortly
returning to her book. Riches undetected. Surely the filmmaker could have mined stories from
Ilene who has been observing thru-hikers for half the history of the phenomenon. The culture of
thru-hikers is a daily topic of trail communities, clearly witnessed and examined by residents
proximate to the trail. It seems to me unfortunate that Ilene’s weavings won’t make the TV tale.
The Hiker Hut is situated just off trail outside Rangeley, Maine. It is a hostel off the grid.
There’s no electricity or cell service. Kathy and Steve run the hut. Hikers bathe in the Sandy
River flowing along the border of the property.
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I stopped there because it was within walking distance of the trail and, as often was the
case in Maine, it was raining. The Hiker Hut has a comfortable bunkhouse, porch, adjoining
kitchen, and surrounding plethora of garden flowers – aesthetics of the 60s.
Kathy, a flower child, made a fantastic, three-course dinner on an old propane stove.
Steve, a former world-class triathlete of the 80s, got a campfire going in the evening. I shared
the fireside with Steve, Kathy, and two other thru-hikers. It was magical, great conversation and
a mellow mood. Heading out the next morning, Steve hugged me and said, “Be safe, brother.”
That’s the way it is on the A.T.
There is some rugged terrain after Rangeley. It was misting, but I bumped into Old
Hickory just up the trail. Hiking with Hickory always seemed to dilute the difficulty. On our
approach to Saddleback Mountain, we agreed that he would wait for me at the summit. Our
pattern was to stop for snacks and conversation at the summit of major climbs. Saddleback was
about five miles up!
The rain continued to intensify throughout the climb, and it was cooling. I started the
day in a T-shirt. I was comfortable and didn’t want to use my raincoat. They don’t breath and
quickly become too warm with the exertion of a climb even when it is cold.
Conditions worsened. The wind was blowing about 40 miles per hour, moving the rain,
now coming in torrents, horizontally. I could barely see.
Trail crews build rock cairns on mountain tops with open summits to direct hikers when
visibility is poor. A mountaintop rainstorm often obscures the customary two by six white blaze
marking the A.T. That afternoon on Saddleback, I could hardly see my feet on the ground. It
was a guess where the next cairn was located. Surely Hickory would have continued on.
I bumbled along, thinking how absurd the present predicament was. I was in hurricane
conditions and needed to get to the top of a mountain so I could figure out how to get off it on
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the other side. Then I detected an orange glow. I moved toward it. Straight out of a movie,
there stood Hickory with his orange raincoat on, Moses on Mt. Sinai. “You okay?” he asked.
“Need to change shirts,” I answered. He said, “I’ll wait.”
I pulled gear out of my pack and got the right stuff on. He gave me thumbs up and
shouted through the wind, “Walk on!” That is thru-hiker vernacular encouraging one to
overcome adversity. He disappeared over the crest of that granite bald. I never saw him again. I
caught a few of his journal entries in trail registers up trail, but I never caught up again. He had a
commitment to his daughter to finish by a certain date and needed to keep moving. Hickory is a
man solid on commitment, a thru-hiker to the finish.
Where a hiker stays at night says something about his or her character, though I’m not
sure what. It’s amusing to think that trail shelters, always infiltrated by armies of mice, would be
more coveted shelter than a flat tent site, but they are. Tents and hammocks afford so much
more privacy. However, while thru-hikers like their solitude, they enjoy proximity to culture as
well. We seem to need rules to govern behavior and frame reality. Those rules and
understanding of life’s reality on the A.T. come from interaction with other thru-hikers.
Interaction comes from evenings in and around trail shelters. Charon (2004) suggests, “Culture
means the consensus of the group, the agreements, the shared language and knowledge, and the
rules that are supposed to govern action” (p. 164). Trying to reach a shelter each evening after
hiking all day was like being subject to some magnetic force. It was easier to simply stealth
camp when you became tired, but stealthing happened rarely. It was much more affirming to
reach a shelter and consolidation with the culture.
I did a lot of stealth camping on the trail. Stealthing is simply finding a flat open space
near the trail to set up your tent. Hammock users have an easier time stealthing since they don’t
require level ground; they just need a couple trees, of which there are plenty on the A.T.
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Usually one sets up a stealth camp with some degree of privacy in mind, but not always.
I walked by a thru-hiker sleeping within inches of the trail one early morning. He had no tent,
just a pad and sleeping bag. His head was exposed, and I could not figure out why he was not
being eaten alive by bugs. He was a young guy and looked like a 20-something Prince
Charming. I met him later and was told that the bugs hovered but never landed. Sleeping next to
the trail, he explained, was expedient. He could hike under headlamp and get a quick morning
start. I thought that perfectly described his ilk of thru-hiker: “the 20-something.”
The 20-something-year-old thru-hiker covers a lot of ground in a day. Big days are in the
20-plus-mile range. Consecutive 25-mile days will catch a “hooah!” or two. Trail shelters are
rarely convenient for their mileage plans. Carrying a tent is added weight and inhibits speed, so
they will travel without one.
Focus on speed will often find 20-something thru-hikers attempting the “four state
challenge,” another of the A.T. traditions. Hikers must cross the borders of Virginia, West
Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania for a total of 42.9 miles within 24 hours. Headlamps and
full moons are helpful.
The effort at speed creates a conflict in trail philosophy. Is the journey about how fast it
can be accomplished, or is it about discovering nature, meaning making, or transcending? I’ve
heard: “I wish I’d stayed at more hostels;” “I wish I’d stopped at more historic sites;” “I wish I’d
paused on more mountain tops.” I’ve not heard, “I wish I’d finished earlier.” Of course,
according to Meuser’s (1998) study, 60% of thru-hikers are motivated to hike the trail for the
sake of achieving a goal (Meuser, 1998). Perhaps speed is accounted for in that statistic, or
perhaps it is a specious objective leaving speedsters void of potentially loftier, more substantive
goals such as appreciation of the outdoors, escape and simplicity, or some spiritual meaning.
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If older hikers had the vitality of the 20-somethings, they would be pushing right along
with them. The push to finish is an interesting frenzy ameliorated by the length of the A.T. The
trail is so long, most hikers settle in after a time. They become more appreciative of the
experience. Some dawdle toward the end, afraid to finish. The trail molds a person. That’s its
beauty.
So, the 20-something thru-hiker will show up at a trail shelter about 8:00 in the evening,
work on something to eat, join in some on-going repartee, and then, after 30 minutes, don a
headlamp and travel on for a couple more hours.
Left behind are the gaseous, nasally middle agers positioned at two-foot increments like
knotty old posts across the shelter floor. They have strung about the shelter all their necessary
“stuff,” protected from bears but an open smorgasbord for dozens of shelter mice. They must
position camp shoes and headlamp efficiently for retrieval during the night when nature calls – at
least two or three times. The general state of fatigue is usually enough to ensure a good night’s
rest, but there can always be “That Guy.”
I met That Guy about half way through Maine. I overtook him hiking one afternoon.
He’s a bit older than I and he annoyingly tried to keep up with my pace. He had on a stupid
Australian bush hat, too damn hot for the 90-degree heat (I had one just like it in my pack). I lost
him at a river crossing. The Boy Scout couldn’t figure out how to wade across knee-high water.
I was surprised when he appeared two shelters beyond the crossing.
Somehow, we had become “friends.” He set up next to me in the shelter. He was a
section hiker, 10 years in the making, finishing at Katahdin this year. “Nice,” I said. “What’s
your trail name?” he asked. “Mosey,” I answered. “I’m Texas Tech from Lubbock, Texas. Go
Red Raiders!” “Yeah,” I offered.
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I don’t think section hikers deserve trail names. I’m just not too respectful of them, especially
over-zealous ones. They haven’t suffered the week in, week out consecutive months of hiking
that thru-hikers endure. But That Guy lapped up condescension like a dog hungry for sh-t. Why
was I given the challenge of this motherf--ker? There must be a reason. God doesn’t make
“bad” happen. I resolved to be tolerant and muster up some kindness. I asked, “Done any other
hikes?” “Just finished the El Camino Santiago last month, yada, yada, yada…”
That was enough. I was leaving early in the morning. I had to get away from That Guy.
It got worse. He started snoring in the night – a bellowing finished off by a wheeze and
a gurgle. Nonstop. I moved out of the shelter at 2:30 a.m. and slept on the ground until I could
see to leave. But That Guy was already packed and “pawing the ground.” He was way
overdressed. I figured I could lose him when he stopped to peal off layers, and that’s the way it
worked.
I pushed hard all day, made great miles, and pulled into a shelter about 7:00 p.m. Gonzo
and The Swallow, thru-hikers I had connected with earlier, were already in residence. They were
stronger hikers and were impressed by my trail progress. “Have you met Texas Tech?” I
inquired. “Sh-t!” said The Swallow. “Not that guy,” mourned Gonzo.
Texas Tech showed up an hour later. He’s a grinder. Texas Tech had a curiously
annoying manner of ferreting through all his myriad bags of stuff while unpacking for an
evening, losing things, forgetting where he put items. Gonzo observed that his grandmother
acted similarly with early onset Alzheimer’s. We made that layman’s diagnosis for Texas Tech
and allowed for a bit of compassion to seep in. He made it to the top of Katahdin before I did,
too. I lost him by zeroing at Caratunk, Maine where he went ahead. When we reconnected at
Millinocket, I could be a little kinder, but only out of respect for the accomplishment.
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Section hikers have a much greater logistical challenge than thru-hikers since they must
plan transportation to and from trail heads each of the years they hike. They are usually
enthusiastic, too, where thru-hikers become a bit routinized to the daily grind. I think it has to do
with the degree and variety of suffering. Section hikers manage a different “gauntlet.” Perhaps I
was jealous of their enthusiasm which, despite the wonders of the trail, sometimes wares thin for
thru-hikers with days of rain, bugs, soggy shoes, and so on. But again, there is just something
about some guys. Perhaps it was that they did not pick up on (and therefore did not appreciate)
the symbols inherent in the thru-hiking culture: beard growth, bestowed trail name, nobo/sobo
designation, worn-out clothes, suffering, and so on. But even if they did “get it,” it wouldn’t be
wholly appropriate for them to assume the symbols. Section hikers are of a perfectly acceptable
but slightly different culture.
It’s not uncommon to be in a relational predicament on the trail like the one I had with
Texas Tech. There will always be That Guy who is part of the journey, a free radical who
irritates your center. Story told: a beautiful thread in the thru-hiking culture. Adversity, whether
real or perceived, is the accent to great adventure. I will always remember my relationship with
Texas Tech – and strive to avoid becoming like him.
The Kennebec River is at the midpoint of the journey along the A.T. in Maine. The
Penobscot tribe is the main northeastern Native American tribe in Maine. Both the Kennebec
and Penobscot are Native American named rivers that the A.T. crosses. They are another
physical and psychological challenge. The Kennebec is an unpredictable river. There is no
bridge. An upstream hydroelectric dam releases water at its pleasure, so hikers are warned not to
wade across the Kennebec even when it is low. A female hiker drowned making such an
attempt. When you cross the Kennebec, you’re on the homestretch headed for Katahdin.
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The A.T.C. has a contract with a canoeist who daily shuttles hikers across the river. The
current paddler has been at the helm for just a season, but he has impressive skills; he takes two
hikers at a time, back and forth, all day. The last canoeist shuttled hikers all day for some 30
seasons. The hiking season is roughly six months long. A career spent physically shuttling thruhikers across a dangerous river speaks of the canoeist’s admirable devotion and suggests
something positive of the passengers as well.
Caratunk, Maine, on the north shore of the Kennebec, is typical of trail communities in
that it is economically depressed. Tourism seems to be the primary source of employment:
rafting, skiing, camping, and A.T. hikers. I walked into Caratunk looking for something to eat
and wound up at the post office, the only thing open and viable. A retired teacher, stopping by to
retrieve his mail, offered a ride to the Outpost Inn, a bed and breakfast on the outskirts of town. I
was trying to dodge forecasted rain so decided to zero at the Outpost Inn. I learned that not only
had the teacher retired but so had the school. Caratunk kids were now bussed to a consolidated
school miles away.
Bed and breakfasts are a little too opulent for your typical thru-hiker, and the Outpost
Inn was no exception. The proprietor was a compulsive, miserly, 60-ish, former Dr. Somebody
from New Mexico. He taught economics or physics or some combination. Dr. Somebody had
grown up in the area before migrating to the desert southwest for a career. He purchased the
Outpost for a song and now spent his summers annoyed by customers.
Thru-hikers evaluate the quality of hostels by the volume of posted rules hanging about the
premises. Lots of rules incites, “Well f--k this place!” The Outpost is on an insidious ruleintensive decline, but Dr. Somebody has added purpose, a humorless college-age son who has
terrific command of technology. Technoson keeps the books and runs the shuttle. He picks up
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customers in silence wherever they may be throughout the forest. He has matured exponentially
in business acumen during the Outpost’s first two seasons according to Dr. Somebody.
The wonderful thing about being an older thru-hiker is money. I have plenty, and most
20-somethings, barely enough. Twenty-somethings will adjust plans on the fly if it will save a
buck. So when a section hiker with a car at the Outpost Inn volunteered to shuttle a pair of
female 20-something thru-hikers for free, the women accepted the offer. Technoson and the
Outpost were out revenue, and the thru-hikers failed to apprise Dr. Somebody of the change.
The former economics professor decided to give a lecture to the women at breakfast, gratis to
those also in attendance.
It was an amusing monologue, something about common courtesy, maturity, strength of
character, etc. Good family stuff. Really not much at all about economics, though I think that
was a hidden theme. I did learn not to stay in B&Bs. They are too expensive and refined for
thru-hikers. We are too soiled and smelly to fit well with other guests. The Outpost kept me dry
for two evenings without any nasty physics lessons. For that I am grateful.
Hiking on, I thought Dr. Somebody and Technoson are not unlike thru-hikers, returning
to the woods in search of something. I am glad they found Caratunk. I would peg them as
introverts as they struggled to feel comfortable with groups of people, but both were comfortable
in one-on-one conversation. This was their second year in the hospitality business – an
enterprise I know from experience requires perseverance and long suffering. They seemed to be
involved in a paradigm shift inherent with transformational adult learning. But transformative
learning requires reflective assessment (Mezirow, 1991), and Dr. Somebody could benefit from
working through the critical reflective process. Perhaps a more gregarious maître de would
allow him to focus less on customers and more on infrastructure for which he does have a flare.
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Thru-hikers stink. A thin grime patina covers skin and clothing after about 300 or 400
miles, roughly 30 days of continued hiking. The associated stench cannot be extinguished. It
permeates packs and all contents within. Thru-hikers typically have one change of clothes: an
extra T-shirt and shorts. Underwear is excessive weight and prone to cause chaffing. Some
hikers prefer kilts, the men comfortably free balling. Beards are customary for men; women also
postpone shaving, an hirsute traveling consortium.
“That’s some powerful stink!” is not an uncommon descriptor among thru-hikers, but
for the most part mercifully undetected by the fraternity. Trail angels who provide hitches to
towns often crack or unabashedly roll down windows to escape the fumes. “Earthy” is a kind
euphemism.
It’s a three-day hike from Caratunk to Monson, Maine, where begins the infamous
Hundred Mile Wilderness, a necessary trial in order to reach Katahdin. There are some gorgeous
lakes along the trail, and I swam often. I connected with Gonzo and The Swallow a couple times
en route. These two hiked together from Tennessee. I was in slight awe of them. They were in
their early 50s and could hike like 20-somethings. But they drank and smoked like 20somethings too, which initially made me uncomfortable.
Smoking seems counterintuitive to long distance-hiking. A good number of thru-hikers
smoke pot on the trail. Alcohol consumption is prevalent too, but the weight makes it a less
favored inebriant. Gonzo does not smoke at home and hid the practice from his wife while on
the trail. He luxuriated in smoking. The Swallow was more of an alcohol imbiber, though he
enjoyed a joint regularly, too. Thru-hikers seem to become more self-indulgent in certain
practices while on the trail: anything goes, a break from inhibition, freedom.
Establishing any new relationship requires a “feeling out” among participants. I neither
smoked nor drank to excess as The Swallow and Gonzo were wont to do, but I didn’t want my
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abstinence to prevent the growth of a relationship. They were solid guys and so was I. The
connection should work, I thought. I think Maslow’s hierarchy of needs theory was at work
building and maintaining this relationship. It was important for me to satisfy esteem needs, one
of the higher-level theoretical needs (Maslow, 1948). I wanted fellow thru-hikers to view me as
worthy of inclusion in the culture. I was impressed by The Swallow and Gonzo for their hiking
abilities and the Ulysses factor traits that resulted in their near-completion of the 2,185 mile trek:
courage, practical competence, physical strength, self-discipline, endurance, self-sufficiency, and
cunning (Anderson, 1970). I was confident I could display the same traits and establish common
ground given time and the connection. The relationship worked out as I suspected it might. The
Swallow and Gonzo eventually accepted me as worthy of their association, and, in so doing, they
met my esteem needs.
Monson, the town at the beginning of the Hundred Mile Wilderness for nobos, is another
economically depressed Maine town. Yet, it is beautiful, sitting on the shores of Lake Hebron.
Monson at one time had a thriving slate rock quarrying business. Slate from the Monson
quarries was used for both JFK’s and Jackie Onassis Kennedy’s sarcophaguses. The town caters
largely to thru-hikers now. I zeroed at the Lakeshore House hostel, preparing for the Hundred
Mile Wilderness.
The Hundred Mile Wilderness is so called because there are no resupply points or roads
to hitchhike between Monson and Mount Katahdin. It takes about six days to complete.
A thru-hiker generally will carry two and a half pounds of food per day of hiking. They
add roughly 15 pounds of food to pack weight at the beginning of the wilderness. Water is
plentiful, in fact too plentiful much of the time. The trail is mostly flat, but boggy. Bugs are an
added challenge, especially in June and early July.
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In recent years, enterprising Monsonites developed a bucket drop service to assist thruhikers through the wilderness. For $25, hikers can have a five-gallon bucket of supplies
dropped, hidden in the forest near the midway point. A map of the bucket’s location is provided.
I paid up.
The first 25 miles of the wilderness are a bit challenging with several worthy mountains
to climb, but I made great miles after White Cap Mountain – even a few 20-plus mile days. I
was able to see Katahdin from the top of White Cap, only 73 miles away! I located my bucket
easily, and I had way more food than I needed. The trail was relatively dry which made for
excellent progress. But when I arrived at Abol Bridge along the Penobscot River, the weather
turned rainy again.
The Swallow and Gonzo were at Abol Bridge when I arrived. They planned to camp
there before hiking the last 10 miles to Katahdin. I reconnected with them, but instead of hiking
the next morning, we decided to raft the Penobscot, a class V rapids river.
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There are myriad points of interest thru-hikers have opportunity to see while thru-hiking
the AT. Hikers go off trail to see New York City, Washington D.C., or Boston. Others hitch to
Gettysburg and other Civil and Revolutionary War sites. Still others take days and weeks off
trail to do work-for-stay at organic farms along the route – there is something spiritual for some
about that practice. Those hikers seem more contemplative, less hurried. They obviously are
more in tune with the environment. I witnessed them on occasion carefully avoiding trampling
on trail lichens and other fragile plants that most hikers indiscriminately walk over. Why the

extra care? Some ideology/devotion akin to spirituality, I assume. The body of thru-hikers is an
educated, curious, intrepid, environmentally engaged lot.
Figure 4. Penobscot River, Maine
The opportunity to raft a class V rapids, the highest degree of turbulence, struck a chord
with me. The Swallow has been all over the world rafting major rivers; Gonzo was along for the
ride. He acquiesced to the idea with “cool dudes!” We hauled rafts down to the river’s edge and
listened to detailed instructions from our guide. I was anxious from the get-go, but after the
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litany of instructions, I was all but nauseous. The river was boiling. I was front left in the raft.
We pushed off and were swept into the fray, each of us seated on an edge of the tub. I looked
behind, right, and saw The Swallow with a big smile.
“F--kin’ awesome!” he yelled. I faked a smile. Gonzo was left rear behind me. Across from me
in front was a rafting company guide. The main guide and captain of the vessel sat in back,
ostensibly steering.
We were to heed his commands: front paddle; left paddle; back paddle; etc. I tried to
focus, worried I’d make a mistake at some crucial point. It took about 30 seconds to execute that
initial faux pas.
We hit a hole throwing me backward into the river. My entire torso was underwater, but
I stayed in the raft by hooking my feet in footholds on the bottom of the craft. The surging water
shot the front of the raft and me skyward. I emerged still in the bow. Gonzo, however, was
thrown completely into the river. He scrambled to hang onto the side, the rest of us grabbing his
life jacket, hauling him back in.
I turned to the front again and instantly threw up. Couldn’t believe I did that, tried to
hide it. Looking back at The Swallow, I got this idiotic grin and “f--king alright!” “F--kin
right!” I responded. Profanity is that “everyman” attempt at confidence building. I hate it. We
were 30 seconds into our class V rapids.
The captain fell out of the boat too during the remainder of that 30-minute float. It was
intense, completely stimulating, but though I’m a good swimmer, I felt I was completely out of
my element. This was just what a thru-hiker is after: those rare, transcendent moments when you
leave the monotony of life. But was I out of my element? I displayed the physical aptitude
necessary as a crew member, possessed the common sense to paddle and keep myself in the raft
through amazing whirl-pools, and had the emotional wherewithal to settle in after the initial
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rapids. The float time just flew by. All my senses were adrenaline infused. I felt the experience
aptly described a “flow” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). As such, the float was an activity for which I
was uniquely suited. I may pursue more float trips in the future.
Two days later, I was at the base of Katahdin, the final 10 miles of hiking for nobos, five
miles up and five miles down. It’s tough, especially in poor weather, but this day was perfect!
Lots of people come to Baxter State Park to summit Katahdin. There is something about the
mountain, an avuncular sense of comfort while climbing, as if the mountain has its arms around
you. It’s magical.
About half way up you come to a boulder field. House-size boulders impede progress,
and you need to pick, squirm, and hoist yourself along. I usually don’t care for heights or
mountain climbing, but Katahdin must, of course, be summited to “finish” the A.T., and I had
become somewhat inured to mountain ascents in the last 600 miles.
Up I went, all the while thinking, “I’m going to have to come back down through this sht.” Oddly, I was at ease with it. I rarely look down or around while climbing up. Too scary! I
kept looking for the A.T. white blazes marking the trail and incrementally scaled the boulder
field.
Once on top, there is still a half-mile or so of flat, easy up-grade to hike. No ledges to
drop off. The path is lined by cord in places to prevent hikers from walking on fragile alpine
lichens and rare plants. The landscape is open. It’s easy to see how hikers could be dangerously
assaulted by wind and snow. Park officials close the climb to hikers on October 15 each year.
That establishes a time parameter for nobos. Aspiring thru-hikers starting from Springer after
mid-May cannot dawdle.
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Figure 5. Katahdin, Maine
A sandwich-board style sign is at the summit marking the northern terminus of the A.T.
It is perhaps the most photographed landmark on the A.T. Thru-hikers ogle at the camera in
groups and individually to document their successful thru-hike.
A couple dozen hikers, including The Swallow and Gonzo, were at the sign as I
approached. The Swallow yelled, “Mosey, group picture, get your ass up here!” It is a very
special photo: 22 weather-worn, scrawny, hairy, thru-hikers smiling, set against a dominant blue
sky.
The Swallow passed a fifth, Gonzo and another hiker shared a joint, and we headed back
down, each finishing his own hike. Gonzo, of course, was flying.
I had interviewed Mars Bar, a 2013 thru-hiker, months earlier in preparation for the trip.
Mars was a Division I college football player so good that he was invited for a tryout at the NFL
combine. He didn’t make it. Off he went, thru-hiking the A.T. I was curious, so I asked, “Mars,
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would you rather be identified as a Division I record-setting football player (he established a
tackles record for his school), or an A.T. thru-hiker?” “Thru-hiker,” he answered eyes firm and
without hesitation.
“A.T. thru-hiker” is a rare, hard-earned identity. Around 20% who start will accomplish
their quest (Setzer, 1997). Each nobo climbing down Katahdin that day belonged to a special
fraternity, endowed with a difficult-to-describe sense of being: peaceful, euphoric, simple,
accomplished. It’s a feeling of self-actualization (Maslow, 1970). Some thru-hikers are able to
retain the feeling after leaving the trail and even years later. For some it is fleeting (Luxenberg,
1994).
I wasn’t there yet. I still had 1,600 miles to go, starting south again from Bascom Lodge
at the top of Massachusetts’ Mount Greylock. That meant catching a bus from Millinocket. The
nobos I hiked with wished me well. They assured me, I would have no problem hiking
southbound and completing the journey. Some wished they had the time to accompany me, not
wanting to return home. I was grateful for their acceptance and our trail connection.
Ole Man owns the A.T. Lodge in Millinocket, Maine. It is an old boarding house
converted to a hostel for thru-hikers. Millinocket is the staging town for thru-hikers at the A.T.’s
northern terminus. It once had seven paper mills. The last is in the process of closing. It is
another economically depressed Maine trail community. Ole Man is committed to restoring
some retail vigor through the Lodge and his Appalachian Trail Café.
Ole Man is a Vietnam vet, severely wounded in one leg. He thru-hiked the A.T. upon his
return to the states. His accomplishment was reminiscent of the first A.T. thru-hiker, Earl
Shaffer, who completed the hike in 1948, trying to shake off the trauma of WWII. Ole Man took
up residence in Millinocket and cast his energy into the A.T. He shuttles sobos to Katahdin to
begin their hike and provides transport to airports and bus terminals for nobos heading home.
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I stayed at the Lodge for a couple of nights and ate at the Appalachian Trail Café. I
inscribed my name on a ceiling tile of the café along with other 2014 finishers. Then I caught a
ride to the bus station in Bangor and headed back to Massachusetts to begin the southbound
portion of the journey.
Massachusetts
August 19, my first day as a sobo, was glorious! I made 17 miles from Bascom Lodge
where I had begun northbound two months earlier to Tom Levardi’s house in Dalton,
Massachusetts. I met a nobo hiking in the morning who directed me to a Dunkin’ Donuts located
a quarter mile up a highway I would soon come to. I was excited! I was down about 22 pounds
since starting the trip and was beginning to catch the ravenous hunger described by many thruhikers. I ate four donuts, a ham, egg, and cheese sandwich, chocolate milk, and coffee in under
four minutes! I could have eaten double that.
The A.T. goes along the street in front of Tom Levardi’s house in Dalton. It is a modest,
19th century two-story home with a front porch. Tom is a 60-ish bachelor who has provided safe
harbor at no cost to thru-hikers for the past 35 years. Tom is another of the trail angels so much
a part of the thru-hiking culture. He is an incredible American. He recognizes the A.T. as more
than just an American asset. The trail is world-renowned. Long distance hikers from around the
world travel to the U.S. to complete the A.T. A couple from Italy camped next to me the night I
spent in Tom’s yard, and Tom was a perfect ambassador of good will.
Tom was shuttling a blistered thru-hiker to the local shoe store when I arrived at 2:30
p.m. On his return, I was given specific instructions: “If you drink, please don’t upset the
neighbors. Don’t tighten the faucet on the hose too tightly and avoid placing your tent too close
to the pee bush.” The pee bush is a huge lilac bush in a corner of the yard. A beaten path takes
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you to the middle of the bush where hikers can urinate in private. The smell is unequivocally
“un-lilac.”
Tom has bicycles for thru-hikers to commute about town, but is just as willing to shuttle
people around. I sat on the porch with other hikers, drinking beer and visiting with Tom into the
evening. I got an early 6:00 a.m. start after a terrific stay. There were still a dozen tents in his
yard and three guys sleeping on his porch when I hit the trail that headed for the Cookie Lady’s
place, 10 miles south.
Tom had recommended stopping at the Cookie Lady’s, so I did. Her blueberry farm was
just a quarter mile off trail. When I sauntered in, her husband, Roy, an octogenarian, was
splitting wood. The Cookie Lady was out, but Roy retrieved some cookies and a Coke for me to
enjoy at the picnic table in their yard. He asked that I sign the register and suggested I pick some
blueberries to take to Goose Pond Cabin where I planned to stay that evening. The caretaker at
Goose Pond Cabin loves making blueberry pancakes for guests. I did both and discovered I was,
as a matter of record, the only South Dakotan at the Cookie Lady’s for the 2014-hiking season.
I carried a quart of blueberries to Goose Pond Cabin and handed them over to Thumper,
the caretaker. Thumper made 150 pancakes the next morning for a full cabin of hikers. He is a
retired 7th and 8th grade science teacher who volunteers his time as caretaker.
A group of hikers at Goose Pond were Yalies. The Yale students were on some sort of
“get to know one another” outing. Time in the woods is a great route to intimacy. These were
freshmen becoming initiated. I met several Ivy League groups on similar excursions in the
following weeks: Brown, Harvard, and Princeton.
Connecticut
I met a group of Brunonians (Brown students) in Connecticut one morning. They kindly
moved to the side of the trail when I overtook them. Their leader, an upper classman, explained
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that the group’s purpose was a weekend of freshman initiation. One corpulent student with
obviously new gear ventured to speak. “Nice pack,” she said with an amused smile. We had the
same brand and model pack. “You bought a good one,” I responded. She beamed. I moved on.
The next morning, needing water, I hiked a quarter mile downhill to a stream. I
discovered the Brunonians camped on the opposite bank. A half dozen students were in
conversation while packing to leave. All but one looked in my direction, but nothing more.
Crouched at the stream filling two water bottles, within earshot, I seemed invisible to them.
Why so insular? How about a “good morning.” “Peasants on the Appian Way” I thought
contemptuously. Then my chubby acquaintance arrived on the scene. Ignoring the student
congregation, she gave me another winning smile and hollered, “Mornin'!” I waved smiling in
response.
Two thoughts occurred to me as I ambled back up to the trail. First, I was happy not to
be invisible. Second, it dawned on me that my affable Brunonian acquaintance was the first
person of Color I had seen on the trail. In fact, she was the only person of Color I encountered
on the entire trip. Was I racist to notice? Of course, but I hoped not in a deceitful, pernicious
way. People of Color are not a strong influence on the thru-hiking culture. My new
acquaintance was so genuine in her morning greeting that it dispelled my negativism toward her
group. One word well delivered helped me mature-up and become visible again.
That day was warm, but it continued on a positive note when I came across water left
along the trail by a trail angel named Dottie. She extended herself by leaving two dozen gallons
of cold, pure water on a picnic table next to the trail where water was scarce. She left her name
and instructions to look inside additional yellow coolers for more liquids. Cans of beer floated in
melting ice inside the coolers. Such magnanimity always brings a lump to my throat.
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Connecticut was warm. The first weeks as a sobo were in August and September – less
rain, more heat, and lots of bugs. Early morning starts meant blazing through spider webs spun
across the trail. The number of sobo thru-hikers is far fewer than nobos. I hiked in solitude, one
hiking pole held like a saber to ward off webbing, Gulliver slicing through the Lilliputians.
Figure 6. Connecticut
The A.T. runs along the Housatonic River for about five miles in its route through
Connecticut. I was Tom Sawyer through that section. I swam multiple times in the river and

climbed to St. John’s Ledges and Caleb’s Peak at night to camp. I could view the Housatonic
winding away below. I was close to discovering joy.
A couple of years earlier, I had completed a cross-country bicycle trip from San Antonio,
Texas to the Peace Gardens at the North Dakota/Canadian border. Then I was searching for the
joy of youth. I got close to rediscovering it on the western virgin prairies of Kansas. I gazed at a
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cow in a pasture along an obscure highway one afternoon. She looked back at me, munching,
unperturbed, her day as long as the prairie was vast. Perfect joy! But brief – biking is inherently
faster, and the safety concern regarding car and truck traffic is disruptive. Thru-hiking the A.T.
slows you down for a deeper appreciation.
Because I am introverted, I was more comfortable as a sobo. I conserve emotional
energy being alone. Far fewer thru-hikers are sobos, less than 10% in 2014 (A.T.C., 2014).
Extroverts need human interaction to stay energized (Cain, 2013). Therefore, extroverts have a
unique challenge accommodating the solitude of the A.T. I suspect many become bored and
quit. Thru-hikers swarm north from Georgia in the spring and inundate trail shelters. It’s
invariably described as a party, but the crowd diminishes through attrition. Only a flurry of
remaining nobos continues near Katahdin. I fraternized with them for 600 miles and enjoyed the
connection. Southbound, fewer thru-hikers cross paths. I was okay with that, but I had Zeus, my
hiking partner for 1,500 miles, whom I met in New York.
A 10-year study by O. W. Lacy found that 75% of thru-hikers are introverts by nature
(Mueser, 1998). Hiking partnerships that develop on the trail are welcome, but actual time spent
together occurs primarily at trail rest stops and campsites at night. The northbound bubble of
hikers leaving Springer each spring is a party for the first 30 miles until the hostel at Neals Gap
affords an opportunity to exit the trail. Hikers quickly get spread out hiking at their individual
pace. An extroverted need for companionship and conversation goes wanting the further up the
trail they go. The lack of social contact is an added challenge for extroverts. Thru-hiking is a
solo operation.
Hiking through the forests of the Mid-Atlantic States, I felt it would be difficult not to
acquire a heightened sense of patriotism. Evidence of forbearers is ubiquitous. Throughout New
England and into Virginia are abandoned fences made of fieldstone. Colonials constructed these
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Herculean projects, now overgrown by vegetation, in an effort to improve their place on earth
and often to define the boundaries of their private enterprise within their community, state, and
country.
Many thru-hikers are between jobs, dissatisfied with their current situation and trying to
discover new approaches to life. The lives of these early Americans were likely similarly
complicated by choices and problems. Gazing at a rock wall constructed through extraordinary
human labor, now shrouded by forest overgrowth, teaches one that humanity’s relevance is
transient and no personal struggle is permanent. It seems “There is nothing better for mortals
than to eat and drink, and find enjoyment in their toil” (Ecclesiastes 2:24).
New York and New Jersey
The A.T. continuing through the Mid-Atlantic states provides a myriad of points of
interest. Many waterways are familiar places of history: C&O Canal and the Shenandoah,
Hudson, and Potomac Rivers. Ten of the 13 original colonies are part of the A.T., and churches
located in trail communities continue to exercise America’s original “freedom of religion”
impetus on behalf of the annual flow of thru-hikers. Trail magic is the lodestone for churches to
make contact with hikers. Trailside coolers full of goodies and sometimes Scriptures are a
magnate for many hikers. Hikers can fill up on free food, free Scripture, or both. Churches hope
for both.
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Figure 7. New Jersey
Several churches have established reputations as “don’t miss” stops. The faithful arrange
potluck meals for hikers. They provide sleeping arrangements in church basements and shuttle
hikers to off-trail destinations. Rarely are these folks proselytizing beyond the example of
generosity and good will that is part of their religious belief. Thru-hikers themselves seem silent
on religious matters, yet all seem to be soul searching (Luxenberg, 1994). Churches and their
congregations are ready to fill the void should a hiker request their intervention.
I was camped close to a highway one evening and decided to hitch to a town a few miles
away for some restaurant food and supplies. It was a busy highway, but not much was
happening. Finally, an oncoming vehicle pulled to the shoulder on the opposite side of the road.
An older driver rolled down his window. “Are you a thru-hiker?” he yelled across traffic.
“Trying to be,” I shouted back. “Want something to eat?” he queried. “Sure,” I responded,
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wondering why I wasn’t more guarded. He made a U-turn across the highway, and I jumped in
the backseat of his SUV committed to whatever came next. He turned out to be the pastor of a
new Pentecostal church. Although I’m not comfortable in such churches, this night was
different.
The church was a vacant strip center right off the highway. I entered and saw my own
kind, other thru-hikers – grungy, gaunt, and piling plates high with potluck. One guy even had a
dog in tow. We prayed before eating and asked the Almighty to be with an ailing congregation
member about to have surgery. After eating, another church member shuttled us to a Dollar
Store for resupply. She waited, and when we were done shopping, she returned me to the A.T.
trailhead and others back to the church where they spent the night.
The A.T. journey is such an unmitigated adventure. Within an hour and 15 minutes, I
had gone from forest solitude to a community church potluck and prayer service and back again
to solitude. It was an amazing experience.
Similar sanctuary was offered in New York State at the Graymoor Spiritual Life Center, a
retirement center for friars. I set up my tent on their softball field. Every quarter hour, the bell
tower struck. The chimes were the same melody as my own grandfather clock at home. I felt
part of the place, watched over.
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Day hikers are occasionally an amusing aside to the journey. Many are in awe of the
thru-hiker, hero worshipers. A middle-aged woman hiking toward me one afternoon stopped and
asked, “Are you a thru-hiker?” “Trying to be,” I answered, using my practiced response. “How
do you do it?” she asked incredulously. She continued, “I just tried hiking Bear Mountain and
had to turn around. Only made it a quarter of the way up. I’m shot! Can I take your picture?”
She was rapid-fire hilarious, and I was hysterical inside but stayed composed and answered,
“Sure.” She confirmed the picture came out on her cell phone, and deferentially thanked me.
Moving on, I told myself, she must have been serious. I wished I could be in awe in the grateful
manner she displayed.

Figure 8. New York
My approach to Unionville, New York was the sultriest of the 152 days of hiking the
A.T. Temperatures were in the 90s by 11:00 a.m. with humidity to match. I met a day-hiker that
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morning who advised carrying plenty of water because conditions were supposed to become
deadly. I was folding as noon approached.
I walked downhill into Unionville, stopping at the General Store. No A.C. I sat on the
front covered porch, sucking on a sports drink, trying to catch the breeze from passing trucks. I
mustered a bit of energy and walked to the city park a block down from the General Store, made
arrangements with the attendant, and set up my tent in the shade of a tree. I was a panting dog
through the afternoon and evening. The cicadas were making a tremendous racket after dark
while I tried to fall asleep. All of a sudden, I was yanked out of my languor: “Any water around
here?” came a too-cheery voice.
How does one react to unabashed enthusiasm with the heat index in triple figures? “Side
of the building,” I responded with false energy, still inside my tent and referring to the park
office. I couldn’t believe the enthusiasm in this guy’s voice. I wondered why fate needed me to
share territory. Until then I had been the only one in the park. Later, I heard this guy talking to
his wife on a cell phone. “Love you!” he said ending the call. I thought, maybe I should call my
wife sometime.
The guy was already packed and gone the next morning when I got going around 6:30
a.m. I walked back to the General Store for breakfast. Someone about my age was sitting on the
porch enjoying a Honeybun, which is a hiker staple, and tanking up on liquids. It was he. I
bucked my introverted nature and introduced myself. “Mosey” from the park, I volunteered.
“I’m a sobo.” “Zeus. Same,” he offered. We connected.
Zeus is a newly retired P.E. teacher from Tallahassee, Florida completing his first of
many bucket-list plans. That cursory introduction connected us for the last 1,500 miles of the
journey. He is a 55-year-old font of energy and a stronger hiker. Fortunately for me, a day out
of Unionville, his knee began aching, and I was able to keep up. Rarely did we walk together
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during the day. Instead, we journeyed according to the “hike your own hike” tradition. We met
for breaks and reconnected at night to camp.
Zeus was Type A as many thru-hikers seem to be. He was up well before dawn every
day, packed, breakfasted, and inquiring, “Mosey! You up yet?” I would complete all my
morning duties, and then we would sit, waiting for enough light to hike without falling on our
asses. Some days I wondered if Mrs. Zeus was enjoying her extended vacation.
Pennsylvania
I consider Pennsylvania to be the most challenging state of the A.T. It is incredibly
rocky and is known derisively as Rocksylvania. There is not a lot of elevation change in
Pennsylvania, but most of the 230 miles of A.T. is an ankle wrenching, sole piercing, foot
pinching rock pile.
We entered the state at Delaware Water Gap, another quaint yet economically depressed
trail community. The beautiful Delaware River flows by the town. Seven of the 14 A.T. states
are complete when a sobo enters Pennsylvania. That excited me. A gap, of course, means a
climb down and up again, and it is a challenging climb in either direction out of town. I
purchased my third pair of shoes at Delaware Water Gap in preparation for all that was said to lie
ahead. It was fortunate that I did.
A good number of A.T. thru-hikers are staunch environmentalists out to envelop
themselves in the circadian rhythms of nature (Luxenberg, 1994). I’m not motivated that way,
but hiking across Pennsylvania’s Palmerton Zinc Superfund Site, I adjusted my stance. We need
to be more protective of our environment. The Superfund site is a deforested area killed by acid
rain, a by-product of the zinc smelting process that occurred in this area for seventy years before
the EPA cried foul. I wondered how people survived where all flora was obliterated. The
industry was discontinued in the 1980s, but hillsides are still barren of any large tree growth. A
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meticulous rock climb down the denuded hillside into Palmerton will convert a good number of
hikers into tree huggers.
The people of Palmerton are as prodigious as the hillsides are barren. Indeed, they
embraced Zeus and me in the same positive way in which they have moved on from the former
industry that provided a livelihood for the majority of residents. We were most favored guests.
The former Palmerton jail has been converted to a free hostel for A.T. thru-hikers. It is a
wonderful stay with skin-robbing hot showers. The grocery store offered free fruit to thru-hikers
for resupply. People walking Main Street visited with us, interested in the A.T. journey and
amazed by the challenge. We had lunch in a restaurant across from the jail sitting in a booth next
to an older couple. Zeus, being of affable character, soon was in conversation. The older
gentleman was a former schoolteacher out for lunch with his daughter. They immediately found
common ground.
We were humbled to learn on leaving that the couple bought our lunch. It was the first
but not last time that happened on the trip. It was an example of trail community residents acting
in league with the culture of thru-hikers. A spirit of adventure and the vision of a simplified life
tickle their imagination, spawning generosity that perpetuates itself along the trail.
We came to Port Clinton near the Schuykill River in another 30 miles. The local
churches furnished the park pavilion for thru-hiker camping. Zeus and I parked our gear and
hiked to the local tavern known along the trail’s communication network for heaping plates of
French fries. It was so.
At the tavern, a local moved onto an adjoining bar stool about half way through our
repast. He nursed a brew with alcoholic tenderness. He was well known by tavern staff, a dour
yet easily managed fellow. Risking a little buoyancy I said, “How’s it goin'?” “Getting by,” he
responded, wasting little energy. “Do any hunting around here?” I ventured in a final attempt at
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cordiality. That let Jack out of the box. His eyes popped, and his head swiveled. He followed
me out the door 20 minutes later still talking rabbit hunting, little bits of foam at one corner of
his mouth.
Bar Stool could be a thru-hiker. His love of the outdoors and primal needs are
characteristic. He is unfortunately engulfed in the monotony of urban routine, something A.T.
visionary Benton MacKaye hoped to alleviate by proposing the trail in 1921 as a refuge from
metropolitan life. I understood Bar Stool and shudder at how alike we are.
What is it that provides the impetus to “get off the bar-stool” and try something different.
Is the problem ever so slight yet insurmountable or a major hurdle overcome with a slight nudge?
In either case, or perhaps in middle ground situations, I believe the catalyst for change is found
in relationship with others. Self-help doesn’t work when the individual’s scope remains
unchanged (Brookfield, 1995). Someone else, perhaps of another culture, is needed to say:
“Look at this!”
The Appalachian terrain is unlike that of western mountains. The peaks are not as high,
but climbs are no less vertical. The trees are more varied, with more hardwoods and less pine,
spruce, and fir. Trail towns are more common, which makes resupplying easier. A visit to a trail
town enriches the A.T. experience and is clearly why 2,000-3,000 people attempt the thru-hike
annually.
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Trail towns are small, often with populations of less than 2,000 people, and commonly
economically depressed. Locals seem to prefer the natural riches of a remote mountain
environment to the cash-based amenities available in a larger metro community. Thru-hikers are
often attempting to escape the hectic nature of the big city, so the typical trail town has magical
appeal. The challenge is how to marry like cultures, i.e. trail community folks and thru-hikers.

Figure 9. Pennsylvania
Hostels and general stores have evolved to meet the basic needs of thru-hikers, and thru-hikers
have employed the art of hitchhiking to reach trail towns as the A.T. runs directly through very
few.
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There are varied techniques for hitchhiking. The hiker must, of course, be assertive.
Zeus is such a person. I was the beneficiary of his hitching methodology. I claimed a second
seat in each vehicle he flagged down. We enjoyed many miles in pickup boxes amidst tools,
lawnmowers, tires, blood and guts, and empties of all varieties.
Zeus got hungry one day, which necessitated a hitch into town. We couldn’t get one so
started walking the mile and a half with our thumbs out on an extremely busy road. Then,
phenomenally, a guy slammed his brakes, jackknifed his RX7, and invited us in. Zeus followed
his pack into the jumper back seat, fated to never quite sit, and I jumped in the front, pack on lap.
The guy had the radio on high. Traffic swerved to miss us. He turned out to be a retired IBM
employee – the type to create his own excitement!
It’s just plain nuts some days, but absolutely always good. No matter how small the
vehicle, there is always, always room to pick up a hitchhiker or two. I have been enriched by
this practice along the A.T., and I consider it another example of the essential goodness of
mankind. Hitchhiking has been such a transformative practice for me. I had to think about it in
a different way. My prior perspective toward the practice was as a driver. I didn’t pick up
hitchhikers, rationalizing that they could be dangerous, “Ted Bundy” types. Looking at the
practice as one needing a ride, then, I couldn’t understand why anyone would stop to pick up a
rider. After a hitch or two, my perspective changed. I realized people who pick you up actually
enjoy the experience. It is an adventure for them, they enjoy the companionship, they want a
chance to be altruistic, they’re environmentally conscious, and so on. There is some degree of
danger obviously, but my guess is that the percentage of those harmed by the practice is slim. I
plan to repay my good experiences from here on out by picking up anyone who has a thumb out
in my direction.
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Zeus and I continued our journey through Pennsylvania anticipating the Doyle. There are
a few iconic places to visit along the A.T. Your identity as a thru-hiker is molded as you
experience an appropriate number of these stops. The Doyle Hotel, located in Duncannon, PA is
one for the record.
Sobos reach Duncannon after navigating the first 150 miles of “Rocksylvania.” The
Doyle was built in 1832 and has withstood multiple floods from the Susquehanna River.
Renovation has been minimal. One can accurately describe the place as a “dive” or “dump,” but
to thru-hikers it is delightful! Twenty bucks gets you a room with one working light bulb
suspended from a 12-foot ceiling by a thinly insulated wire. There is enough grit and sand on the
floor to remind you of where you’ve been and where you’re headed. You share bathrooms.
There’s one on the third floor with a working toilet and one on the second floor with a shower.
It’s the best in the classic A.T. thru-hiker tradition, another thread in the culture’s fabric.
The Doyle works for thru-hikers because they are minimalists. It just doesn’t make sense
to possess more stuff than necessary. An awareness of that evolves throughout the journey, and
there’s carryover upon return to “civilian life.” I thought I had “worn out” three pairs of shoes
and was on my fourth when I met Raggedy Man. At the time, he was hiking through 18-inch
snowfall, wearing shoes lined with grocery bags, as his shoes were shot full of holes. We hiked
20 miles of snow that day. The shoes I had discarded earlier were Cadillacs compared to what
he had on. You gain an appreciation on the trail for what you have. What you don’t have
becomes pleasantly less important.
Each trail shelter has a register, a notebook in which to write your name and any
comments you wish to add. The Appalachian Trail Conservancy collects these notebooks. They
are the only record of hikers having thru-hiked the trail. You record your individual thru-hike
according to the honor system by notifying the A.T.C. after completing the hike.
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Trail registers are a line of communication along the trail allowing you to follow the
progress of hikers you may have connected with earlier but who, for some reason, have either
shot ahead or fallen behind. Messages range from simple signatures to poems, eloquent
philosophizing, or negative diatribes. Limerick wrote a five-line humorous poem whenever he
signed a register. Doing so built him quite a reputation. People were fascinated to learn
Limerick left the Military Academy to hike the trail.
Other hikers left trademark doodlings depicting themselves through caricature. The
writings and interest in reading them seem to reflect the essence of an extended family. If you
didn’t read it in the register, someone else would let you know what so-and-so was up to, where
he or she was at, or why that person wasn’t showing up in the register anymore.
Maryland and West Virginia
Various local hiking clubs and their volunteer members maintain the A.T. It’s a novel
arrangement found nowhere else in a governmentally sanctioned trail. The Appalachian Trail
Conservancy located in Harpers Ferry, West Virginia coordinates the volunteer groups. They
champion a “leave no trace” philosophy to help volunteers maintain the trail. Whatever is
packed in must be packed out. Human waste is supposed to be buried. Bonfires should burn
wood only. They are simple rules which are simply breeched, but rarely by thru-hikers.
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Figure 10. Appalachian Trail Conservancy, West Virginia

Day hikers are the most notable offenders of the “leave no trace” mandate. They have
not pared their gear in the efficient manner of a thru-hiker and look to discard unnecessary
weight after finding themselves back in the woods with too much to carry. Shelter fire pits
evolve into mounds of partially burned plastic. Shelters become final storage for unused
hatchets, books, cooking utensils, and clothing. A dump in the woods is too close to the trail and
unburied. A.T. volunteers periodically remove left-behind traces. Zeus and I were invited to
participate one evening.
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We emerged onto a road late one afternoon to find three day-hikers being picked up by a
shuttle driver. One of their group was ill, and they were making an early exit. “We left trail mix
and cans of beans at a shelter up the trail for you guys,” they said referring to us and the direction
we were headed. “There’s ketchup, mustard, and pickles too, if you need it,” they added.
It’s hard to call a moron “moron” when you could look in the mirror and recognize the
same animal, so we just said “thanks” and smiled.

Figure 11. Maryland
True to their word, we found three huge bags of discarded food hanging from a shelter
ceiling three miles up the trail. The mice had already feasted on the trail mix.
A well-developed sense of trail etiquette exists in the thru-hiking culture. It’s not always
sharp in the beginning, but experience hones an edge. The “leave no trace” mandate is tough not
to breach. Common sense and concern for maintaining the trail experience for others is typical
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of the thru-hiking culture. We left the bags hanging. Trail crews pack out garbage periodically
through the hiking season. The shelter shouldn’t become a depository for unwanted items, but at
least human refuge isn’t scattered all along the trail.
Virginia
Virginia boasts the longest stretch of trail on the A.T. – roughly 500 miles. Eight U.S.
Presidents hail from Virginia, the “Land of Presidents.” It is filled with wonderful sights and
history. Virginia exemplifies trail adventure past and present. The adventure began in the 17th
century with the establishment of Jamestown, one of the country’s first settlements. It continues
today with the Shenandoah and Blue ridge Parkways providing hiking for thousands of tourists
from around the country and world.
The Shenandoah National Parkway (SNP), located in northern Virginia, is a scenic drive
along a ridge top with hiking trails to wonderful vistas. The A.T. travels through much of the
parkway. A.T. hikers are able to stay in hostels or camp at shelters along the path named for
Civil War battles (such as Manassas or Bull Run) fought in the area. Alternatively, hikers may
hitchhike into a neighboring town to resupply, do laundry, and eat restaurant food.
Zeus and I decided to try out Waynesboro, Virginia. We had our thumbs out for less
than 10 minutes before a couple of women in a Honda Civic picked us up. Off we sped with
packs on our laps. Our chauffeurs were bent on showing us the sights. They drove around
Waynesboro, named after Revolutionary War General “Mad” Anthony Wayne. They pointed
out the best restaurants, laundromats, and places to stay. Before leaving us at a diner, they took a
selfie of the four of us as if we were long lost relatives. It was a memorable hitch, the spirit of
“Mad” Anthony well preserved.
We climbed Virginia mountains such as The Pinnacle, Stony Man (the highest point on
the A.T. in the SNP), and Hazeltop. One can see the views throughout the Parkway more easily
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by car, motorcycle, or bicycle, but following it on foot with 30 pounds on our backs may make
the memory more lasting.
The Shenandoah Parkway merges into the Blue Ridge Parkway at around 60 miles, but
the scenery continues. In fact, the mountains become more challenging.
I fell into a river one morning at the base of a mountain known as The Priest. I was
attempting to get water for the climb but didn’t expect baptism by total immersion beforehand. I
had a miserable two-hour hike up The Priest. Ironic how much complaining I did to the
Almighty climbing that ecclesiastical peak in wet socks and shoes.
Continuing into southern Virginia, we crossed the James River, the same river made
famous by Pocahontas, John Smith, and the first permanent American settlement. Years later,
tobacco farms developed along the James. These created industry for some, based on trade with
England, but slavery for others. Today, there are laws prohibiting youth from working with
agricultural tobacco due to nicotine poisoning from handling the leaves.
The longest footbridge on the A.T. spans the James. We stealth camped on its south bank
and so captured a bit of adventure, past and present. AWOL’s guidebook indicated camping
next to the river was prohibited. Zeus and I arrived at sundown with not a lot left in the tank.
We stealthed, packed before sunrise, and paid tribute to Chief Powhatan by leaving no trace of
our stay.
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Southern Virginia contains numerous other points of interest: the plane crash site and
memorial of Audie Murphy, the most highly decorated combat veteran of WWII; McAfee Knob,

the most photographed rock formation on the A.T.; Grayson Highlands, where wild ponies graze
on the mountain; and the town of Damascus, where veteran thru-hikers celebrate A.T. Trail Days
each spring, continuing their connection to the trail and each other.
Figure 12. Virginia
We stayed at Crazy Larry’s hostel, in Damascus. Crazy Larry is a bachelor who had a religious
experience hiking the A.T. several years ago. He decided to start a hostel supporting the annual
flow of thru-hikers. For $20, you get a bunk, laundry done by Larry himself, and a huge
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breakfast before heading up the 900 feet out of town and on to Tennessee. Crazy Larry barely
supports himself on what he charges. His front yard was full of giant pumpkins for sale.
Proceeds went into his hostel. He loved “talking trail.” Several former hiker guests called to
visit during our short stay. It’s people like Crazy Larry who help make the A.T. the world’s
most popular long distance walking trail.
North Carolina and Tennessee
The A.T. follows the border between North Carolina and Tennessee for roughly 125
miles. The scenery is beautiful, especially in the fall when the leaves are changing color. The

area is also noteworthy for its open balds on mountain tops and the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park, which provides a backdrop for 70 of the 125 miles.
Figure 13. Winter Conditions, Tennessee
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The trail exceeds 5,000 foot-elevations through Tennessee and North Carolina. These elevations
are higher than in the other 12 A.T. states. Temperatures in the spring and fall can become
winter-like, dispelling a common misconception that hiking south means moving in a warmer
direction. Snow is frequently a challenge for nobos in the spring and sobos in the fall.
One snowfall caught the leaves of the ubiquitous rhododendron bushes which line the
trail throughout the south. The snow bent the bushes over to create a tunnel. I was forced to
crawl through these snow tunnels on hands and knees. Every contact with a bush resulted in

snow dumping on my pack and down my back. This was small-time adversity, but it created
irritation after 1,800 miles when endurance was at low tide.
Figure 14. North Carolina
My hands became so cold hiking at elevation in the southern states, I decided one
morning to stow my hiking poles, preferring to keep my hands in my pockets. I fell three times
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in less than 30 minutes. Full out belly flops on the trail. Little “gremlin” roots and rocks on the
trail hidden beneath fall leaves were the culprits. Blind A.T. hiker Michael O. Hanson fell on his
journey only about 12 times (Hanson, 2013). Impressive! I continued with poles, wool mittens
on my hands, eyes focused on the trail not more than one stride-length ahead.
Occasionally, the trail will break out onto an open, grassy plain along a ridge-top. These
rare and phenomenally beautiful balds provide 360-degree views of the countryside as far as the
eye can see. I caught one bald on a spectacularly sunny day. The climb to its summit was
physically challenging, but at the top, I was mesmerized by the view. I lay spread-eagle in the
grass looking up at the heavens and simply tried to appreciate it all! It was like the eye of the
Kansas cow, and I was transported to the euphoria of my youth. My mom’s big, beautiful smile
was the sun above!
The Great Smoky Mountain National Park is said to be the most visited national park in
the country. I felt fortunate to have had the opportunity to walk all the way through it. It’s not
easy. Clingman’s Dome is close to 7,000 feet, the highest point on the A.T. Many peaks are
between 5,000 and 6,000 feet! The Smokies are thought to form a tropical rain forest capable of
creating its own weather. I am inclined to agree. My body rained perspiration by the time I got
to the top of each peak. Hikers need to put on and take off clothing during most climbs.
Of course, the local culture in Tennessee and North Carolina was a special treat, as it
was in each state. I’ve never been called “honey,” “babe,” “baby,” “darling,” and “sweetie-pie”
by so many women in my life! I spent one Sunday morning at Fletcher Presbyterian Church
worshiping with about 30 parishioners. One was a gregarious, welcoming, 7’2” giant of a man
named Tom Burleson – the same Tom Burleson who starred as center for North Carolina State in
the 60s, was a ’72 Olympian, and played with the NBA Seattle Super Sonics for several years.
After his playing days, he came back to his native mountains. I can appreciate why.
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Nearing the end of the trip, Zeus and I had become accustomed to each other, our bodily
emanations indistinguishable. Somewhere along the North Carolina/Tennessee border we
discovered a hostel using the guidebook. It was quite cold in that section, so we were delighted
by the opportunity to stay inside. The hostel owner was happy to pick us up at the trail-head, and
the hostel was only a few miles off trail.
The owner escorted us to a tool shed prior to entering the establishment. He instructed
us to remove our packs, coats, and shoes (it was less than 30 degrees) and hang them on the
hooks provided. He would return in a moment. This was an unusual breach to our autonomy.
Hikers stay with their packs. I looked at Zeus, and he said, “You look like Hansel.” “Sh-t, You
look like Gretel,” I countered. We were uncomfortable. The owner returned and led us toward
the hostel, but prior to entering counseled not to sit on any furniture. Entering, we were directed
to separate bathrooms with showers (this was a nice place). He instructed us to place our
removed clothing in the tubs provided and after showering to put on the clean clothes supplied
on hangers. Our removed clothing would be washed and returned prior to leaving the next day.
That’s the way it worked out. We had a wonderful stay in a beautiful hostel. Our hosts
made us a couple of great meals, and we left the next morning wearing clean clothes. We were
grateful for their hospitality and understood their protocol handling smelly thru-hikers. On the
trail that morning, I said to Zeus, “You smell different.” “Yeah?” he countered taking the line.
“Sort of like a pie.” We laughed.
The A.T. traverses Albert Mountain in North Carolina near the Georgia border. From the
summit of Albert Mountain, hikers view the mountains of Georgia to the south. Less than 100
miles ahead, the A.T. ends at Springer Mountain. From Albert, my adventure would be complete
in roughly five days. What a trip!
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Figure 15. Georgia
Georgia
After hiking 2,100 miles, I figured the last 100 miles should be a snap. On the contrary,
they are perhaps the longest. Hikers become anxious, worrying about finishing, about freak
injuries or illness potentially preventing completion of the trip. Others slow down, procrastinate,
hang out, and do “work-for-stay” at hostels. They want to prolong the trip, afraid of what to do
after its over.
My diet was reduced to candy bars and pop tarts. I had mailed my stove home to lighten
pack weight and to avoid boiling water for any more bland pasta side meals. A caffeine pill at
4:00 in the afternoon helped me to complete the eight to 10 hour daily hike.
It’s all about keeping the feet shuffling toward Springer Mountain. Each year, stories
circulate about thru-hikers giving up the quest with only a couple of hundred miles to go. They
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are mentally exhausted after enduring the physical challenges of hiking, weather, and irritants
such as bugs, poison ivy, and shelter mice.
The antidote lies in the support culture along the trail, and the local trail angels are
palliative. An unforgettable example is AliceMay, another septuagenarian who works as a
shuttle driver for thru-hikers needing a trail hiatus. A call to AliceMay from a mountaintop
around Franklin, North Carolina is a call to action for this retiree who plays organ and piano for
her church. She knows all the forest service roads that the A.T. crosses and can transport a thruhiker from the backwoods to a warm and dry place for any dollar amount you wish to donate
(donations go to her church). Some of her pick-up excursions run a dozen miles on dirt roads.
The phone numbers of shuttle drivers are in the A.T. guidebook. When they receive a
call, they know it is from an A.T. thru-hiker. There is some comfort in that for them. Thruhikers are a known quantity. Sometimes, the weather is awful – even dangerous – and yet they
still come out. However, I came to appreciate their need to be part of the thru-hiking experience.
Their shuttle service affiliates them with the thru-hiking culture, and while I felt grateful to them,
I also had the sense I was helping them out. So, my perspective had changed slightly, I became
more apt to use them to reach a hostel instead of camping. At the end of the journey, thru-hikers
need respite from the rigors of the trail. More frequent hostel and town stays were
reinvigorating, and I felt good about each new association with shuttle drivers. The net effect
was an ability to persevere to Springer.
Of course, the AliceMays of the A.T. live and operate from Maine to Georgia. They are
the ones who provide the “finish,” the mental support necessary for others to become thru-hikers.
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I summited Springer Mountain on November 22nd with Zeus, my hiking partner for the last
1,500 miles of the 2,185 mile journey. His daily positive approach to trail challenges kept me
encouraged and motivated; he was a bigger, faster bro
brother.
ther. We finished before noon, four
months and 28 days after starting the adventure. It was a beautiful, sunny day. We snapped a
few photos, fist bumped, and went to get something to eat, celebrating membership in the class
of 2014 A.T. thru-hikers.

Figure 16. Springer Mountain, Georgia
So, I finished the A.T. I took on a worthy physical challenge and achieved success. I
find it interesting that I don’t feel extraordinary for the accomplishment. It was tough, but well
within me, one step at a time. That is the beauty of the A.T. It’s an extraordinary adventure for
ordinary people. I didn’t feel myself changed in any acute way, but my sense of “self” was
affirmed. That is very settling. The whole trip was a flow experience (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).
199
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It required use of personal attributes in a five-month focused commitment to a solitary task:
hiking the A.T. The time passed in a “blink of the eye.”
The experience held more than the benefit of flow, however. I also became part of a new
culture; one I took pride in being included in. Culture has to do with the consensus of a group
(Charon, 2004). Consensus has its roots in relationship building, it seems to me, and I think
relationship building induces growth. I had the opportunity to interact with new individuals and
groups in foreign settings. The result was that hiking the A.T. was a growth experience for me.
I talk a lot about attempts to deal with my introverted nature on the trip. The A.T. is an
ideal environment for introverts in two respects: first, they have plenty of solitude to exist in
their comfort zones, and second, they have plenty of opportunity to stretch their emotional
reserves – for example, hitchhiking, group stays at shelters and hostels, trail contacts, and so on.
I tried out a more extroverted framework on the trail simply by taking part in these customary
group practices. A more gregarious approach to interpersonal group communication is still
draining, but I always had a bit of an afterglow, too. Putting on the extroverted persona was well
worth the effort. Nevertheless, I’m okay being an introvert and I don’t feel any obligation to
compromise that image.
I wish I could say I felt the presence of my Mom more on this trip, but except in a couple
of situations, she was absent. I did sense the watchfulness of my own kids, however, and it was
motivating. There was no way I would quit in their eyes. Of course, the root of that motivation
was from Mom, so she was probably there all along. It chokes me up as I think about it. Of
course, as Brookfield (1987) suggested, “Critical thinking is not seen as a wholly rational,
mechanical activity. Emotive aspects—feelings, emotional responses, intuitions, sensing—are
central to critical thinking in adult life” (p. 12). It is interesting how difficult it is to find new
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perspectives outside of the frameworks parents have established and ingrained. It is okay to quit,
dammit!
Summary
A unique learning milieu is created through the challenge of completing a long distance
hike. The thru-hike required me to adapt to a new environment and culture, interact with other
participants off and on the trail, and learn through/from experience about how to manage myself
in the process of completing my goal. Events and encounters with others on the trail served as
catalysts, sparking novel ideas and insights about my values and beliefs, experiences, and ways
of interacting with others.
Old and new “life” themes surfaced throughout the hike as I examined them against the
values and perspectives of my hiking companions. The extended length of the journey and
inherent long periods of solitude created opportunities to reflexively examine these ideas and
insights. I thought about how I fit into these trail events, comparing my cultural background
with those I encountered on the trail. The opportunity for continuous reflection on the hike
allowed for a deeper digging into ideas, and as experiences piled up, I became more capable of
detecting new ways of thinking and being in the world.
During the process of hiking my hike, I experienced significant change in my
worldview. For example, I achieved greater understanding regarding how others are uniquely
challenged by the context of their existence, and this helped me expand my ability to express
compassion for others. My examination of compassion resulted in a new framework.
Compassion must be exercised unconditionally, unqualified by either party’s sense of obligation
or duty.
Moreover, my appreciation of community became much more profound as I found
myself continually the subject of the beneficence of trail angels who lived and supported trail
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culture each hiking season. I suspect the thru-hiker success rate would be far less were it not for
the support of these affiliated members of the culture. This lesson is analogous to life’s long
journey. Individuals need community to holistically navigate life’s trail.
I also examined feelings about aging and my fear of not quite finishing my projects. I
came to terms with my fear of being labeled a quitter. Quitting is an appropriate resolution in
some circumstances. However, finishing tends to be more cathartic, and I feel like finishing a
thru-hike of the A.T. not only satisfied a life goal but also atoned for some unsatisfying
conclusions to events earlier in life.
Introversion as a human temperament on par with extroversion was another subject I was
able to examine on the hike. Our western society is strongly biased toward extroverted
personalities in areas such as sports, positions of leadership, and social events. Introverts may
easily feel inferior to extroverts in these contexts. However, thru-hiking the A.T. allows
introverts opportunity to flourish. They gain energy in the solitude experienced on the A.T.
Their leadership ability, unique athleticism, and intellectualism manifest and provide support for
completing the thru-hike on the A.T.
A long distance hike forces home the lesson that living simply is living richly. The more
stuff we have, the more decisions we are required to make. The drive for more affluence
misdirects our energy. We become less reflective, more stimulated, and engaged superficially by
the latest consumer good. While completing the hike, I learned I was quite capable of “doing
without.” I realized that confidence in myself was not misplaced. And self-confidence is way
more sexy than possessing the latest gadget.
Thru-hiking the A.T. continued to provide opportunities for learning throughout its
2,185-mile length. Indeed, the length and solitude it provided engaged me in continuous critical
reflection for learning. This became a habit in my thru-hike: the walk and goals caused me to
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experience personal change and learning. I walked, met others, participated in the thru-hike
community, experience and reflected on how and why I met and managed certain life challenges,
and in the process became someone new, someone transformed, someone I now claim as the new
me.
Chapter four is the autobiographical section of this autoethnography: a reflection and
introspection on “self.” I recalled many of the journey’s more memorable events, reflecting on
them with regard to my thoughts, the settings, my reaction to the situations, and why I reacted as
I did. I described epiphanies related to the events in an introspective effort to better understand
“self” and the thru-hiking culture’s influence on me. Of course, there are many events I
experienced that went unreported. Why I didn’t report them also is reflective of “self.” Why
aren’t campfires, time spent gazing at beautiful vistas, physical injuries, all-you-can-eat buffets,
wild drunks, or cranky hikers important enough for me to report? Bruner’s (1990) thoughts on
“self” in relation to culture are instructive:
The Self, then, like any other aspect of human nature, stands both as a guardian of
permanence and as a barometer responding to the local cultural weather. The culture, as
well, provides us with guides and stratagems for finding a niche between stability and
change: it exhorts, forbids, lures, denies, rewards the commitments that the Self
undertakes. (p. 110)
I examined the thru-hiking culture in chapter five, analyzing culture through multiple
lenses, filtering my experiences hiking the trail through philosophical assumptions, and multiple
theories. My ultimate purpose in examining the meaning of thru-hikers’ experiences walking the
A.T. is to expand understanding of the culture and its potential influence for positive change.
The trail served as an opportunity for learning about me, and also how culture fosters and
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supports others committed to a common goal. My new understanding of how I interact within a
culture and community set/sets the stage for new learning.
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CHAPTER 5—THRU-HIKE CULTURE AND EXPERIENCE
Culture may be understood simply as a concept comprised of social events, behaviors,
institutions, and processes forming a context, or in more varying degrees of complexity through
different meanings associated with it (Chang, 2008). I described the A.T. cultural context by use
of anecdote in chapter four. For example, thru-hiker language, behavior, trail towns, hostels, and
relationship building establish the context from which thru-hikers mold themselves and in return,
shape the A.T. culture. Bruner (1990) described how culture shapes individuals: “Selves do not
arise rootlessly in response only to the present; they take meaning as well from the historical
circumstances that gave shape to the culture of which they are an expression” (p. 138
In this chapter I analyze cultural complexities through the use of philosophical
assumptions and established theories. I examine these assumptions by reflecting on thru-hiker
perspective; how they obtain knowledge, their values, and what symbols and rituals they use to
make meaning within their culture. I use anecdote to concomitantly explain how assumptions
describe thru-hiker culture.
Following my analysis of philosophical assumptions, I then turn to several theories to
examine my personal experience hiking the trail as an individual and as a participant in A.T.
culture.
This chapter will discuss philosophical assumptions first organized by a consideration of
ontology, epistemology, axiology, and finally according to rhetoric. The chapter continues with
a discussion of Flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), The Ulysses factor (Anderson, 1970),
Hierarchy of Needs theory (Maslow, 1970), and Transformational Adult Learning theory
(Brookfield, 1987; Mezirow, 1991; Macfarlane, 2001). These established theories reflect on
thru-hiker motivation and its relationship to culture.
Thru-Hiker Culture through the Lens of Philosophical Assumptions
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Ontology: How Individual Perspective Meshes with Culture
I met Sparrow, a sobo, in North Carolina. She is a twenty-something lawyer from New
Mexico and a confessed introvert. She hiked south to avoid hoards of nobos starting at Springer
Mountain. The complexity of connecting, disconnecting, and reconnecting with other hikers
along the journey simply required too much additional energy. Starting at Katahdin reduced the
frequency of trail contacts, providing her with the solitude she needed to enjoy the challenge.
She gave herself the trail name Sparrow prior to beginning the hike at Katahdin. She has
beautiful red hair, but didn’t want to risk some moniker associated with the color. Therefore, she
picked Sparrow for herself because the tiny birds are inconspicuous but hardy. I empathized
with Sparrow’s motivation to hike southbound. My flip/flop hike worked best for this project,
but my introverted nature was better suited to the less populated sobo route.
Michael Angelo is a twenty-something house painter from Idaho. He started his thruhike northbound from Springer Mountain. He originally hiked with two college buddies, but
they ran out of money (spent too much time in towns he said) and had to go off trail. Michael
Angelo continued the hike, frequently connecting with other nobos. He and a consortium of
others hiked nude on June 21st, the summer solstice, in observance of a classic A.T. tradition.
The different approaches taken by Sparrow and Michael Angelo thru-hiking the A.T. help
ontologically frame A.T. culture. Sparrow’s hike was a more introverted approach, desirous of
some relationship building but more bent on solitude. Michael Angelo’s hike took on classic
extroverted characteristics. He was desirous of hiking with and being noticed by others. The
thru-hiking culture then is framed by an ability of members to understand their relationship to the
trail and how they fit into it. The trail’s length and the direction chosen by hikers allows
members within the culture to complete a thru-hike within the context of their world.
Epistemology: How Acquisition of Knowledge Blends Individual with Culture
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Thru-hikers are backpackers who hike the entire Appalachian Trail in one continuous
journey of typically four to six months. At least that was my understanding when I headed
northbound from Mount Greylock, Massachusetts. I found out that framework understanding
had added complexity. Thru-hikers for example, might be purists, blue blazers, yellow blazers,
aqua blazers, or slack packers.
Blazer was an artist. He thru-hiked with his girlfriend. I connected with them in New
York at a hostel. Blazer did “work-for-stay” at hostels by painting murals on hostel walls. The
duo would then hitchhike to the next hostel thru-hiking their way southbound to Springer
Mountain, Georgia. “How do you call that thru-hiking,” I asked incredulously. “Hey dude, Hike
your own hike,” he responded offended.
“Hike your own hike” is an A.T. philosophy with fairly broad interpretations. It is
usually intended to mean, hike at your own pace. Do not allow a faster partner to push you
beyond enjoying the trip. Blazer’s more liberal interpretation is somewhat weakly sanctioned by
the culture, but non-the-less he is still a thru-hiker.
What constitutes a thru-hiker is associated with trail markings or blazes. The A.T. route
is marked by two by six inch white blazes. Hikers who exclusively follow white blazes are
purists. There are bad weather routes that shorten the trail. These are marked by blue blazes.
Blue blazed trails are intended to help thru-hikers circumvent mountaintops in poor weather for
example. Thru-hikers who follow blue blazed trails in fair weather are known as blue blazers.
Blazer and his girlfriend are termed yellow blazers because they follow the highway’s yellow
center-line hitchhiking down the trail. Some thru-hikers are called aqua blazers when they float
the Shenandoah River past 60 miles of trail in Virginia. A final twist to the thru-hiker concept is
the slack packer. Slack packing refers to when a thru-hiker hikes the trail sans their normal pack
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of 25 to 50 pounds in favor of a daypack with just water and snacks. Hostel owners provide a
shuttle service to accommodate the slack packing practice.
I had little knowledge of the various permutations of what constitutes a thru-hiker prior to
hiking the trail. Epistemologically I felt initially only purists should be considered thru-hikers. I
struggled with the notion that yellow blazers should be considered on par with purists. In fact, I
thought slack packers and aqua blazers shouldn’t either. They needed to carry their full
compliment pack the entire length of the A.T. I had some understanding of the blue blazer
argument. Blue blazers walked the whole way and carried a full pack. Of course there are those
thru-hikers who blaze according to all of the above while en route to Katahdin or Springer.
It took me a while to accommodate all these types of thru-hikers into my mental concept.
I actually blue blazed one section of trail and didn’t feel any mental trauma. I slack packed a
section of trail when I injured a leg in Pennsylvania and felt justified in the practice. I’m still not
committed to considering yellow or aqua blazers as thru-hikers, but I am willing to apply the
“hike your own hike” philosophy rather than exclude those hikers from the culture.
Epistemologically, the extent of the knowledge I acquired along the A.T. regarding the definition
“thru-hiker” could not have occurred without thru-hiking the trail. The scope of my knowledge
regarding different types of thru-hikers justified my ultimate understanding.
Axiology: How I Valued A.T. Thru-Hiker Types
The discussion on different types of thru-hikers might also be considered axiologically.
Is it ethical for yellow and aqua blazers to be considered thru-hikers on par with purists?
Perhaps not, but I think the Appalachian Trail Conservancy has a larger purpose that warrants
cultural inclusion of all who make the claim of having thru-hiked the A.T.
First of all, the trail fluctuates in length. It is currently 2,185 miles long. Rerouting
occurs from time to time due to trail erosion, land purchases, windfall due to hurricanes, and so
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on. The A.T.C. therefore accepts for inclusion into their elite 2000-mile long distance hiking
club anyone who proclaims they thru-hiked the trail. Thru-hikers in the 90s hiked a different
distance than those in this decade. Yet all are members of the club.
The A.T.C. is the volunteer organization responsible for maintaining the trail and record
keeping associated with it. Asking them to verify distance hiked by every self-proclaimed thruhiker is beyond their capability. Moreover, accepting a thru-hiker’s claim allows the honor
system to operate. An honor system inherent within the thru-hiking culture seems to me
appropriate ethically. Axiologically, I would rather absorb a few prevaricators than hold any
thru-hiker suspect. “Culture means the consensus of the group, the agreements, the shared
language and knowledge, and the rules that are supposed to govern action” (Charon, 2004).
“Hike your own hike,” is a well-established shared agreement valued among thru-hikers. That
agreement is tantamount to sanctioning all interpretations of what is an A.T. thru-hike. For
purists, nothing short of hiking by every white blaze with a full pack is satisfactory. On-theother-hand, a yellow blazer may not be satisfied with their thru-hike if it doesn’t include the
adventure found in hitchhiking some measure of the route. Aqua blazers and blue blazers valued
approaches to hiking the trail are found somewhere between.
Rhetoric: The Language of Thru-Hiking Culture
The thru-hiking culture then evolves through shared experience. Most thru-hikers start
out from Springer Mountain, Georgia northbound in late March early April. This group is
described for example as a traveling group of 60s era hippies, a band of hobos or a traveling
party. By Maine the group is paired down in number to as little as 10-15 percent of the original
mass. Many have assumed personas to mask an introverted nature. They assume a degree of
anonymity from their former selves by taking a trail name, allowing body hair to grow
unrestricted, personal hygiene of necessity is unattended, and body size is reduced and reshaped.
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Hiker motivation is varied but falls into roughly three categories: adventure and
achievement, love of the outdoors, or solitude and simplicity (Meuser, 1987). Despite these
motivational variants, thru-hikers connect, disconnect, and reconnect on the trail. “Culture is
what enables people to act together” (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007). The language of the trail is
omnipresent and understood by thru-hikers. It is used in discussion and to report on the culture.
Thru-hikers recognize and distinguish nobos from sobos and flip-floppers. Slacking, stealthing,
hitchhiking, zeroing, and nearoing are recognized activities for example. Trail angels, shuttle
drivers, and hostel owner/operators are recognized affiliated supporters of the thru-hiking
culture. Day hikers and section hikers share the trail and as such are part of the lives of thruhikers. The thru-hiker “self” is identified from cultural rhetoric. The postmodern view of the
thru-hiker “self” is suggested by Chang (2008), “Self” cannot exist alone in the context of
culture—others participate in the enculturation process” (p.27).
This final view of the thru-hiking culture described rhetorically suggests its complexity.
It is an ethnographic view that I can relate to as an active member of the culture. “The final
product of an ethnography should be this larger portrait or overview of the cultural scene,
presented in all its complexity” (Cresswell, 2007). The complexity is explained through the
philosophical lens of ontology, epistemology, axiology and rhetoric. I have attempted to make
that clarification here by analyzing my interpretation of cultural perspectives, how knowledge is
generated, value systems that exist, and the language used to create meaning within the culture.
Analyzing Personal Experience on the A.T.
In chapter two, I established the analytical theories adopted to form my conceptual
framework for this study, including “Flow theory” (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), Maslow’s (1970)
Hierarchy of Needs theory; the Ulysses Factor described by Anderson (1970); and
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Transformational Adult Learning Theory (Mezirow, 1991, Brookfield, 1987, Macfarlane, 2009)
proposed by Jack Mezirow, Stephen Brookfield, and Bruce Macfarlane.
I selected these theories to analyze my personal experience on the trail, as an individual
hiker and participant in thru-hiker culture. Earlier, I described how culture shapes individuals,
and individuals in turn support and extend culture. I subscribe to Chang’s (2008) notion that “an
individual becomes a basic unit of culture. From this individual’s point of view, self is the
starting point for cultural acquisition and transmission” (p. 23). I am affiliated with more than
one culture simultaneously. I brought to the thru-hiking culture my affinity for the Midwestern
culture where I have lived most of my life for example. Therefore, while assimilating as a thruhiker, I expect I transmitted a part of my preexisting culture to what makes up thru-hiking
culture.
Flow Theory
Thru-hiking is an activity that hikers enjoyed but also challenged their skill set. Hiking
the trail each day required focus—avoiding falls, scaling acute ascents and descents, and fording
streams for example. Days were enjoyed and seemed to go by rapidly—they flowed by.
Csikszentmihalyi (1990) asserts that when people reflect on how the flow experience feels, they
mention at least one of the following eight components of enjoyment: First, individuals confront
tasks they have a chance of completing. Second, they are able to concentrate on the task. Third
and fourth, the task has clear goals and provides immediate feedback. Fifth, normal daily
worries and frustrations are absent. Sixth, there is a sense of control over the activity. Seventh,
sense of self disappears during the activity and paradoxically emerges stronger after the flow
experience. Eighth, sense of duration of time is altered; hours pass like minutes for example (p.
49). All the eight conditions found in Flow theory are prevalent in thru-hiking and help account
for the enjoyment manifested by hikers. Further, the happiness that results from the flow
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experience develops growth in consciousness that fosters learning (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997).
Thru-hiking culture is marked then by individuals who enjoy hiking, have a certain growth in
consciousness while on the trail that provides a setting for individual learning.
I met Spider in the second week hiking the trail. Spider was a nobo from California. He
had hiked the first 1,500 miles of the trail. I was still averaging ten-mile days as prescribed by
the literature to avoid blisters and early burnout. “How long does it take to get your trail legs?”
I asked. “Well,” he answered, “after about three weeks, the shelter I projected to camp at for the
night showed up at noon. I had to check the guidebook to confirm, I’d already covered fifteen
miles.” “They were easy miles too,” he added. Spider’s experience reflected flow theory in
action. He lost track of time while involved in an activity he had aptitude for yet required
concentration. His goal was clear and he was receiving immediate feedback. In short,
components of enjoyment described in Flow theory were present.
Growth in consciousness fostering learning is another quality found in Flow theory
(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997). Water Bug’s experience on the A.T. exemplifies learning emanating
from flow.
I met Water Bug beside a stream at a shelter in Vermont just a few days into my hike.
Water Bug was a nobo in his early 40s. He had covered roughly 1,500 miles of the A.T. and had
finished the 2,500-mile Pacific Crest Trail the previous year. It was the end of the day, and
Water Bug was soaking his feet in a stream. “How far’d you come?” I asked. “Did 25,” he said
with a smile (he was always smiling). “Damn! How do you do that?” I asked. I was only doing
ten-mile days at that point. “Your feet will do what your mind tells them,” he answered. Water
Bug had figured out how to transcend, how to flow. I had one 25-mile day on the 2,185-mile
journey.
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Flow theory clearly explains the trail experiences of Spider and Water Bug. Flow was
evident in my experience along the trail as well. Days, weeks, and months of hiking flew by. I
was involved in an activity in which my talents were focused. Conversely, a zero day would
typically drag unless I had writing to do where my mind was engaged in a subject I enjoyed.
Nearo days worked the best, since there was a time of joy having completed a section of trail, but
the trail hiatus was not so long as to prompt guilt feelings for not making miles.
Flow is a valuable concept to examining opportunities for learning. Obviously when we
have a flow experience we know we are using our talents optimally. However, we can
appreciate, during struggles with new concepts, that beyond the learning curve may be found
additional periods of joy. Persevering to that level of mastery is what is required. The trail
teaches perseverance.
The enjoyment characteristic of flow is similar to a peak experience found at the selfactualization level of Maslow’s hierarchy of needs pyramid (Maslow, 1970). However, selfactualized individuals are not as likely to experience the learning growth found in flow.

Hierarchy of Needs Theory
Maslow postulated his Hierarchy of Needs theory in 1948 (Maslow, 1970). It garnered a
lot of interest for a couple decades. While empiricists eventually began to discount the theory,
the simplicity of understanding it provides regarding human needs seems to support its continued
relevance.
In the 1960s, Maslow added to his theory the notion of self-transcendence (McLeod,
2014). This, then, became the top level that humans might be motivated to reach. Selftranscendence suggests that, in certain states of being, people are altruistically motivated; they
are motivated to extend themselves for a higher purpose beyond themselves.
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As in Maslow’s (1970) research, the population I studied is a homogenous group of
people. Thru-hikers experience deficiency needs, the bottom four levels of the triangle, by
placing themselves in an austere situation at the beginning of the trail. Physiological needs
quickly become apparent. Thru-hikers must pack enough food for the number of days they
expect to be on the trail. They consult trail guides to locate water sources and trail shelters.
They shelter with other thru-hikers and, in doing so, establish relationships. They begin to feel
part of a group, eventually gaining acceptance in the culture of A.T. thru-hikers.
Maslow admitted few people reach the level of self-actualization, and if they do its
realization may be brief (Maslow, 1970). He also suggested that, in some situations, motivation
to reach intermediate levels in the hierarchy is not dependent on first satisfying lower-level
needs. For example, an individual might forego physiological needs to satisfy love and
belonging needs.
I hiked with Flower Girl for a couple weeks in Tennessee. We stayed in a shelter one
night just below the tree line of a grassy bald summit. An hour before sunrise, Flower Girl
bolted out of her sleeping bag, packed up, and took off. I headed out an hour and a half later,
taking time to eat and exchange small talk with others at the shelter. I came across Flower Girl
at the top of the bald. She was in Lotus position, facing the sun, meditating. “You good?” I
asked. “Needed to catch first rays,” she answered with eyes closed. “Isn’t it beautiful! She
added. “Yeah,” I confirmed even though it was about 18 degrees despite the sunshine, and
Flower Girl had snot running out her nose.
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Figure 17. Flower Girl, North Carolina
Flower Girl is a lover of nature. She placed belonging needs (intimacy with nature)
above physiological needs on that morning. She subordinated hunger, shelter, health, and well
being to catch the first rays of morning sun on a Tennessee bald. Her motivation skipped a
couple of levels of deficiency needs on the Maslow (1970) pyramid.
Maslow’s (1970) Hierarchy of Needs theory works well to explain the varied actions of
thru-hikers. Most are motivated differently depending on their level of deficiency, the first four
levels of the pyramid. Some willingly trade food for dope, a few are looking for relationships,
others are searching for a level of respect through achievement, many are on a spiritual journey.
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Occasionally, a character will emerge like Old Hickory who seems to have it all together and to
be self-actualized. Finally, many thru-hikers do transcend. They spend years giving back to the
trail, having become a part of its unique culture and appreciating all it offered them along their
journeys. They return to the trail, some annually, to set out trail magic-- sometimes sitting in
lawn chairs at trail heads to greet members of the thru-hiking culture as they pass by. Indeed,
Maslow (1970) later acknowledged that self-actualization might not occur without transcendence
occurring first.
Hierarchy of needs theory is important to the cultural examination of this study.
Members of the culture operate on value systems all along the hierarchy. These members mold
cultural aspirants such as myself. Therefore it is important to keep in mind the behaviors
witnessed are evolving from many perspectives. Only as a whole is the picture one of solidarity.
Examining lessons on compassion, patriotism, environmentalism, and altruism are a different
consideration than starting a camp stove, setting up a tent, or purifying drinking water.
The self-actualization level of the hierarchy of needs pyramid seems to be what many
thru-hikers are searching for. They are on a quest for self-fulfillment and peak experiences.
These attributes are also what impel individuals according to the Ulysses factor.
Ulysses Factor
The Ulysses Factor is another theoretical approach to analyzing the question of why
people thru-hike the A.T.
The Ulysses Factor is anthropological in its etiology (Anderson, 1970). Anderson looks
at cultures of antiquity, asking questions about the success of their leaders and what factors
motivated them. He settles on Homer’s Ulysses as a prototype.
Anderson (1970) uses Homer’s characterization of Ulysses together with historical
context to arrive at a list of twelve qualities that form a special adaptation in people with the
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potential to explain the need to explore, even when the effort seems purposeless. The qualities
include courage, selfishness, practical competence, physical strength, powerful imagination,
ability to lead, self-discipline, endurance, self-sufficiency, cunning, unscrupulousness, and strong

sexual attraction.
Figure 18. Virginia
The special adaptation does not exist in all people. Unlike the elements in Flow theory,
all factors must be present in the individual to some degree. Anderson (1970) argued the Ulysses
Factor prompts a few individuals to exploits, which, however purposeless they may seem,
contribute to our survival.
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I asked several thru-hikers along the A.T. why they were hiking. Occasionally someone
would cite adventure, or achievement of a worthy goal, reasons identified by Mueser’s study
(1998). Generally, however, the answer was ambiguous: “I just always wanted to do it,” “I’m
not sure,” or “I never thought about why.”
As with Homer’s Ulysses, “the individual is not greatly concerned with what he or she
wants to know, he [or she] is not looking for anything in particular” (Anderson, 1970, p. 30).
Anderson (1970) described the attraction of challenges: “What lies over the hills does not
matter: the urge in the Ulysses factor is to cross those hills to find out” (p. 35).
The Ulysses Factor, according to Anderson, is retained in old age. Ulysses was an older
man in the Odyssey just as many thru-hikers are older, some in their 70s. Thru-hiking hall-offamer Grandma Gatewood, for example, hiked the trail in 1955, 1957, and 1964 (Mueser, 1998).
She was 67, 69 and 74 years old during each hike respectively (Appalachian Trail Conservancy,
2014).
The Ulysses Factor is distinguished from similar intellectual pursuits characterized by a
compelling desire to know. In the Ulysses Factor, on the contrary, the individual needs to
engage physically in the pursuit of a goal. Anderson (1970) described this as a personal
experience, explaining, “your own foot must tread the mountain top, your own eyes see the
waves, your own hand be on the tiller. This is the fundamental difference” (p. 34).
Several qualities of the Ulysses factor do not seem particularly noble: selfishness,
unscrupulousness, cunning, and strong sexual attraction. Ulysses left his family and kingdom for
Troy and was gone for 20 years. Similarly, many thru-hikers leave family for four to six months
to hike the trail. Leaving my spouse to go hiking for five months while she handled all our
affairs is little short of selfish.
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Anderson (1970) continues: “Ulysses was self-centered, convinced of the rightness of the
task. What may assist that task must be obtained somehow: if somebody gets hurt it’s a pity, but
it can’t be helped. You are out to win” (p. 33). I met a thru-hiker in the Great Smoky Mountains
without a required permit. He couldn’t afford to purchase one, so he used another person’s,
risking the consequences of discovery for the chance to complete that section of trail. Cheating
the Park Department and risking the revelation of another hiker’s indiscretion were of little
concern weighed against the opportunity to continue the hike. Ulysses would have acted
similarly.
Ulysses had an ability to think quickly and outside the box. He was cunning.
Hitchhiking is generally easier for women. Lone Ranger is a twenty-something thru-hiker with a
beard and long, auburn hair. When trying to catch a ride, Lone Ranger tied his hair in a ponytail
on top of his head. He walked with traffic, his ponytail wagging above his pack, his beard
concealed from potential rides by position of the pack. He appeared female and always got rides
in short order. Sexual attractiveness helped. Though Ulysses was exciting in more than a
physical sense – people enjoyed being in his company – he, too, used his attractiveness to serve
his purpose (Anderson, 1970)
The Ulysses figure (Anderson, 1970) helps substantiate emergent thru-hiking themes,
including adventure, achievement, relationship building, simplicity, and solitude. Ulysses
willingly left his kingdom merely to follow a quest. His quest was of little or no importance; its
only purpose was to know what was beyond the sea. He was a leader of men, but those
relationships did not compromise his larger purpose. If his men left, he would go on alone.
The same forces that motivated Ulysses compel thru-hikers. The Ulysses figure is an
anthropological special adaptation (in contrast to a general adaptation; (Anderson, 1970). The
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general population is not well endowed with the necessary Ulysses’ traits. I submit that the
factor can be found in good measure within the thru-hiking culture.
The Ulysses factor is necessary to an adequate examination of the thru-hiking
phenomenon. The other three theories make sense of thru-hiking in its context while the Ulysses
Factor attempts to make sense of why involve yourself in the activity at all. Anderson’s
argument is that there is something hardwired in humans necessary to their survival and
prompting endurance experiences. There are few human survival types of struggles in the 21st
century from a physiological basis. Yet we seem to need to create them nonetheless. Why go to
the effort; why the preparedness? Are we like hamsters on a flywheel? I considered the
introvert/extrovert dichotomy in my reflections on this question.
Ulysses was an extrovert. He needed stimulation and successes that were not satisfied by
ruling his kingdom. He had become static. Off he went on missions of discovery and in so
doing restored his energy levels. Introverts on-the-other-hand need solitude to regain energy for
the deep thinking that is part of their inherent character. Long distance hiking provides that
solitude.
Of course the introvert/extrovert dichotomy is a continuum describing individual
temperament. My reflexivity throughout the project regarding this issue provided an opportunity
for learning I felt was transforming, especially with regard to aspects of leadership, and social
interaction. The Ulysses factor was its genesis.
The Ulysses factor can be viewed as an analysis of a more solitary motivated pursuit.
Ulysses was okay having others aid in his pursuits, but if they were unavailable he continued
unabated. Transformational Adult Learning theory-on-the-other hand involves at least two
persons. Its precepts work well in analyzing thru-hiking culture.
Transformational Adult Learning Theory
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The chance to reflect is a wonderful aspect of thru-hiking the A.T. Because many hikers
are soul searching and trying to make changes, their existing points of view, frameworks,
philosophical assumptions, and perspectives are under self-examination. The solitude of the hike
and its duration provide an excellent petri dish for this discovery process. Casting off
anachronistic points of view in favor of enlightened, efficacious, autonomously-derived
philosophical approaches to life is characteristic of transformational learning. It is most often the
practice of adults, who bring their unique pool of past experiences to the process (Mezirow,
1991).
Transformational adult learning requires critical thinking, which has two components.
Adults think critically when they identify and challenge their existing assumptions or points of
view and when they explore and imagine alternatives (Brookfield, 1987). Existing assumptions
may have been inculcated by the family culture we grew up in. Political forces may have formed
assumptions as well. Whatever the source, individuals find these assumptions lacking
contemporary usefulness. They are looking to discover effective alternatives. Hiking the A.T.
provides a chance to consider alternative assumptions.
Reflective analysis combined with initiative comprises transformational learning. It is
not a static process. Individuals need to try it and let it play out. Culture is always evolving, and
traditional perspectives may become unimportant or inimical to society as a whole if left
untended. A cosmopolitan society characterized by diversity of ideas seems more dynamic for
example.
Transformational learning may involve questioning societal issues or smaller personal
issues that keep individuals trapped in a stagnant malaise. Critical thought is an opportunity in
which individuals are able to affirm their identities (Brookfield, 1987).
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I was hoping to become a more compassionate person hiking the A.T. I have always
struggled to show compassion toward people, especially those I felt could have helped
themselves. I could exercise compassion toward those experiencing hardship, but only to the
degree that they could not have helped themselves. I felt less compassion toward smokers with
lung cancer than toward an athlete with leukemia, for example. I didn’t like this about myself.
Compassion should be unconditional. It should be full-out and free-flowing. That was the new
point of view I attempted to adopt, an example of my critical thinking.
Reflexively, I judged the source of my “lack of compassion” as stemming from an
upbringing imbued with a puritan work ethic. Work was the noblest human activity. Frivolous
people did not satisfy their duties in life. Therefore, whatever calamities they incurred deserved
a measure of compassion equal only to their work ethic.
Transformational adult learning requires communicative learning, which involves at least
two persons (Mezirow, 1991). Discourse is integral to the process, and I had meaningful
discourse on the subject of compassion with Bob one evening at a trail shelter in New York.
Bob was a day hiker on the last day of a ten-day solo hike along the A.T. I pulled in to
the shelter about four in the afternoon and sat down at a picnic table in front of the shelter. Bob
had his stove on the picnic table and ambled up to say hello. No one else was around. “You
mind if I smoke?” Bob asked. “Don’t mind.” I answered. “I had gastric bypass surgery a
couple years ago, and got hooked on these cigars,” Bob admitted. He was about my age and
looked pretty worn. “I enjoy a cigar once in a while,” I said trying to ingratiate myself. I didn’t
expect or want a cigar. “Have one,” he said, tossing me a Macanudo. Bob and I spent the next
three hours at that table trading philosophy.
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He was a retired cop from Manhattan, living in a houseboat on the East River next to
Roosevelt Island. He was involuntarily retired by the police department after a thirty-year career
because he was “too fat” (his words). He tried the surgery to lose weight.
After his retirement, his wife of 30 years divorced him. He wasn’t sure why – too much
time with buddies he thought. He spoke glowingly of two sons, one a newly-minted captain in
the Merchant Marines and another who was gay and just married.
On we talked. Bob and I didn’t have a lot in common, but he unconditionally loved his
kids. That revealed to me a genuine character. He was rich in compassion.
Bob had become estranged from his father at an early age. An uncle introduced him to
camping, hiking and backpacking, and he loved returning to the woods and trails to escape. It
gave him a sense of euphoria.
I liked Bob and had compassion for him. But would I have had the same unmitigated
compassion if he did not love his boys? I think so. There is always context to consider.
Somewhere within context, an offender’s obligation to duty is subsumed, allowing compassion
for him or her to reign.
I don’t think my evening with Bob was an epiphany regarding how to become more
compassionate, but I was able to elaborate on my understanding of compassion. That felt good.
As Mezirow (1991) suggests, I was able to expand the range or intensity of my established point
of view (p. 7).
I discovered an affinity for community which was transformational as well. I planned
originally to begin my hike southbound from Mount Katahdin for the sake of greater solitude.
Many sobos hike southbound to avoid the annual hoard starting at Springer Mountain. That was
my plan until Jim joined me at my flip-flop beginning in Massachusetts. Prior to that, I didn’t
think I needed community. I classified myself as a lifelong introvert. I believed introverts
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needed relationship but not a lot. I felt a sobo hike would better suit me because of the fewer
number of thru-hikers. I wanted to avoid connecting. My focus was to simply grind out the
miles avoiding contact with others for efficiency sake. Jim’s extroversion resulted in me
interacting with other thru-hikers, and I began to appreciate the value to me in building a
relationship with them. And after hiking with Zeus for a few weeks, I came to understand that I
might be of some use as a hiking partner to someone else.
Hostels opened my eyes to the value of community. I found myself enjoying the contacts
I made in hostels along the trail as long as they weren’t crowded. I identified with the lifestyle of
residents in rural communities. The people and their lifestyle were transparent and
uncomplicated. Conversation with another hiker en route was energizing and left me feeling
buoyant.
I was guarded by reflective skepticism at first. A lifetime of “going it alone” is not easily
overcome. Cain (2012) suggests, “Introverts recharge their batteries by being alone; extroverts
need to recharge when they don’t socialize enough” (p. 10). Critical reflection is emotive and
not wholly rational, but my frame of reference began to evolve (Brookfield, 1987).
Taking the risk of interaction out of necessity was rewarding. I developed feelings for
trail communities. I began to love these people. A sense of patriotism welled up in me on more
than one occasion. The culture was charming, and I looked forward to contact with others. I
found that I needed it and wanted to reciprocate other’s gestures.
Many thru-hikers mention blessings associated with a more simplistic lifestyle. I
experienced these as well. Long distance hiking is so easily divorced from commercialism and
consumerism. Less stuff means fewer decisions, which results in a lighter mental load – another
epiphany.
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It is amazing how gross my accumulation of personal stuff appeared when I returned
from the hike. I donated three grocery bags of clothes from one dresser alone when I got back
from the A.T.; I have not missed one forfeited item in the past three months, and I never will.
Americans take affluence for granted. We are rich in stuff and poor in discretionary time.
I was surprised at the number of foreign hikers who seem to approach life in the opposite way.
They have far fewer consumer goods, real estate, and formal education, but travel the world.
I’m not sure travelling the world significantly simplifies life. However, getting out and
walking “your” world may improve an individual’s lifestyle perspective. Taking time to do so in
a grateful way becomes easier when our lives become less cluttered. Reducing clutter may
require a transformational approach when one lives in a capitalistic society.
Transformational Adult Learning theory is an overarching theory for this study. It is
tantamount to an exercise in examining learning opportunities. The study was precipitated by a
disorienting dilemma, being passed over for a job. I was focused on examining several life
frameworks such as being an introvert. The solitude and simplicity of hiking the trail provided
an examination room. I realized new perspectives were necessary for me, divorcing myself from
old paradigms found in antiquated leadership styles. All these self-examination techniques,
disorienting dilemmas, developing frameworks, perspectives, etc. are found in transformational
learning. Indeed, autoethnography as a relatively new research methodology is transformational
in qualitative study and so perfect for this project. To restate, transformational adult learning
requires high levels of reflexivity, the type of exercise necessary in examining opportunities for
learning.
Summary
In this chapter, I examined thru-hiking culture in terms of philosophical assumptions,
including ontology, epistemology, axiology and rhetoric. I analyzed my experience using four
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established theories; Flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs theory
(Maslow, 1970), the Ulysses Factor (Anderson, 1970) and Transformational Adult Learning
theory (Mezirow, 1991, Brookfield, 1987, Macfarlane, 2009) to further clarify themes and thruhiker culture. I used anecdotal information retrieved from my personal A.T. thru-hike to support
the philosophical assumptions and theories.
The purpose of this study was to examine the meaning of thru-hikers’ experiences
walking the A.T. Part of that examination explores thru-hiker culture, ethnography and my
placement in it, autobiography. In addition, the examination incorporates critical reflection and
concomitant potential for transformational change. I next offer observations and conclusions
related to A.T. culture and transformational change in chapter six.

CHAPTER 6–SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
In the previous chapters, I examined transformational adult learning opportunities on a
thru-hike of the Appalachian Trail. I documented many of my personal experiences hiking the
trail as a 2014 flip-flop thru-hiker marking my progress along the 2,185-mile journey. The trip
took five months to complete. I examined my experiences and observed those of other thru-
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hikers I met along the journey, achieving an understanding of personal change through the
experience of participants and gaining membership in a culture.
My sample of thru-hikers was selective. A hierarchy exists among hikers on the A.T.
that includes day hikers, section hikers, and thru-hikers. A further hierarchical stratification
emerges among thru-hikers: purists, slack packers, aqua blazers, yellow blazers, and some blue
blazers are long distance hikers who forego significant sections of the A.T. However, they still
consider themselves thru-hikers, justifying their status through the idea that one has to “hike your
own hike.”
In this study, I have considered day hikers, section hikers, aqua blazers, yellow blazers,
and aggressive blue blazers suspect as thru-hikers. They lack the criterion of perseverance, a
part of the experience I was interested in examining. Nevertheless, many individuals in these
varied groups of hikers helped shape what I identified as the thru-hiking culture.
Flow theory (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990), Maslow’s (1970) Hierarchy of Needs theory and
the Ulysses Factor, (Anderson, 1970) three theories described in the previous chapter proved
relevant for my definition and examination to the experience of hiking the A.T. Flow theory
helped explain the joy experienced in long distance hiking. Hierarchy of Needs theory is useful
to explain hiker’s physiological needs—hunger, safety as well as higher level needs such as
belonging, esteem, self-actualization, and transcendence. The Ulysses factor helped with
understanding of self conceptually as well as offered justification for purpose in hiking the trail.
Opportunities to experience transformational adult learning (Mezirow, 1991) occurred
within the context of a culture. “Culture is the acquired knowledge people use to interpret,
experience, and generate behavior” (Bogdan & Biklen, 2007, p. 30). As such, culture forms the
“self.” I examined acquired cultural paradigms, frameworks, and perspectives as opportunities
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for new learning. I targeted the A.T. as the “petri dish” in which to examine the two primary
elements of this autoethnography: my own experience (the “autobiography” portion) within the
A.T. thru-hiking culture (the “ethnography” portion). Themes emerged from these two elements:
adventure, achievement, recognition, environmentalism, compassion, relationship building,
altruism, spiritualism, simplicity, solitude, anti-establishmentism, and transcendentalism.
Leadership Observed
I commented on the introvert/extrovert dichotomy during the course of this project.
Psychologist Lacy completed a 1990s study, concluding that 75% of thru-hikers are introverts
according to the Myers Briggs personality test (Mueser, 1998). Many hikers I connected with on
the trail were between jobs. They were either retired – usually early – or dissatisfied with a
recent work experience and would soon be searching for new employment. Most would be
introverts according to the Lacy study. I wondered if they thought of themselves as leaders.
Dembling (2002) argued there is a strong prejudice for extroverted leaders in our
capitalistic society. Employers favor charismatic leadership not often exhibited by introverts. I
reflected on why a person who connects, disconnects, then reconnects with multiple persons
perhaps multiple times in a foreign land under adverse conditions might be a capable leader. I
thought perhaps introverts might also be effective leaders. I think a leader is someone who
communicates with others, and is able to develop and maintain rapport – similar to an A.T. thruhiker.
I considered further whether the knowledge and habits of introversion might be useful,
such as allowing a co-worker the autonomy needed to work independently - expecting results
from individual initiative. An introvert might support the employee able to tackle projects and
work out problems in a self-guided, humanistic way – similar to an A.T. thru-hike. I thought
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perhaps an introvert may be the type of leader who allows autonomy in the work place, creating
more opportunities for leadership of all those participating in the community. .
I think an introvert may be the type of leader able to accommodate an employee who
worked at a different pace, desired flex time for personal pursuits, or perhaps felt he or she could
meet an objective moving in an entirely different direction. I thought perhaps an introvert may
accommodate employee desires in a leadership context, seeing the potential in their ability to
contribute in different ways.
Luxenberg (1994) suggested all thru-hikers are searching for something. I submit they
are looking for transformational change, a new framework for living, and a new life perspective.
These are the dynamics found in effective leadership. Introverts need to take stock and
champion their proclivities. Can introverts take the leadership lessons practiced on the A.T. and
use them effectively in an employment scenario? Naturally.
Thru-Hiking Culture Profiled
I analyzed my findings through a variety of lenses and methods. I adopted an expansive
view of culture, including the view regarding how culture shapes individuals and individuals
shape culture (Bruner, 1990). The detailed description of thru-hiker culture revealed the thruhiker as a “self” who ascribes simplicity of manner, dress, personal hygiene, activity, diet, need
for group acceptance, and preference for shelter to the thru-hiking culture. Concomitantly, “self”
influences thru-hiker culture by exposing it to a strong introverted nature – hikers seeking
anonymity from former lives, solitude, simplicity, and transformational change.
I used several philosophical assumptions – ontology, epistemology, axiology, and
rhetoric – to analyze my perceptions and experience of the hike.
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I used psychology pertaining to my preference for introversion first described by
psychologist Carl Jung 75 years ago (as cited in Laney, 2002) and its affects on my choices. I
formed relationships with other people on the trail, recognizing my need for solitude and
community. I describe my introverted nature in chapter four, especially in my preference as a
sobo (hiking the trail southbound) rather than as a nobo, the preferred route with greater
possibility for hiker interaction.
I described and analyzed my personal experience using anecdote, reflexivity,
philosophical assumption, and established theory. These insights produced change in me while
on the trail and returning home.
Evaluating My Study Using Established Criteria
My examination is rigorous, used a recognized qualitative approach, employed a narrow
focus, analyzed data using multiple levels of abstraction, presented the experiences realistically,
and ethically (Cresswell, 2007). My examination shows rigor because I personally hiked the
trail. I followed the white, two-by-six blazes for 2,185 miles. I carried the thirty pounds of gear
thru-hikers customarily haul over that distance. I sheltered for 152 days in tents, trail shelters,
and hostels along the route. In making my way along the trail, I crawled up mountains, over
boulder fields, along rock ledges, and through rivers, and I hitchhiked into towns. I wore the
same meager set of clothes daily, as all thru-hikers do. I ate the same food, drank from the same
water sources, and communicated in the same thru-hiker vernacular. I connected, disconnected,
and reconnected with groups of nobos and sobos. I examined the culture and reflected on my
first hand observations. I composed field notes in the form of a daily blog and a weekly
newspaper article summarizing my experiences.
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I used a recognized qualitative research methodology – autoethnography – to facilitate
the study. I was interested in examining learning opportunities in a culture unique from my
established culture. I selected the A.T. thru-hiking culture because I have athletic ability
allowing me to observe and acclimate to the culture. In addition, I was interested in the
opportunity for self-examination while embedded in a different culture. Autoethnography is a
perfect qualitative methodology for these two types of examination - culture and self.
Restricting the analysis to culture and self narrowed the focus of my study. These
concepts are interdependent (Bruner, 1990). Data collection through observation, reflection, and
journaling served dual examination purposes. I was able to focus on core concepts of culture and
self by narrowing the study’s scope.
The study used multiple levels of abstraction. The literature review presented certain
themes—adventure, achievement, love of nature, simplicity, and solitude. I uncovered additional
themes personally hiking the trail, including environmentalism, rural living, minimalism,
patriotism, relationship building, altruism, and compassion. Some themes were mundane and
expected, however others were surprising. For example, the art of hitchhiking was an
unexpected cultural theme.
I presented my analysis realistically because I embedded myself in the culture. I
described anecdotal experiences throughout this paper to establish prima facie evidence of the
study’s integrity. The anonymity of characters and many of the settings described are protected
ethically by use of pseudonym identifiers.
Finally, I used understandings and emotive proclivities gleaned from the trail to
reflexively establish new personal paradigms in transformational adult learning. In my
understanding of compassion, for example, I find new voice, extricating what Mezirow (1991)
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calls “premise distortions,” which I acquired in my past (p. 123). Brookfield (1995) suggested
this is the discovery of our authentic voice, which is at the heart of the critically reflective
process (p. 47). Discovering goodness in humanity and oneself is a beautiful thing.
Recommendations
This study is transferrable to other studies and has meaning beyond simply my own
hiking of the trail in search of personal change because it examines learning opportunities. The
researcher commonly studies ethnography, becoming embedded within the subject, as I have
done. I believe the thru-hiking culture is influenced by affiliated members, such as trail angels,
shuttle drivers, hostel owners, and various community members who support thru-hikers in their
quests. Other ethnographic research might consider affiliated cultural members as a salient
dynamic, especially when the ethnographer is not personally embedded in the culture.
Brookfield (1987) for example, recommended “acknowledging the contextual complexity of the
work setting” in the process of critical thinking (p. 155).
This study also has relevance for the researching of egalitarian cultures. As a 60-year-old
hiker, I was 40 years beyond the mean age of thru-hikers, yet I was considered equal with other
hikers. I was on alert for some difference in treatment, but I experienced the opposite: I was
admitted into the subset of thru-hikers because, I believe, we experienced a common struggle.
I encountered an interesting physiological phenomenon in hiking the trail, which is of
note to migraine sufferers like myself. I have a history of migraine headaches requiring
prescription drugs to alleviate their effects. I get one or two migraines per month on average, but
I experienced none during the five-month hike. I had one again about six weeks after my return.
I believe the absence of the headaches was due to the circadian rhythms a hiker adopts on the
journey. I hiked when it was light and slept when it was dark. Sometimes that meant crawling
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into the tent at 7:00 p.m. or earlier. The body’s natural clock was in sync with nature. It was an
interesting and enjoyable anomaly.
There are a few ways in which I could expand this study, one of which is the
extrovert/introvert dichotomy. If it is true the majority of thru-hikers are introverted – 75% as
Lacy suggests (as cited in Mueser, 1998) – it would be interesting to discover the perseverance
levels of extroverts attempting a thru-hike. Is the thru-hiking culture skewed by extrovert
influence?
A study of this dichotomy might not require the actual experience of thru-hiking the A.T.;
rather, it would involve interviewing hikers who leave the trail and head home. Many of those
subjects quit at Neels Gap, the first opportunity in Georgia, 30 miles up the trail. It would be
interesting to calculate the ratio of extroverts to introverts who quit the trail at the first
opportunity, whether one group dominates, and to determine why they quit.
Additionally, others may wish to focus analysis on personal experience at various stages
in the journey. For example, at the start of the hike, I was flying and had to coach myself to slow
down. On the other hand, the end of the hike could seem like drudgery. Why the difference? I
still applied the same skill set to the same challenge. Maslow’s (1970) transcendence level on
the needs pyramid merits further investigation as well. Many hikers seem to be motivated by the
ephemeral rhythm of nature. They have not necessarily become self-actualized, but they find
some zone within nature, a circadian rhythm, an “Appalachian high” perhaps, allowing them to
skip the self-actualization level of Maslow’s pyramid. They move directly to the transcendence
level as evidenced by their desire to give back to the trail through trail magic. I might examine
the Ulysses Factor (Anderson, 1970) by looking at its negative application. Which elements
comprising the Factor are missing in hikers who go off-trail for good?
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Finally, are hikers who admit to having changed in some way able to maintain their new
paradigmatic framework? Could they have made a shift without having hiked the trail? Do their
unique psyches combined with the A.T. experience enhance critical thinking? These questions
also merit consideration.
I connected with a couple of older section hikers at a shelter one evening in Vermont.
The elder of the two was about my age – about 60. The other hiker was perhaps 20 years
younger and an employee, a protégé, of the older guy. “Employer,” founder of a large hotel
chain, had thru-hiked the trail just out of college probably 40 years earlier and was now a
successful businessman. He was back to recapture something of his earlier trail experience and
had brought “Protégé,” the chain’s CEO, along to share in the unique experience. “Employer”
had lost much of the physicality necessary to hike, and “Protégé” seemed bored. Out of earshot
of “Employer” I asked “Protégé,” “How’s it going?” He answered in a hushed, exasperated
voice. “I’m out of here as soon as I can find cell service to call my wife to pick me up.”
“Employer” spent the evening gloriously recalling events of his youthful thru-hike. “Protégé”
worked on responding to business e-mails.
The duo left the next morning, “Employer” leading a slow charge down the trail with
Protégé following in his wake. “Employer” wanted to recapture something that had gone
dormant. I was reminded of a couple of Bob Segar (1980, track no. 6) lyrics in Against the
Wind: “Wish I didn’t know now what I didn’t know then.” Like “Employer” returning to hike
the A.T., “I found myself seeking shelter against the wind” (Segar, 1980, track no. 6). Was
finishing the A.T. journey going to exorcise that long present sense of discontent for having quit
key challenges earlier in life?
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